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Preface

Mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteoform identification and characterization are extremely
important for pursuing an accurate understanding of protein functions in diseases and
development. The book aims to be a useful resource on various MS-based technologies
for proteoform identification, characterization, and quantification, including sample prepa-
ration, proteoform separation, proteoform gas-phase fragmentation, bioinformatics tools
for MS data analysis, and some important applications in the field. The book will benefit
researchers in both academia and the biopharmaceutical industry who are interested in
protein analysis using MS.

East Lansing, MI, USA Liangliang Sun
New Orleans, LA, USA Xiaowen Liu
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Chapter 1

Proteoforms and Proteoform Families: Past, Present,
and Future

Lloyd M. Smith

Abstract

The Human Proteoform Project is an ambitious international effort to accelerate the development of
technologies for proteoform analysis and to establish comprehensive atlases of proteoforms for humans and
model organisms. Proteoforms are the ultimate molecular effectors of function in biology and are thus
central to understanding that function. Proteoform analysis as it is practiced today is almost exclusively
accomplished by mass spectrometry (MS) and is rapidly advancing in its capabilities. This volume presents a
beautiful snapshot of emerging technologies at the exciting frontier of MS-based proteoform analysis.

Key words Proteoform, Proteoform Family, Human Proteoform Project, Mass spectrometry

1 Introduction

The term “proteoform” was first introduced in 2013 and was
quickly adopted by the research community [1]. A proteoform is
a defined form of a protein from a given gene with a specific amino
acid sequence and localized posttranslational modifications. Pro-
teoforms are thus the collection of diverse protein molecules
(in many forms) that derive from each gene in the genome. The
importance of proteoforms in biology and medicine reflects the fact
that understanding of biological systems relies upon knowledge of
their elements. Proteoforms are the ultimate molecular effectors of
function in biology and as such are central to understanding that
function.

Proteomics as it is practiced today is almost exclusively accom-
plished by mass spectrometry. It comes in three main flavors: “bot-
tom-up,” “top-down,” and “middle-down.” Bottom-up, in which
proteins are digested into peptides, is by far the most well-
developed and widely used approach; it provides deeper proteome
coverage than top-down or middle-down, but at the cost of loss of
molecular context— you cannot determine what proteoforms are

Liangliang Sun and Xiaowen Liu (eds.), Proteoform Identification: Methods and Protocols,
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present from their component peptides. Top-down, in contrast,
skips the digestion step and seeks to identify the proteoforms in
the mass spectrometer directly. It does allow complete
characterization of the intact proteoform, but at the cost of
decreased sensitivity, which translates into lower proteome cover-
age. Middle-down is between the two, seeking to reduce protein
sizes to manageable levels by means of controlled and limited
digestion, but this approach remains a bit artisanal in nature and
is not well suited for comprehensive proteome analysis.

One powerful way to conceptualize proteomics at the proteo-
form level is through “proteoform families” (Fig. 1) [2, 3]. A
proteoform family is the set of proteoforms derived from a given
gene. For the ~20,000 genes in human, for example, there would
thus be ~20,000 proteoform families, and a comprehensive
proteoform-level analysis in human would reveal the members
and their abundances detected in the sample for each family.
There is much to be done to actualize this vision. Advances in
mass spectrometry and other emerging platforms such as nanopore
sequencing and cryo-EM are in active development worldwide, and
the technological progress is breathtaking.

A concept that may help to drive progress concerns the distinc-
tion and transition between “discovery” technologies and “scor-
ing” technologies. A prominent example of this occurred in the
Human Genome Project, where the early large-scale sequencing
efforts (discovery technology) revealed millions of single-
nucleotide polymorphisms that were compiled in public databases
such as dbSNP (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/); once com-
piled, however, simpler and less expensive approaches such as
hybridization arrays (scoring technology) could be used to screen
large numbers of samples, enabling deep analysis across populations
in genome-wide association studies (GWAS). This kind of possibil-
ity motivates the Human Proteoform Project, an ambitious inter-
national effort to accelerate proteoform technology development
and to establish comprehensive atlases of proteoforms for humans
and model organisms [4]. Such atlases can enable the transition to a
scoring technology, by, for example, allowing a relatively simple
proteoform mass measurement to serve as a proteoform identifier
[2, 3]. Sample-specific databases built on a foundation of multiple
data types, such as genomic and transcriptomic nucleic acid
sequence data and deep bottom-up proteomic data, will play an
important role in establishing and employing proteoform atlases, as
they will allow proteoform databases to be built that correctly
reflect the particular individual and tissue under study [5, 6].

This volume presents a compendium of cutting-edge emerging
tools for proteoform analysis, in a form designed to allow others to
be able to practice them. Chapters describe emerging approaches to
proteoform separation, data handling and interpretation, and
important application areas.

2 Lloyd M. Smith
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2 Separations

Separations are central to proteomics analyses of complex mixtures
due to the fundamental mismatch between the complexity of a
proteome and the much more limited ability of a mass spectrometer
to resolve mixtures. While a proteome-wide study might seek to
reveal thousands or tens of thousands of peptides or proteins, a
decipherable high-quality mass spectrum of peptide or protein
mixtures will generally have far fewer components, arguably in the
range from 1 to 100. While separation strategies for comprehensive
peptide analysis are fairly mature and widely practiced, separations
of proteins and their proteoforms are much less developed. New
strategies and materials for proteoform separations by capillary
electrophoresis, size exclusion chromatography, reverse-phase
chromatography, and isoelectric focusing are described.

3 Bioinformatic Tools

Bioinformatic tools are similarly critical to proteoform analysis. The
complexity of the information required for proteoform-level analy-
sis can be daunting. Complete sequence coverage of even a single
proteoform relies upon the acquisition of very complex data; for
example, if a proteoform had 500 amino acids, corresponding to a
molecular weight of around 50 kDa, uniform cleavage at every

Fig. 1 Illustration of a proteoform family, encompassing sources of protein variation at genomic, transcrip-
tomic, and posttranslational levels

Proteoforms and Proteoform Families: Past, Present, and Future 3



peptide bond would produce 1000 b and y ions, each of which
would have only 1/1000th of the ion intensity of the parent ion. In
reality, cleavage is not uniform, and the spectrum will be further
complicated by internal ions, missing ions, possible co-eluting
interferences, and so on. In the case of a proteome-wide analysis,
complex data of this sort needs to be obtained for thousands or tens
of thousands of components. Powerful bioinformatic tools are
clearly needed to rapidly and reliably process these massive data
streams, providing the needed information on identities and abun-
dances of the proteoforms present. Development of new algo-
rithms and software tools to this end is a rich and vibrant area of
current research, and several such state-of-the art capabilities are
presented in this volume.

4 Applications

Applications comprise the third and final set of chapters presented
here. In many ways, such applications are “where the rubber hits
the road” in state-of-the-art proteoform analysis. Tools are only as
good as the results they are able to provide when faced with real-
world problems. Three concluding chapters present the application
of top-down proteomics for analysis of histone proteoforms for the
discovery of new post-translational modifications, for the charac-
terization of metalloproteins, and for the delineation of protein
complexes.

Taken together, this volume presents a beautiful snapshot of
the status of emerging technologies in the exciting frontier of
proteoform analysis. Readers interested in learning about and
applying the latest approaches will find it well worth their time.
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Chapter 2

Membrane Ultrafiltration-Based Sample Preparation
Method and Sheath-Flow CZE-MS/MS for Top-Down
Proteomics

Zhichang Yang and Liangliang Sun

Abstract

Mass spectrometry (MS)-based denaturing top-down proteomics (dTDP) identify proteoforms without
pretreatment of enzyme proteolysis. A universal sample preparation method that can efficiently extract
protein, reduce sample loss, maintain protein solubility, and be compatible with following up liquid-phase
separation, MS, and tandem MS (MS/MS) is vital for large-scale proteoform characterization. Membrane
ultrafiltration (MU) was employed here for buffer exchange to efficiently remove the sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) detergent in protein samples used for protein extraction and solubilization, followed by
capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE)-MS/MS analysis. The MU method showed good protein recovery,
minimum protein bias, and nice compatibility with CZE-MS/MS. Single-shot CZE-MS/MS analysis of an
Escherichia coli sample prepared by the MU method identified over 800 proteoforms.

Key words Denaturing top-down proteomics, Mass spectrometry, Membrane ultrafiltration, Capil-
lary zone electrophoresis-mass spectrometry, Proteoform, Sodium dodecyl sulfate

1 Introduction

Denaturing top-down proteomics (dTDP) aims to characterize
proteoforms in cells with high throughput [1–3]. It is becoming
an important tool for better understanding of protein structure,
post translational modifications (PTMs), and function in biological
system. Mass spectrometry (MS)-based dTDP has achieved great
advance due to tremendous efforts in the development of proteo-
form liquid-phase separation [4–14], MS instrumentation [7, 15,
16], and new bioinformatics tools for proteoform identifications
(IDs) through database search [17–19], leading to thousands of
proteoform IDs from a complex proteome.

A comprehensive proteoform characterization with high
throughput cannot do without an efficient and comprehensive
extraction of proteins with high recovery, good reproducibility,

Liangliang Sun and Xiaowen Liu (eds.), Proteoform Identification: Methods and Protocols,
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minimum bias, and free of MS incompatible salts, chaotropes, and
detergents [20]. Protein extraction is normally implemented with
assistance of additives such as detergents and chaotropic reagents
for a thorough protein extraction and denaturing. However, these
detergents and chaotropic reagents need to be removed before MS
analysis as they can cause significant ion suppression. Multiple
strategies were developed for protein cleanup including membrane
ultrafiltration (MU) [21], chloroform–methanol precipitation
(CMP) [22], and single-spot solid-phase sample preparation
using magnetic beads (SP3) [23, 24]. Membrane ultrafiltration
(MU) has been widely used by the bottom-up proteomics commu-
nity for filter-aided sample preparation (FASP) method to remove
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) before enzymatic digestion of pro-
teins [21]. Basically, a protein sample in 1–5% (w/v) SDS solution
is loaded onto a commercialized membrane filter unit with a 10- to
30-kDa molecular weight cutoff (MWCO), followed by washing
with a 8 M urea solution to remove SDS, which is based on the fact
that 8 M urea can destroy the hydrophobic interaction between
SDS and proteins. The cleaned protein can then be recovered with
designated buffer for dTDP analysis or be subjected to enzyme
digestion for bottom-up analysis. We systematically compared
MU, SP3, and CMP methods for protein clean-up for dTDP
analysis through capillary zone electrophoresis mass spectrometry
(CZE-MS) and concluded that MU method can be a universal
strategy for dTDP sample preparation, due to its nature of high
efficiency, high protein recovery, comprehensiveness, and compati-
bility with downstream MS analysis. A workflow of MU sample
processing for dTDP is shown in Fig. 1 [25]. With sample prepared
from MU strategy, we applied dynamic pH junction-based
CZE-MS/MS on Escherichia coli proteoform analysis and achieved
over 800 proteoform IDs in a single shot. In this chapter, we have
provided a detailed description on theMU strategy and highlighted
some critical steps for high protein recovery.

Fig. 1Workflow of the dTDP sample preparation using membrane ultrafiltration. (Reproduced from ref. 25 with
permission from American Chemical Society, copyright (2020))
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2 Materials

All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO)
unless stated otherwise. All solvents were prepared with water and
reagents at LC-MS grade. All processing buffers/solutions need to
be prepared fresh.

2.1 Prepare Protein

for MU Cleanup

1. LB (Luria-Bertani) medium for E. coli culture.

2. Sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) without calcium and
magnesium.

3. 50 mL Falcon tube.

4. 500 mL conical flask.

5. E. coli (strain K-12 substrain MG1655).

6. Cell lysis buffer: 1%(w/w) SDS, 100 mM NH4HCO3

(pH 8.0), 5 mg/mL protease inhibitor, 5 mg/mL phosphatase
inhibitor. Store at 4 �C.

7. Centrifuge (compatible with 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube with
maximum speed of 14,800 rpm; e.g., Thermo Scientific Leg-
end Micro 21).

8. Ultrasonication (capable of inducing cell disruption, homoge-
nization, and emulsification through cavitation; e.g., Branson
Sonifier 250).

2.2 Membrane

Ultrafiltration

1. Urea buffer: 8 M urea, 100 mM NH4HCO3 (pH 8.0).

2. NH4HCO3 buffer: 100 mM NH4HCO3 (pH 8.0).

3. 30 kDa MWCO membrane unit (Millipore: MRCF0R030).

2.3 Prepare LPA

(Linear

Polyacrylamide)-

Coated Capillary

1. Capillary electrophoresis (CE) separation capillary: 360/50
(OD/ID) fused silica capillary.

2. 1 M NaOH.

3. 1 M HCl.

4. γ-MAPS solution: 50%(v/v) 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl-meth-
acrylate (in methanol (MeOH)).

5. Acrylamide solution: 40 mg/mL acrylamide solution.

6. APS buffer: 5% w/v ammonium persulfate buffer (APS).

7. Coating solution: mix 3.5 μL APS and 500 μL acrylamide
solution.

8. Hydrofluoric acid: 40% hydrofluoric acid.

9. 10 M NaOH solution.

10. 600 μL Eppendorf tubes.

Membrane Ultrafiltration-Based Sample Preparation Method and Sheath-Flow. . . 7



2.4 CZE-MS 1. Background electrolyte (BGE): 20% acetic acid.

2. Sheath buffer: 10% MeOH, 0.2% formic acid.

3. CE autosampler: CMP Scientific autosampler.

4. CE interface: electrokinetically pumped sheath flow CE-MS
interface (EMASS II, CMP Scientific, Brooklyn, NY).

5. Mass spectrometer: Q-Exactive HF mass spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific).

3 Method

3.1 Prepare Protein

for MU Cleanup

1. Culture the E. coli (strain K-12 substrain MG1655) in the LB
(Luria-Bertani) medium at 37 �C until OD600 reached 0.7.

2. Harvest the E. coli cells by centrifugation at 4000 rpm for
10 min. Wash the cell pellets with PBS three times to remove
the leftover culture medium.

3. Add 400 μL cell lysis buffer into the cell pellet. Pipette up and
down a few times to lysis the cell. For thorough lysis, immerse
sample tube into ultrasonication equipment filled with ice
water and sonicate for 10 min (see Note 1).

4. Spin down the sample tube at a speed of 14,000 g for 5 min.
After spinning down, protein is in supernatant. Take the super-
natant out carefully and measure the protein concentration of
the supernatant by BCA protein assay. Aliquot the protein into
a 600 μL Eppendorf tube with 100 μg in each tube and store
the protein at �80 �C before use.

3.2 Ultrafiltration

Buffer Exchange

1. Rinse the ultrafiltration membrane with 200 μL 100 mM
NH4HCO3 buffer for membrane pretreatment.

2. Dilute the protein solution with 8 M urea buffer to a concen-
tration of up to 1 μg/μL if the protein original concentration is
too high (see Note 2).

3. Load the protein solution onto membrane and spin down the
ultrafiltration unit with high speed until all solution go through
the membrane or the volume of the solution doesn’t reduce
with more spinning (see Note 3).

4. Wash the membrane with 100 μL 8 M urea buffer at least two
times and 100 μL 100 mM NH4HCO3 buffer three times
through high speed (<14,000 g) spin-down (see Note 4).

5. Add 50–100 μL of 100 mM NH4HCO3 onto the membrane,
and pipette up and down a couple times to resuspend the
protein left on the membrane. Additional resuspension can be
performed through 5 min of vortex.

6. Flip the membrane unit onto a new collection tube and collect
the protein solution through a quick spin down.
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7. Measure the protein concentration with BCA protein assay to
estimate protein recovery and to adjust the amount of protein
to be loaded for follow-up MS identification (see Note 5).

3.3 Prepare Capillary

for CE-MS

1. Capillary pretreatment: Flush the capillary with following
buffer in order: 1 M NaOH for more than 30 min, water for
30 min, 1 M HCl for 30 min, water for 30 min, MeOH for
30 min.

2. Dry the capillary by flushing with nitrogen gas for 10 min.

3. Flush the capillary with 50% 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl-methac-
rylate for 10 min and seal both ends with rubber. Incubate the
capillary at room temperature for at least 24 h.

4. Rinse the capillary with MeOH and dry the capillary with
nitrogen gas.

5. Capillary coating: Remove oxygen from the LPA coating solu-
tion by introducing pure nitrogen into the solution. Introduce
LPA coating solution into the capillary and seal both ends with
rubber. Incubate the capillary in a 50 �C water bath for 50 min.
See Note 6.

6. Flush the capillary with water and store the capillary at room
temperature, if not use right away. See Note 7.

7. Etch capillary: To accommodate the capillary into interface
emitter with minimum sample dilution. One end of capillary
needs to be etched with hydrofluoric (HF) acid to reduce the
outer diameter. Use lighter fire to burn out the outer coating of
the capillary, in the middle part that is about 1 cm away from
the end, to create a 1–2 cm etching segment. Wipe out the
coating residue with wet paper towel. Install the capillary into a
600 μL Eppendorf tube through a hole pierced at the bottom
of the tube so that the etching segment is in the Eppendorf
tube and the pierced hole is clogged tightly by the capillary
(as shown in Fig. 2). Add 60–80 μL HF acid into the tube so
that the HF acid can cover part of the etching segment. Leave
the capillary in HF acid for 90 min. Carefully remove the HF
acid in the tube and neutralize the HF acid using 10 M NaOH
buffer. Rinse the etched end with water. Cut off the etching
segment and leave a desired length of etched capillary (~5 mm)
(see Note 8).

3.4 CE-MS 1. Install the etched tip of the capillary into the glass emitter of
the interface. The glass emitter (orifice controlled at
20–40 μm) needs to be filled with sheath buffer. Control the
distance of the etched capillary tip to the emitter orifice less
than 500 μm and the distance of the emitter orifice to the MS
entrance around 2 mm.
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2. Perform the CE separation with the autosampler. Set the
electrospray ionization (ESI) voltage at 2 kV. Flush the capil-
lary with BGE at 15 psi for 10 min. For 500 nL sample
injection, immerse the distal end of the capillary into sample
solution and apply 5 psi for 90 s (see Note 9). For separation,
immerse the distal end of the capillary back into BGE buffer
and apply 30 kV voltage for 115 min. Flush the capillary at
15 psi for 10 min for capillary cleanup and equilibrate after
separation is finished. The example electropherograms of the
prepared E. coli sample are shown in Fig. 3. See Note 10.

3. During the separation, MS instrument is operated in data-
dependent mode. Acquire MS1 data with full scan range of
600–2000 m/z. Set the MS1 resolution at 120,000 FWHM
(at 200 m/z); set the AGC 1E6 and set maximum injection
time as 50 ms. Allow up to three precursor ions for higher
energy collisional dissociation (HCD) fragmentation in tan-
dem mass spectra. Acquire MS2 spectra at 60,000 resolution
(at 200 m/z), set AGC target value of 1E5 and max injection
time of 200 ms. Set precursor ion isolation width to 4 m/z. Set
the dynamic exclusion as 30 s.

4. Data analysis: Perform database search with TopPIC Suite
[17]. Convert RAW files into mzML file using msconvert
tool [26]. Process the mzML file with TopFD software for
spectral deconvolution. Process the msalign files that resulted
from spectral deconvolution with TopPIC software for data-
base search. Specify the designated database, uniport E. coli in
this case. Specify the maximum shift value, 1 in this case.

Fig. 2 Setup of capillary etching
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Specify the approach for proteome false discovery rate (FDR)
evaluation, target-decoy in this case. Set the PrSM-level FDR
to 1% and proteoform level to 5%. See Note 11.

4 Notes

1. For thorough cell lysis, sonication was set at a power output of
6. To avoid accumulated heating during long session of sonica-
tion, sonication session can be divided into multiple sessions
with break of 30 s.

2. Total protein amount loaded onto the ultrafiltration mem-
brane should not exceed 100 μg to avoid protein precipitation.
It is recommended to dilute the protein with urea first to
disturb the interaction of protein and SDS and facilitate protein
dissolution.

3. During through centrifugation, try not to exceed 14,000 g for
centrifugation speed as too high of speed might cause mem-
brane clogging with protein molecules and protein loss. A spin-
down on the protein solution to remove any precipitate is also
recommended before ultrafiltration.

4. Make sure that minimum solution is left above the membrane
after each cycle of wash.

5. An SDS-PAGE analysis can be performed to check the com-
prehensiveness of sample preparation (whether specific MW
proteins are missing compared to pre-processed sample).

Fig. 3 Electropherograms of dTDP CE-MS analysis on two replicates of E. coli proteome processed by
membrane ultrafiltration. (Reproduced from ref. 25 with permission from American Chemical Society,
copyright (2020))
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6. When preparing LPA coating solution, the degas step is crucial
as oxygen will influent the polymerization process. A continu-
ous bubbling from the degassing tube that is immersed in the
coating solution should be maintained for an efficient degas.
Avoid disturbing the coating solution after the degas step and
introduce the coat solution into the capillary with vacuum
pump. The incubation time should be at least 50 min. Insuffi-
cient incubation could result in incomplete reaction and unsta-
ble coating. Incubating for too long (for example 1.5 h) could
lead to capillary clogging.

7. When the reaction time is too long, it is hard to push the
polymer in the capillary out. HPLC pump can be used to
flush the capillary in this case.

8. Hydrofluoric acid is very dangerous and needs to be processed
with care in the hood. Follow appropriate safety procedures. All
the tubes and tips involved in the etching steps need to be
placed in proper trash container.

9. The total loading amount of protein should be adjusted. The
loading amount in Fig. 3 was 400 ng. Too high of loading
amount can cause protein precipitation during CE separation
and odd current flow chart. Dilute the protein with 100 mM
NH4HCO3 if the concentration is too high. A loading amount
of 100–500 ng should be applicable.

10. It is proved that proteins extracted with SDS as additive tend to
be more hydrophobic than those extracted with urea as addi-
tive [25]. Hydrophobic protein is more insoluble in aqueous
sample buffer such as NH4HCO3 and can precipitate out
during CE separation. To facilitate the dissolution, we applied
20% acetic acid as BGE as opposed to 5% that was regularly
used in our previous studies.

11. 1% proteoform FDR can also be used for more strict setting. A
total of 800 proteoforms can be identified typically using the
CZE-MS/MS system from the E. coli sample in a single run
with 5% FDR at proteoform level.
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Chapter 3

Size Exclusion Chromatography Strategies and MASH
Explorer for Large Proteoform Characterization

Timothy N. Tiambeng, Zhijie Wu, Jake A. Melby, and Ying Ge

Abstract

Top-down mass spectrometry (MS)-based analysis of larger proteoforms (>50 kDa) is typically challenging
due to an exponential decay in the signal-to-noise ratio with increasing protein molecular weight (MW) and
coelution with low-MW proteoforms. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) fractionates proteins based on
their size, separating larger proteoforms from those of smaller size in the proteome. In this protocol, we
initially describe the use of SEC to fractionate high-MW proteoforms from low-MW proteoforms. Subse-
quently, the SEC fractions containing the proteoforms of interest are subjected to reverse-phase liquid
chromatography (RPLC) coupled online with high-resolution MS. Finally, proteoforms are characterized
using MASH Explorer, a user-friendly software environment for in-depth proteoform characterization.

Key words Size exclusion chromatography, Proteoforms, Data analysis, Top-down proteomics

1 Introduction

Top-down mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics is a powerful
technology because of its capability to characterize proteoforms
arising from sequence variations, alternative splicing, and post-
translational modifications (PTMs) [1–8]. Despite the capability
of top-down proteomics, high molecular weight
(MW) proteoforms are often under-represented in the MS analysis
of the proteome [9–11]. This challenge arises from both the high
dynamic range of the proteome, in which protein expression can
vary in orders of magnitude, and the exponential decay in the MS
signal-to-noise ratios of large proteoforms, resulting mainly from
the increased number of charge states observed with electrospray
ionization of proteoforms, the greater contribution of heavy iso-
topes at higher precursor mass, and the detrimental influence of
adducting and interfering species [12]. MS identification and char-
acterization of large proteoforms are particularly challenging if they
are coeluted with smaller proteoforms [9, 10]. Moreover,
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user-friendly software tools remain underdeveloped for proteoform
identification and comprehensive characterization of large
proteoforms.

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) addresses a critical chal-
lenge in top-down MS-based analysis of large, high-MW proteo-
forms [9, 10, 13, 14]. This chromatographic technique fractionates
the proteome by separating proteoforms based on their size or
hydrodynamic volumes, while reducing sample loss due to minimal
interactions of proteins with the SEC stationary phase
[13, 14]. SEC is usually performed using hydrophilic stationary
phases with well-defined pore diameters [15]. Typically, smaller
proteoforms more readily diffuse into the pores, while relatively
larger proteoforms are less likely to enter the pores. Thus, proteo-
forms are separated based on their size as they pass through the
column and are eluted in order of decreasing molecular weight
[16]. SEC can be used as an effective and versatile separation
method that is highly compatible with top-down MS-based prote-
omics and is orthogonal to other chromatographic methods. SEC
experiments can be performed in both denatured and native
modes, using mobile phases such as formic acid in water [10] and
ammonium acetate solution [17], respectively. The resulting SEC
fractions containing proteoforms eluting at specific chro-
matographic elution times can then be subjected to high-resolution
MS with simple sample processing. As a notable example, Cai and
Tucholski et al. developed serial size exclusion chromatography
(sSEC) by connecting together SEC columns in series with differ-
ent stationary phase pore diameters to achieve efficient size-based
separation over a broad MW range [9]. When sSEC fractions were
further separated by RPLC coupled online with high-resolution
MS, it enabled a 15-fold improvement in the observation of proteo-
forms greater than 60 kDa compared to one-dimensional RPLC-
MS alone. Additionally, Tucholski et al. utilized sSEC fractionation
directly with Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spec-
trometry (FTICR-MS) analysis to enable sequence characterization
of large proteoforms without RPLC separation or extensive protein
purification [10].

For characterizing the primary sequence and localizing the
PTMs of proteoforms, MASH Explorer is a universal, user-friendly,
and freely available software environment for top-down proteomics
[18]. MASH Explorer is built upon the previous successes of
MASH Suite [19] and MASH Suite Pro [20] to bolster the
continued growth of the top-down proteomics community. In
comparison to MASH Suite Pro, MASH Explorer can process
MS, tandem MS (MS/MS), and liquid chromatography tandem
MS (LC-MS/MS) across multiple vendor-specific-formats, with
automated database searching for protein identification and tools
for proteoform characterization and data validation. MASH
Explorer incorporates various deconvolution and database-
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searching algorithms to assist in fragment ion identification and
large proteoform characterization. MASH Explorer provides an
effective and comprehensive solution to process many types of
MS data and can be used in combination with other freely available
software tools, such as Proteoform Suite [21, 22], to assist in the
identification of large proteoforms [11] that are not monoisotopi-
cally resolved.

Here in this protocol, we demonstrate that SEC can be gener-
ally used to fractionate high-MW proteoforms from low-MW pro-
teoforms. SEC fractions are then subjected to online LC-MS and
LC-MS/MS analysis using a quadrupole time-of-flight (QTOF)
instrument. Subsequently, MASH Explorer [18] is used to process
and analyze MS data to characterize the sequence and PTMs of
proteoforms.

2 Materials

All reagents were purchased from MilliporeSigma Inc. (St. Louis,
MO, USA) unless otherwise noted. HPLC-grade solvents such as
water, acetonitrile, ethanol, isopropanol, and formic acid were
purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ, USA) (see Note
1).

2.1 Size Exclusion

Chromatography

1. Waters ACQUITY H-Class UPLC system equipped with a UV
detector and an automatic fraction collector (Waters Corpora-
tion, Milford, MA, USA).

2. PolyHYDROXYETHYL A (PolyHEA) columns (PolyLC Inc.,
Columbia, MD, USA) (see Note 2).

3. Mobile phase, such as 1% formic acid in water (v/v) (see Note
3).

4. Ultra-centrifugal 10 kDa molecular weight cutoff (MWCO)
filters (0.5 mL) (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ, USA).

5. 1/1600 OD (outer diameter) PEEK tubing with 100 μm ID
(inner diameter), 2 cm (VICI Valco instruments, Houston,
TX, USA).

6. Supelco® 1/1600 OD PEEK ferrules and fittings (Millipore-
Sigma Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA).

2.2 Online Reverse-

Phase Liquid

Chromatography Mass

Spectrometry

1. maXis II quadrupole time-of-fight (QTOF) mass spectrometer
(Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany).

2. Waters nanoACQUITY UPLC system (Waters Corporation,
Milford, MA, USA).

3. Home-packed PLRP column, (200� 0.5 mm ID with PLRP-S
bulk media (10 μm, 1000 Å, Agilent Technologies, Santa
Clara, CA, USA) (see Note 4).
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4. 1/1600 OD PEEK tubing with 100 μm ID, 20 cm (VICI Valco
instruments, Houston, TX, USA).

5. Supelco® 1/1600 OD PEEK ferrules and fittings (Millipore-
Sigma Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA).

6. Mobile phase A: 0.1% formic acid in water (v/v).

7. Mobile phase B: 0.1% formic acid in 50:50 acetonitrile/ethanol
(v/v).

8. Absorbance microplate reader, such as the BioTek ELx808
Absorbance Reader (Winooski, VT, USA).

9. Bradford protein assay reagents, such as the Quick Start™
Bradford Protein Assay Kit (Hercules, CA, USA).

2.3 MASH Explorer

Data Analysis

1. Personal computer meeting the minimum hardware require-
ments (see Note 5).

2. MASH Explorer software, version 2.1.1. (https://labs.wisc.
edu/gelab/software.html).

3. MASH Explorer User Installation Guide: (https://labs.wisc.
edu/gelab/MASH_Explorer/doc/User%20Installation%20
Guide.pdf) (see Note 6).

3 Methods

3.1 Size Exclusion

Chromatography

1. For new and previously unused PolyHEA columns, flush the
column with 15 column volumes of water to remove methanol.

2. Condition the column(s) by flushing with the intended mobile
phase overnight at room temperature to ensure reproducible
retention times.

3. For serial SEC, connect the desired number of SEC columns
together using 2 cm segments of 1/1600 OD PEEK tubing
(100 μm ID) and 1/1600 OD PEEK ferrules and fittings.

4. Ensure that an appropriately sized sample loop is installed on
the UPLC system for SEC or serial SEC applications (see Note
7).

5. Set the flow rate to 0.5 mL/min and perform three sample
injections using water at the same flow rate and isocratic gradi-
ent as the intended sample to ensure stable baseline and col-
umn backpressure. Ensure that the sample manager is kept at
4 �C to reduce artifactual temperature-induced protein modi-
fication such as oxidation (see Note 8).

6. As standards for reproducibility, inject 5 μg of protein solution
that is buffer exchanged with the starting SEC mobile phase
(see Note 9).
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7. Monitor protein elution from the SEC column by recording
the change in UV absorbance at 280 nm as a function of
retention time (see Note 10).

8. For fraction collection, begin collecting fractions when the
absorbance intensity increases about 10 times the signal-to-
noise ratio, or at the approximate elution time of the protein
of interest based on the elution times of the standard proteins
(see Note 11). Ensure that the fraction manager is kept at 4 �C
to reduce artifactual temperature-induced protein
modification.

9. Concentrate the desired protein-containing SEC fractions
using 10 kDa MWCO (see Note 12) for SDS-PAGE (see
Note 13) and LC-MS/MS analysis (Fig. 1).

3.2 Online Reverse-

Phase

Chromatography and

Top-Down MS

Analysis

1. Prepare LC-MS grade 0.1% formic acid in water (v/v) and
LC-MS grade 0.1% formic acid in 50:50 acetonitrile:ethanol
(v/v).

2. Dilute the protein fractions to a total protein concentration of
100 ng/μL total protein with 0.1% formic acid in water con-
taining 2 mM TCEP (see Note 14).

3. Load 500 ng of total protein for a 0.5 mm ID PLRP-S column.
Separate the proteins chromatographically using a nanoAcquity
UPLC system equipped with a PLRP-S column. Connect the
PLRP-S column to the electrospray ionization source using

Fig. 1 Example of an SEC separation of a complex protein mixture. Comparison of (a) single column SEC
(500 Å), (b) SEC with two columns connected serially (1000 Å–500 Å), and (c) SEC with three columns
connected serially (1000 Å–500 Å–500 Å) for the fractionation of the same protein loading mixture (LM). The
top panel illustrates the UV chromatogram for the corresponding SEC experiment, annotated with numbers
corresponding to the collected SEC fractions. The bottom panel illustrates the SDS-PAGE analysis
corresponding to the collected and annotated SEC fractions. (Adapted and reprinted with permission from
ref. 9. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society)
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1/1600 OD PEEK tubing with 100 μm ID and 1/1600 OD
PEEK ferrules and fittings.

4. Elute proteins using a mobile-phase gradient going from 5% B
to 95% B over 45 min at a flow rate of 8 μL/min (mobile
phase A: 0.1% formic acid in water, mobile phase B: 0.1%
formic acid in 50:50 acetonitrile:ethanol) (see Note 15).

5. For the electrospray ionization source on the QTOF mass
spectrometer, set the “End Plate Offset” at 500 V, the “Capil-
lary” at 4500 V, the “Nebulizer” at 0.5 bar, the “Dry Gas” at
4.0 L/min, and the “Dry Temp” at 220 �C. Collect mass
spectra at a scan rate of 0.5 Hz over 500–2000 m/z range.

6. Complete an initial LC-MS run on an SEC protein fraction of
interest and perform data analysis to determine the charge state
ions, molecular weight, and retention time of each target
protein.

7. For targeted protein analysis, complete a second LC-MS run
using online collisionally activated dissociation (CAD) by
inputting the precursor ion(s), ion isolation range (m/z),
CAD energy, and the chromatographic elution interval. The
precursor ion(s) will be isolated and fragmented in the targeted
MS/MS experiment for protein identification (Fig. 2) (see
Note 16).

3.3 Data Analysis

Using MASH Explorer’s

Targeted Mode

1. Import raw MS/MS data files into the MASH Explorer soft-
ware under Targeted Mode (Fig. 3) (see Note 17).

2. Perform spectral deconvolution using algorithms such as
THRASH [23] or TopFD [24] (see Note 18). After selecting
a deconvolution method, proceed to the Advanced tab to

Fig. 2 Top-down targeted MS/MS for protein identification in a selected sSEC fraction. (a) CAD-based MS/MS
experiments are performed on selected LC retention time windows containing proteoforms of interest. (b)
High-resolution MS demonstrating representative precursor ion isolation and effective CAD-based fragmen-
tation of a 42.9 kDa protein, yielding high-resolution tandem mass spectra. (Adapted and reprinted with
permission from ref. 9 Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society)
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change settings such as the precursor ionm/z and charge in the
General subheading, as well as specific algorithm parameters
such as Max Charge and Max Mass in the Deconvolution
subheading. A list of deconvoluted fragment ions will be gen-
erated by the selected algorithm and automatically imported
back to the MASH Explorer software interface (Fig. 4).

3. Verify the deconvoluted fragment ions in the Mass List by
adjusting their charge states and monoisotopic mass. A more
precise list of fragment ions will allow for shorter processing
time and more accurate proteoform identifications in the data-
base search.

Fig. 3 MASH Explorer’s Targeted Mode interface for MS/MS data import

Fig. 4 MS/MS spectral deconvolution and the calculated mass list imported by MASH Explorer software from
the selected deconvolution algorithm, displayed in MASH Explorer’s Mass List panel (highlighted in red)
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4. Using the verified fragment ion list, perform database search
using algorithms such as MS-Align+ [25] (see Note 19). The
precursor ion information obtained during data analysis dis-
cussed in Subheading 3.2, such as the precursor ion m/z and
charge, will assist the database search algorithm to identify
targeted proteoforms more accurately.

5. Import the identified proteoform identification after complet-
ing the database search. Under the Characterization heading,
select Import Database Search Results, and select the database
algorithm used for database search (e.g., TopPIC Search
Results). Select the folder labeled “MASH_Workflows” and
select the appropriate MassList folder labeled with the database
search algorithm (e.g., . . .MassList_TopPIC_1_1) (Fig. 5).
The folder contains a .CSV file with the Protein Search results.
After opening the .CSV file, the protein sequence will be
uploaded to MASH Explorer’s Sequence Table.

6. UsingMASHExplorer software, visualize the verified fragment
ion list against the imported proteoform sequence in the
Sequence Table for proteoform characterization (Fig. 6). A

Fig. 5 MASH Explorer enables import of database search results. (a) MASH Explorer supports multiple
database search algorithms including TopPIC [24], MS-Align+ [25], pTop [26], and Informed-Proteomics
[27] workflows. (b) Highlighted .CSV file containing database search results from the “MASH_Workflows”
folder
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Fig. 6 Visualizing and verifying fragment ions against an imported protein sequence in MASH Explorer. (a)
Imported database search results can be found under the Protein Search Result tab. (b) MASH Explorer’s
“Protein Sequence Table” allows users to visualize fragment ion mapping for different MS/MS techniques to
characterize the protein sequence and PTMs. The protein amino acid sequence corresponding to the identified
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warning message will appear from MASH Explorer reminding
the user to correct the protein sequence to obtain the correct
fragmentation list.

7. Characterize the protein’s PTMs. Users can obtain this infor-
mation by intact mass analysis discussed in Subheading 3.2 or
by database search algorithm results (see Note 20).

8. Use database search algorithms in MASH Explorer to identify
proteoforms (see Note 21).

4 Notes

1. Ensure that all mobile phases are prepared in thoroughly
cleaned glassware intended for HPLC solvents. Always clean
glassware with the same mobile phase/solvent used for the
chromatography; never wash glassware with detergent as this
can introduce contaminants during LC-MS analysis.

2. A variety of column dimensions can be used for SEC and sSEC
experiments. Typical column dimensions include
200 mm � 9.4 mm, 3 μm particles with pore sizes of 500 Å,
and 1000 Å. Ideally for SEC, the use of small particles, wider
ID columns, and shorter column lengths can result in columns
where wall effects are negligible and protein band spreading
decreases [28]. Strategies such as minimizing sample injection
volume and increasing initial protein loading can assist in
reducing significant dilution and loss of UV signal during SEC.

3. A variety of MS-compatible mobile phase compositions can be
used for the fractionation of different protein classes. Previ-
ously, we have demonstrated that 1% formic acid is effective for
acid-soluble and water-soluble proteins [9, 10]. For membrane
protein fractionation, our lab has shown that addition of 40%
isopropanol (1% formic acid, 40% isopropanol, 59% water v/v)
can facilitate membrane protein solubility in the absence of
surfactants [29]. For proteins that strongly interact with each
other, even under denaturing conditions, the addition of hexa-
fluoroisopropanol can be helpful in disrupting protein–protein
interactions and can be added to a final concentration of
100 mM. Samples with hexafluoroisopropanol can be centri-
fuged in MWCO filters at 15,000 � g for 30 min at 4 �C prior
to SEC.

�

Fig. 6 (continued) protein is directly imported from the database search. Correcting the protein sequence
according to the database search (N-terminal methionine excision) results in significantly improved ion
fragmentation lists. (c) MASH Explorer enables manual verification of MS/MS fragment ion data and
adjustment of charge state and monoisotopic mass
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4. The maximum backpressure of this PLRP-S material is approx-
imately 3000 psi; exceeding this pressure will reduce the per-
formance and lifetime of the column.

5. MASH Explorer requires Microsoft Windows operating system
with .NET framework installation. It is recommended that the
personal computer should have at least central processing units
with two cores and two threads, and four gigabytes of random-
access memory for operation. For deconvolution and database
search algorithms, it is suggested that a personal computer with
a minimal computing power of a central processing unit with
four cores and four threads, and eight gigabytes of random-
access memory is used.

6. The MASH Explorer installation package does not contain any
deconvolution or database search algorithms except for the
THRASH deconvolution algorithm. To access other supported
deconvolution and database search algorithms, they must be
downloaded from the individual research groups which devel-
oped them. MASH Explorer allows for convenient import of
these deconvolution and database search algorithms by acces-
sing the Tools menu and selecting the Configuration dialog.

7. For single column SEC (200 � 4.6 mm, 5 μm, 500 Å Poly-
HEA), the protein-loading capacity is approximately 500 μg. A
sample loop volume of 50–250 μL can be used for sample
injection. Using smaller sample loop volumes when possible
helps to reduce protein band broadening. For single column
SEC, we typically use a 50 μL sample loop and 100 μg protein
loading at 2 μg/μL sample concentration; for two SEC col-
umns connected serially, we use a 250 μL sample loop and
200 μg protein loading; for three SEC columns connected
serially, we use a 250 μL sample loop and 300 μg protein
loading. Serial SEC can improve protein separation and frac-
tionation range but requires a larger sample injection and
greater protein loading to avoid diluting protein signal.

8. Using a single SEC column (200 � 9.6 mm, 3 μm, 500 Å
PolyHEA), the backpressure is approximately 1000 psi using a
flow rate of 0.5 mL/min with 1% formic acid in water (v/v) as
mobile phase. For two SEC columns connected serially, the
pressure is approximately 1500 psi; for three SEC columns
connected serially, the pressure is approximately 2000 psi.
Use a KimWipe™ to detect solvent leaks at the junction of
the fittings and the columns.

9. A panel of standard proteins are often used in our lab to
evaluate the performance of SEC columns. Depending on
native or denaturing SEC applications, these standard proteins
include thyroglobulin (669 kDa), apoferritin (443 kDa),
β-amylase (200 kDa), alcohol dehydrogenase (150 kDa),
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bovine serum albumin (66 kDa), and myoglobin (17 kDa). For
denaturing SEC, β-amylase, bovine serum albumin, and myo-
globin are typical standards used to evaluate the performance of
SEC columns.

10. Proteins usually showUVabsorptionmaxima between 275 and
280 nm, which are caused by absorbance of the two aromatic
amino acids tryptophan (Trp) and tyrosine (Tyr) and, to a small
extent, by the absorbance of cystine (i.e., disulfide bonds) [30].

11. We normally collect SEC fractions using 1-min intervals
(~0.5 mL elution fractions), but longer time intervals (e.g.,
1.5- or 2-min intervals) can be collected and pooled together.

12. MWCO filters are pre-rinsed by centrifuging with the mobile
phase used in the SEC separation to reduce protein loss result-
ing from concentration of the SEC fractions. A total of 2 mM
TCEP is added to reduce protein oxidation and is active under
acidic conditions such as 1% formic acid in water (v/v).

13. For typical SDS-PAGE experiments, commercially available
products such as 8–16% Mini-PROTEAN® 12.5% Tris–Gly-
cine eXtended (TGX) gels or Novex™ 8–16% Tris–Glycine
Plus Midi Gels can be used according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (e.g., 125 V until electrophoresis is complete). For
protein loading between 100 and 1000 ng per lane, it is
recommended to use a highly sensitive staining method such
as SYPRO Ruby or Silver Staining. For protein loading greater
than 1 μg per lane, we normally perform Coomassie brilliant
blue staining.

14. To quantify and normalize total protein loading for equal
protein loading in SDS-PAGE and LC-MS experiments, we
typically use the Bradford microplate assay for protein samples
that are prepared without detergents and measure the absor-
bance of standards and samples at 595 nm using an absorbance
microplate reader. For samples which contain detergents, it is
recommended to use the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) microplate
assay, which is compatible with most ionic and non-ionic deter-
gents, and measure the absorbance of standards and samples at
562 nm using an absorbance microplate reader.

15. While LCmobile-phase gradients will require optimization and
vary depending on the protein mixture, a typical LC gradient
used for the separation of cardiac proteins commonly per-
formed in our lab is 0–5 min 20% B, 5–17 min 20–40% B,
17–25 min 40–50% B, 25–32 min 50–65%, 32–43 min
65–95% B, 43–48 min 95% B, 48–52 min 95–5% B, and
52–60 min 5% B.

16. To select the appropriate fragmentation energy for targeted
MS/MS experiments using collisionally activated dissociation
(CAD), the precursor ion in the resulting MS/MS spectrum
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should still be present at 50–70% base peak intensity to avoid
over-fragmentation, which may result in internal fragments
and lower identified fragments. For larger MW proteins, they
may require lower fragmentation energy than that required for
smaller MW proteins. A good starting range for CAD energy is
10–20 eV for large MW proteins.

17. To support data import, MASH Explorer uses both ProteoWi-
zard [31] and vendor-specific software (Thermo. RAW, Bru-
ker. BAF, Bruker .ascii, Waters. RAW,. MzXML,.
MGF,. MzML).

18. MASH Explorer supports several deconvolution algorithms
including THRASH, TopFD [24], pParseTD [26], and
MS-Deconv [32]. The results from THRASH, MS-Deconv,
and TopFD are most often used for fragment ion verification.

19. MASH Explorer supports multiple database search algorithms
including TopPIC [24], MS-Align+ [25], pTop [26], and
Informed-Proteomics [27] workflows.

20. PTMs are supported directly in MASH Explorer software.
Modifications such as acetylation, trimethylation, and phos-
phorylation can be directly added on the target amino acid in
the protein sequence. Other modifications can be added using
custom modification. Database search algorithms are useful
tools in identifying PTMs such as N-terminal acetylation and
methylation. However, for phosphorylation, manual proteo-
form characterization is often needed using the verified frag-
ment ion list [33–40].

21. Identification of larger MW proteoforms may not be confi-
dently and accurately identified by database search algorithms.
Using the verified fragment ion list, a series of fragment ions in
a protein sequence may be used to derive a three or four
consecutive amino acid sequence, called sequence tag. This
sequence tag can be used as an alternative method to identify
target proteoform matching the intact protein mass. The
amino acid sequence for the sequence tag can be derived by
mass differences of several fragment ions. The mass differences
can be matched to one or the sum of multiple amino acid
residue masses (https://proteomicsresource.washington.edu/
mascot/help/aa_help.html). The obtained sequence tag can
be searched against the database using the guide provided by
UniProt (https://web.expasy.org/tagident/).
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Chapter 4

RPLC-RPLC-MS/MS for Proteoform Identification

Kellye A. Cupp-Sutton, Zhe Wang, Dahang Yu, and Si Wu

Abstract

Top-down proteomics methods have a distinct advantage over bottom-up methods in that they analyze
intact proteins rather than digested peptides which can result in loss of information regarding the intact
protein. However, the analysis of intact proteins using top-down proteomics methods has been impeded by
the low resolution of typical separation approaches applied in bottom-up proteomics studies. To increase
the coverage of intact proteomes, orthogonal, two-dimensional separation techniques have been developed
to improve the separation efficiency; in this chapter, we describe a two-dimensional HPLC separation
technique that utilizes a high-pHmobile phase in the first dimension followed by a low-pHmobile phase in
the second dimension. This two-dimensional pH-based HPLC approach demonstrates increased separation
efficiency of intact proteins and increased proteome coverage when compared to one-dimensional HPLC in
the analysis of larger and lower abundance proteoforms.

Key words Top-down MS, Proteomics, 2D separation, RPLC, Intact proteoforms

1 Introduction

Top-down mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics has become
an increasingly popular technique as the technologies regarding
instrumentation and data acquisition and processing have improved
[1, 2]. These methods have been successfully used to study the
dynamics of protein posttranslational modifications (PTMs) in
biological pathways and disease mechanisms. High separation effi-
ciency of intact proteoforms is required for high-throughput top-
down proteomics analysis of complex mixtures; currently, reversed-
phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) is the most common separa-
tion approach for top-down proteomics [2–6]. Efforts to improve
RPLC separation of complex samples of intact proteoforms includ-
ing increasing the column pressure and length [7] and decreasing
the particle size [8] have been successful, but improvements are still
needed to optimize coverage of cellular proteomes. Orthogonal,
two-dimensional separation techniques have been developed to
improve the separation efficiency and increase the number of
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identified intact proteins. Additionally, separation techniques
including size exclusion chromatography (SEC) [9], gel-eluted
liquid fraction entrapment electrophoresis (GELFrEE) [10],
hydrophilic and hydrophobic interaction chromatography
(HILIC/HIC, respectively) [11], and capillary zone electrophore-
sis (CZE) [12] have all been paired with RPLC as orthogonal
separation methods prior to MS analysis of complex intact protein
samples.

Here, we describe a 2D pH RP/RPLC-MS/MS method that
utilizes a high-pH RPLC (pH ¼ 10) as the first-dimension separa-
tion followed by a low-pH (pH ¼ 2) RPLC in the second-
dimension separation [13–15]. The high orthogonality between
high-pH RPLC and low-pH RPLC relies on the change in hydro-
phobicity at the pH extremes, and coupling these RPLC methods
has improved the identification of intact proteoforms. The orthog-
onality of the high-pH and low-pH RPLC separations can be
visualized in a heatmap (Fig. 1) [14]. The separation methods in
both dimensions are “salt-free” and utilize only volatile buffers
compatible with MS analysis. Limited sample handling that does
not require desalting or buffer exchange increases the reproducibil-
ity and limits the sample loss between separations. Furthermore, we
have developed an online ultra-high-pressure nano-LC system to
improve the throughput and sensitivity of the offline 2D pH
RP/RPLC-MS/MS approach.
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Proteoform distribution in 2D analysis

Fig. 1 Identification heatmap demonstrating the orthogonality of the low-pH/high-pH RPLC separations in the
first and second dimensions, respectively. Each low-pH bin in the heatmap represents the number of
deconvoluted mass features (>2.5 kDa) in a 10-min portion of the elution window
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2 Materials

2.1 High-pH Mobile

Phases (See Notes 1

and 2)

1. Ammonium formate high concentration stock solution:
200 mM ammonium formate, pH 10.0. Add 6.3 g ammonium
formate to a 500 mL media storage bottle with 450 mL
LC-MS grade water. Adjust the pH of the mixture to 10.0 by
adding ammonium hydroxide dropwise while stirring. After
pH adjustment, dilute the solution to 500 mL using LC-MS
grade water.

2. High-pHmobile phase A (high-pHMPA): 20mM ammonium
formate, pH 10.0. Add 50 mL of the ammonium formate high
concentration stock solution prepared in step 1 to a 500 mL
media storage bottle and dilute to 500mL using LC/MS grade
water. Measure the pH and adjust to pH 10.0 if needed.

3. High-pHmobile phase B (high-pHMPB): 20mM ammonium
formate in 90% acetonitrile (ACN), pH 10.0. Add 50 mL
ammonium formate high concentration stock solution
prepared in step 1 to a 500 mL media storage bottle and dilute
to 500 mL using LC/MS grade ACN.

2.2 Low-pH Mobile

Phases (See Notes 1

and 2)

1. Low-pH mobile phase A (low-pH MPA): 0.01% trifluoracetic
acid, 0.585% acetic acid, 2.5% isopropanol (2-propanol), and
5% ACN in water. Add 50 mL ACN, 25 mL 2-propanol, and
920 mL LC/MS grade water to a 1000 mL media storage
bottle and mix well. Then, add 5.85 mL acetic acid and
0.1 mL trifluoroacetic acid using a glass pipette (see Note 3).
Store at room temperature.

2. Low-pH mobile phase B (low-pH MPB): 0.01% trifluoracetic
acid, 0.585% acetic acid, 45% 2-propanol, and 45% ACN in
water. Add 450 mL ACN, 450 mL 2-propanol, and 95 mL
LC/MS grade water to a 1000 mL media storage bottle and
mix well. Then, add 5.85 mL acetic acid and 0.1 mL trifluor-
oacetic acid to the solution using a glass pipette. Store at room
temperature.

2.3 HeLa Cell Culture

and Lysis Reagents

(See Note 4)

1. HeLa medium: 1% penicillin–streptomycin (pen-strep), 9%
fetal bovine serum (FBS), 90% Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s
medium–high glucose (DMEM). Add 5 mL pen-strep solution
and 50 mL FBS to a new 500 mL bottle of high glucose
DMEM. This solution should be stored at 4 �C.

2. HeLa lysis buffer: 20 mM sodium fluoride (NaF), 1� Halt™
protease, and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail in 1� phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS). Add 4 mL ice cold 10� concentrated
PBS, 4 mL 200 mM sodium fluoride (NaF), and 400 μL 100�
Halt™ protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail to a 50 mL
conical centrifuge tube. Dilute this solution to 40 mL with
LC/MS grade water.
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2.4 E. coli Cell

Culture and Lysis

Reagents (See Note 5)

1. Lysogeny broth (LB) for the initial E. coli inoculation: 2% w/v
lysogeny broth. Dissolve 2 g of lysogeny broth powder in
100 mL of Milli-Q water in a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask.

2. Lysogeny broth for the second E. coli inoculation: 2% w/v
lysogeny broth. Dissolve 20 g of lysogeny broth powder into
1 L of Milli-Q water in a 2 L Erlenmeyer flask (two flasks
required).

3. Ammonium bicarbonate buffer stock solution: 1 M ammo-
nium bicarbonate, pH 7.4. Dissolve 79 g ammonium bicar-
bonate powder into 1 L LC/MS grade water in a 1000 mL
media bottle. Adjust the pH to 7.4 by dropwise addition of
ammonium hydroxide while stirring. Monitor the pH of the
solution using a pH meter.

4. Ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) buffer: 25 mM ammonium
bicarbonate, pH 7.4. Dilute 100 mL of the ammonium bicar-
bonate buffer stock solution (item 3) to 4 L with LC/MS
grade water in a 4 L bottle. Test the pH using a pH meter to
ensure a pH of 7.4, adjust the pH using ammonium hydroxide
if necessary.

3 Methods

3.1 HeLa Cell Culture

and Lysis (See Note 4)

1. To recover frozenHeLa cells from storage at�80 �C, warm the
cells to 37 �C in a water bath. Add 8 mL of the HeLa medium
(see Subheading 2.3, step 1) to a cell culture plate. Pipette the
recovered cells to the cell culture plate and swirl gently. Incu-
bate the plate for 24 h at 37 �C in a humidified atmosphere
containing 5% carbon dioxide (CO2). After 24 h, remove the
HeLa medium from the plate and replace with 10 mL fresh
HeLa medium.

2. Passage the cells when the cell density is approximately
80–90%. To passage the cells, remove the medium from the
plates. Wash the cells by adding 5 mL of pH 7.4 phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) to each plate and swirl gently. Remove
the PBS using a pipette and add 2.5 mL TrypLE Express to
each plate to dissociate the adherent cells from the plate sur-
face. Incubate the plates at 37 �C for 5 min.

3. After incubation, add 6.5 mL of theHeLamedium solution to
each plate to quench the dissociation. Prepare new plates for
cell passaging by adding 3 mL of cells and 7 mL of the HeLa
medium solution to each new plate and swirl gently. Passage
each plate of cells to three plates and record the passage num-
ber. Incubate the plates and exchange the HeLa medium solu-
tion with 10 mL fresh HeLa medium solution every 48 h until
the cell density is approximately 80–90%. At this point, either
passage the cells again by repeating steps 2 and 3 or harvest the
cells as discussed in step 4.
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4. To harvest theHeLa cells, remove theHeLamedium and wash
the cells with 5 mL of ice-cold PBS buffer at pH 7.4. Swirl the
plate gently and remove the buffer (repeat washing once more
for a total of two washes). Then, add 2 mL of ice-cold PBS to
each plate and scratch the cells off the plates. Transfer the
buffer containing the cells to a 50 mL conical centrifuge tube
(approximately 20 plates per tube).

5. Centrifuge the tubes at 4000 rpm and 4 �C for 20 min. Wash
the cell pellet by adding 20 mL of ice-cold PBS and mix gently.
Centrifuge the cells again at 4000 rpm and 4 �C for 20 min and
repeat the wash step for a total of 2 washes. Then, centrifuge
the cells at 2000 rpm for 5 min and remove the supernatant.
The cell pellets may be frozen at �80 �C until lysis.

6. To lyse theHeLa cell pellet produced in step 5, thaw the pellet
on ice for 1 h and resuspend in 10 mL of the HeLa lysis buffer
(see Subheading 2.3, step 2) (see Note 6). Aliquot the solution
into six 2 mL Eppendorf tubes, 1.5 mL per tube. Then, wash
the 50 mL conical centrifuge tubes with an additional 2 mL of
lysis buffer and aliquot the remainder of the solution into two
additional 2 mL Eppendorf tubes, 1.5 mL per tube. Sonicate
the tubes on ice for 5 minutes and allow the tubes to rest for
5 minutes (repeat sonication 3 times for a total of 4 rounds of
sonication).

7. Centrifuge the tubes at 13,000 rpm and 4 �C for 30 min.
Remove 1 mL of the supernatant from each tube and combine
into a 15 mL conical centrifuge tube (see Note 7). Filter the
lysate using a 0.2 um syringe filter (see Note 8). Aliquot the
filtered lysate into 12 Eppendorf tubes (1 mL per tube) and
centrifuge at 13,000 rpm and 4 �C for 30 min. Finally, move
900 μL of the supernatant to fresh Eppendorf tubes without
disturbing the bottom 100 μL of sample or any pellet that may
have formed. The lysate may be frozen at �80 �C until use.

3.2 E. coli Cell

Culture and Lysis

1. For the initial E. coli inoculation, add 5 μL of E. coli origin
media to the pre-prepared lysogeny broth (see Subheading 3.4,
step 1) and shake the solution at 250 rpm and 37 �C for 8 h.

2. Add 50 mL of the initial inoculation solution described in step
1 to each pre-prepared LB flask for the second inoculation (see
Subheading 3.4, step 2). Shake the flasks at 250 rpm and 37 �C
for 12 h.

3. Centrifuge the solutions from the second inoculation (step 2)
at 7800 rpm for 15 min at 4 �C to pellet the E. coli cells.
Remove the supernatant and resuspend the pellets in 25 mM
ABC buffer (see Subheading 2.4, step 4) at a ratio of 1 g of cell
pellet to 5 mL of ABC. Add PMSF to a final concentration of
0.1% (v/v) to inhibit proteases.
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4. Lyse the E. coli cells using a high-pressure homogenizer (Aves-
tin C3 EmulsiFlex homogenizer) according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions using 25 mM ABC buffer (see Subheading
2.4, step 4). Aliquot the solutions into 1.5 mL Eppendorf
tubes.

5. Centrifuge the tubes at 13,000 rpm for 60 min at 4 �C to
remove the cell debris. Move the supernatant to fresh 1.5 mL
Eppendorf tubes and freeze at �80 �C until needed.

3.3 Offline First-

Dimension High-pH

RPLC Separation and

Fractionation [13, 14]

1. The offline first-dimension high-pH RPLC separation and
fractionation utilizes a Waters XBridge Protein BEH C4 col-
umn (300 Å, 3.5 μm, 2.1 mm� 250 mm), a Thermo Scientific
Accela LC system with UV detection, and a Triversa
NanoMate.

2. For first-dimension protein fractionation, inject 1 mg of the
desired protein lysate (HeLa or E. coli) onto the first-dimension
column. Utilizing a flow rate of 150 μL/min, load the sample
for 5 min using 97% high-pH MPA. Elute the proteins using a
60-min gradient from 10% high-pH MPB to 70% high-pH
MPB. Collect 24, 2.5-min fractions into a 96-well plate using
a Triversa NanoMate.

3. Begin fraction collection when the first proteins are eluted as
observed using UV-Vis detection, Fig. 2a (see Note 9). Speed-
Vac the fractions to 20–30 μL at low temperature (see Note
10).

4. After fraction collection, flush the column with 90% MPB for
10 min and then equilibrate back to 97% high-pH MPA for
30 min at a flow rate of 75 μL/min.

3.4 Offline Second-

Dimension Low-pH

RPLC Separation and

Top-Down MS/MS

Analysis

1. Connect a nano-LC pump to a trapping column (150 μm ID,
10 cm length, 5 μm diameter, and 300 Å pore size Jupiter
particles) and a nano-flow C5 capillary separation column
(75 μm ID, 70 cm length, 5 μm diameter, and 300 Å pore
size Jupiter particles). Connect the separation column directly
to an etched capillary ESI tip for sample introduction to the
mass spectrometer [16].

2. Equilibrate the trapping column using 97% low-pH MPA and
3% low-pH MPB at a flow rate of 5 μL/min for 30 min and
equilibrate the separation column using the same buffer at a
flow rate of 0.4 μL/min for 30 min.

3. Reconstitute the concentrated fractions (see Subheading 3.3,
step 3) to 100 μL using 25 mM ABC buffer (see Subheading
2.4, step 4). Load 25 μL of each reconstituted fraction individ-
ually onto the trapping column using 97% low-pH MPA at a
flow rate of 5 μL/min over 15 min. Elute proteins from the
trapping column and separate using a 200-min gradient from
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10 to 65% low-pH MPB at a flow rate of 0.4 μL/min. Intro-
duce the sample to the LTQ Orbitrap Velos Pro Mass Spec-
trometer using a nano-ESI interface for data collection,
Fig. 2b. Set the temperature of the inlet capillary to 275 �C
and the spray voltage to 2.6 kV.

4. Collect the full MS scans at a resolving power of 100,000
(at 400 m/z). Use data dependent analysis (DDA) to select
the top 6 most abundant precursor ions in each full MS for
MS/MS fragmentation with a 3.0 m/z isolation window. Use
collision-induced dissociation (CID) with a normalized energy
of 35 eV to fragment selected ions. Set the resolving power of
the MS/MS scans to 60,000 (at 400 m/z) with two micro
scans. Set the AGC target to 5 � 105 for full MS scans and
3 � 105 for MS/MS scans. Collect MS data with Xcalibur 3.0.

3.5 Online High-pH/

Low-pH RPLC

Separation and Top-

Down MS/MS Analysis

1. The components of the online 2D nano-LC system consist of a
C4 capillary column (Waters BEH300 particles, 3.5 μm particle
size and 300Å pore size, 10 cm length, and 75 μm ID) for first-
dimension high-pH separation, a C5 nano-flow capillary col-
umn (Jupiter particles, 5 μm particle size and 300 Å pore size,
100 cm length, and 75 μm ID) for second-dimension separa-
tion, and a trapping column (Waters BEH300 particles, 3.5 μm
particle size and 300 Å pore size, 20 mm length, and 150 μm

Fig. 2 First-dimension high-pH UV-Vis spectrum and representative LC-MS of fractions. (Reprinted from ref.
13, Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier)
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ID). Additionally, two Thermo Accela LC pumps (operational
pressure 10,000 psi and operational flow rate 10–1000 μL/
min), two high-pressure six-port switching valves, and two
splitting columns are utilized. Assemble these components
according to Fig. 3 to complete the setup of the online 2D
nano LC system [15].

2. LC configurations for online sample injection and first-
dimension separation are demonstrated in Fig. 3a, b, respec-
tively. With switching valve #1 at position B, inject 5 μg of
protein into the sample loop. Move switching valve #1 to
position A to connect the sample loop to the first-dimension
high-pH C4 column and load the sample onto the column
using 100% high-pH MPA at a flow rate of 6 μL/min for
15 min.

3. During sample loading, set switching valve #2 to position A to
connect the first-dimension high-pH column to the micro-trap
column to collect the proteins that do not bind with the first-
dimension column (flow-through proteins) on the SPE micro-
trap column. Dilute the flow-through approximately 1:10 with
low-pH MPA from pump 2 prior to the eluent entering the
micro-trap column (see Note 11). To produce 1:10 dilution,
regulate the flow rate through the first-dimension column to
3 μL/min and split the flow from pump 2 to produce a flow
rate of 25 μL/min through the micro-trap column. The flow-
through was then eluted from the micro-trap column and
separated using the second-dimension low-pH column accord-
ing to step 4.

4. To elute proteins from the first-dimension high-pH column,
set switching valve #1 to position B to bypass the sample loop.
Set switching valve #2 to position A to connect the first-
dimension column to the micro-trap column. Elute proteins
from the first-dimension column using 9-step gradients with
steps from 0–40%, 40–45%, 45–50%, 50–55%, 55–60%,
60–65%, 65–70%, 70–75%, and 75–100% low-pH MPB for
10 min at 3-5 μL/min for each step of the gradient. Dilute
the eluent from the first-dimension separation column approx-
imately 1:10 with low-pH MPA from pump 2 prior to the
eluent entering the micro-trap as discussed in step 3.

5. After each step of the gradient, the proteins were eluted from
the micro-trap and second-dimension columns according to
step 6. While the proteins are separated and eluted from the
second-dimension high-pH column, equilibrate the first-
dimension column back to 100% high-pH MPA and flow
100% high-pH MPA through the first-dimension column at
5 μL/min until the second-dimension separation for that frac-
tion is complete. Upon completion of the second-dimension
elution for each fraction, perform the next step of the first-
dimension step gradient.
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Fig. 3 Stepwise schematic of online 2D high-pH/low-pH nano-LC system. (Reprinted with permission from ref.
15. Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society)
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6. LC configuration for second-dimension sample separation is
demonstrated in Fig. 3c. To elute the proteins from the micro-
trap column and separate using the second-dimension low-pH
column, set valve #2 to position B so that the micro-trap
column is connected to the second-dimension low-pH col-
umn. Elute the proteins using a gradient from 10% to 70%
low-pH MPB over 200 min at 400 μL/min. After the elution
gradient, flush the second-dimension low-pH column with
90% low-pH MPB at 200 μL/min for 5 min and equilibrate
with 10% low-pH MPB at 400 μL/min for 25 min. After the
column is equilibrated, set valve #2 to position A to collect the
next first-dimension fraction.

7. Repeat steps 4–6 moving through the first-dimension step
gradient until all protein have been eluted.

8. Couple the second-dimension low-pH column to an LTQ
Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometer using a nano-ESI interface
to perform top-down MS/MS analysis. Set the electrospray
voltage to 2.6 kVand the inlet capillary temperature to 300 �C.

9. Set the MS resolving setting to 120,000 (m/z 400) with three
micro scans and the maximum injection time to 1000 ms.
Select the top six most abundant precursor ions in the MS
scans for data-dependent MS/MS acquisition using an isola-
tion window of 6.0. Do not select ions with charge states less
than +4 for MS/MS fragmentation. Utilize dynamic exclusion

C
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2D column C5
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Splitting column

waste

waste

1D pump

Autosampler

2D pump

Valve #1 Valve #2

Position B
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Fig. 3 (continued)
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with repeat count 1, 90 s exclusion duration, and exclusion list
size of 500. Fragment the selected precursor ions using CID
with a normalized energy of 35%. Collect MS/MS spectra at a
resolving power setting of 60,000 (m/z 400) with three micro
scans and maximum injection time of 500 ms. Set the AGC
target to 1 � 106 for MS and 3 � 105 for MS/MS. Collect the
data using Xcalibur 3.0 software.

3.6 Protein and

Proteoform

Identification

1. Convert MS .raw files to .mzML using MSConvert (Proteo-
Wizard) with default parameters.

2. Deconvolute the spectra using TopFD (Top-DownMass Spec-
trometry Based Proteoform Identification and Characteriza-
tion (TopPic) Suite) with a maximum mass of 50,000 Da and
all other parameters set to default.

3. Search the deconvoluted .msalign data files produced in step
2 against the annotated Swiss-Prot reviewed protein database
for the appropriate cell type (E. coli or HeLa) using TopPic
(TopPic Suite). Use an error tolerance of 15 ppm, maximum
unexpected mass shift of�500 Da, maximum number of unex-
pected modifications of 2, and spectrum level and proteoform
level cutoff of EValue <0.01. Remove redundant proteoforms
with mass differences �3.7 Da.

4 Notes

1. All reagents and buffers should be prepared with LC/MS grade
solvents.

2. All LC/MS buffers solutions should be made air-free by soni-
cating for 20 min before use.

3. Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) may react with oxygen-containing
plastics and should only be transferred using glass pipettes.

4. HeLa cells must be cultured in a sterile environment in a
biosafety level 2 hood and all reagents should be warmed to
37 �C before use.

5. E. coli cells must be cultured in a sterile environment and all
lysogeny broth solutions, glassware, and pipette tips must be
autoclaved before use.

6. Make sure the pellet is completely dissolved in the lysis buffer.

7. When removing the supernatant, do not disturb the debris
pellet.

8. Wash the syringe filter using 1� PBS three times before using
to filter the lysate.

9. For our system, the first protein peaks were observed approxi-
mately 16 min after sample injection.
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10. If the fractions are not immediately used for second-dimension
low-pH separation and analysis, they may be stored at �20 �C
until needed.

11. The 1:10 dilution with low-pH MPA of the eluent from the
first-dimension column is designed to reduce the percentage
of organic and allow the proteins to bind to the micro-trap
column.
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Chapter 5

Monolithic Materials-Based RPLC-MS for Proteoform
Separation and Identification

Yu Liang, Lihua Zhang, and Yukui Zhang

Abstract

High-performance separation of proteoforms plays an important role in top-down proteomic ananlysis due
to high complexity of the proteome. To this end, the functionalized ethylene-bridged hybrid monolithic
materials have been developed for reversed-phase liquid chromatographic separation of proteoforms
followed by online combination with high-resolution mass spectrometry (MS) for top-down proteomic
analysis. Such monoliths have advantages of homogenously distributed functional groups in the framework,
good chemical stability, and high permeability and, thus, show high resolution, good reproducibility, and
low backpressure for proteoform separation. This chapter describes in detail the preparation of such
monoliths and online combination with high-resolution MS for proteoform separation and identification.

Key words Monolithic materials, Bridged hybrid monolith, Proteoform separation, Top-down pro-
teomic analysis

1 Introduction

Efficient separation of proteoforms prior to top-down mass spec-
trometry (MS) identification is very important due to high com-
plexity of the proteome [1, 2]. Otherwise, the co-elution of
proteoforms would make MS identification and data analysis diffi-
cult [3]. Reversed phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) is one of
the most powerful methods for online separating proteoforms
[4]. To reduce the co-elution of proteoforms, the columns
packed with small particles and long columns have been developed
[5, 6]. However, ultrahigh backpressure from small particles
(9 k psi) and meter-long particle-packed column (14 k psi) affect
the retention behavior of proteins [7, 8] and need the state-of-the-
art UHPLC instrumentation, limiting its application.

The alternative stationary phases are monolithic materials [9–
11], which have advantages of fast mass transfer, high permeability,
and low backpressure. To achieve high-resolution protein
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separation, the monolithic materials should have homogeneous
pore structure and uniform highly-loaded functional groups
[12, 13]. In addition, chemical and mechanical stability is necessary
to ensure good separation reproducibility. Periodic mesoporous
organosilicas (PMOs) monoliths [12, 14–16], with organic groups
directly integrated within the framework by sol-gel reaction of
bridged organoalkoxysilane precursors ((R’O)3Si–R–Si(OR’)3),
have attracted much more attention in the field of chromatographic
separation due to their unique features of narrow pore size distri-
bution, high loading capacity of organic content, homogeneously
distributed functional groups, and good chemical stability with
Si-C bonds in the framework of structures.

In our previous work, the bridged hybrid monolithic matrix
with 100% vinyl groups in the framework was prepared in the
capillary by the one-step “sol-gel” reaction of bis(triethoxysilyl)-
ethylene (BTSEY) [15]. With vinyl groups highly loaded and
homogeneously distributed throughout the structure, the mono-
lithic matrix can be facilely functionalized for chromatographic
separation by effective “thiol-ene” click chemistry. Then C8 func-
tionalized BTSEY monoliths were prepared and combined with
maXis II Q-TOF MS for proteoform separation and identification
[17]. With advantages of homogenously distributed C8 groups in
the framework, good chemical stability, and high permeability, such
monoliths showed high resolution, good reproducibility, and low
backpressure for protein separation. In the analysis of the sample
extracted from swine cardiac tissue, �300 proteoforms with wide
mass range of 3–104 kDa were separated in a single 80-min run.
The effective protein separation allowed unambiguous identifica-
tion of �100 proteoforms with MW up to 104 kDa. Furthermore,
such monoliths were also combined with Orbitrap Fusion™
Lumos™ for top-down proteomic analysis, and ~200 proteoforms
were unambiguously identified from purified E. coli 70S ribosome
in a single 72-min run. These results show great promising of such
monoliths for proteoform analysis. Herein, we provide detailed
procedures for the preparation of such monolithic columns and
combination with high-resolution MS is also described.

2 Materials

2.1 Fused Silica

Capillary Pretreatment

1. Fused silica capillary: ID 100 μm, OD 365 μm, length 3 m.

2. Water: deionized by Mill-Q (18 MΩ/cm at 25 �C).

3. 1 M HCl: dilute 8.32 mL of 37% (w/v) HCl to a final volume
of 100 mL with water (see Note 1).

4. 1 M NaOH: dissolve 4.00 g of NaOH in 100 mL water.
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5. 4% HF: dilute 100 μL of 40% (w/v) HF to a final volume of
1 mL with water (see Note 2).

6. Devices: the syringe pump and disposable syringe for flushing
the solution into the capillary, shown in Fig. 1 (see Note 3).

2.2 Monolithic

Column Preparation

1. Silane reagent: bis(triethoxysilyl)ethylene (BTSEY, 95%) (see
Note 4).

2. Templates: F-127, hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride
(CTAC).

3. Solvents: methanol and water with HPLC grade.

4. Catalyst: triethylamine (TEA).

5. Devices: vortex mixer, water bath.

2.3 Monolithic

Column

Functionalization

1. Alkyl thiols: 1-octanethiol (see Note 5).

2. AIBN (2,2-azobisisobutyronitrile): recrystallized before use
(see Note 6). Store at 4 �C.

3. Solvent: anhydrous ethanol.

4. Devices: vortex mixer, water bath.

2.4 Proteoform

Separation and

Identification

1. Mobile phase A: 2%(v/v) acetonitrile (ACN) containing 0.05%
(v/v) trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and 0.05% (v/v) formic
acid (FA).

2. Mobile phase B: 80%(v/v) ACN containing 0.05%(v/v) TFA
and 0.05% (v/v) FA.

Fig. 1 Flushing of the solution into the capillary via the syringe pump and
disposable syringe
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3. Separation column: C8 functionalized bridged hybrid mono-
lithic column with ID of 100 μm and length of 50 cm.

4. Instruments: nanoLC system (see Note 7) and high-resolution
mass spectrometry.

5. Software: TopPIC Suite for proteoform identification.

3 Methods

3.1 Pretreatment of

the Fused Silica

Capillary

To make monolithic materials attached to the inner wall of the
capillary, the capillary should be pretreated and the maximum
number of silanol groups at the inner wall should be exposed.

1. The capillary is flushed continuously with 1 M HCl for 2 h at
room temperature to remove impurities on the inner wall.

2. The capillary is flushed with water until the pH of washing
solution is neutral.

3. The capillary is filled with 4% HF and then both ends were
sealed by rubbers (see Note 2). Etching is performed at 35 �C
for 3 h to increase the surface area of the inner wall (see Note
8).

4. After removing the rubbers and cutting the sealed ends, the
capillary is flushed with water again until the pH of washing
solution is neutral.

5. The capillary is flushed continuously with 1MNaOH for 2 h at
room temperature to regenerate silanol groups at the
inner wall.

6. The capillary is rinsed with water until the pH of washing
solution is neutral, and then rinsed with methanol.

7. The capillary is dried at 120 �C with nitrogen for about 12 h
(see Note 9).

3.2 Synthesis of

Ethylene-Bridged

Hybrid Monolith in the

Capillary

To make sure the good reproducibility of preparation, the room
temperature is strictly controlled at 20 �C. Carry out all procedures
at room temperature unless otherwise specified.

1. Weigh 10 mg of F127 and 32 mg of CTAC in 1.5 mL centrif-
ugal tube, and resolve them in 160 μL of methanol and 20 μL
of water. Add 120 μL of BTSEY and mix them with vortex
mixer. Add 5 μL of TEA and mixed them again (see Note 10).

2. The prepared mixture is filled into the pretreated capillary
using a disposable syringe as soon as possible (see Note 11).

3. With both ends sealed by rubber, the capillary is incubated at
40.0 �C for 12 h (seeNote 12). By the sol-gel reaction (Fig. 2),
the ethylene-bridged hybrid monolith is obtained.
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4. After removing the rubbers and cutting the sealed ends, the
ethylene-bridged hybrid monolith is washed with methanol by
HPLC pump to remove the templates and unreacted reagents,
and then washed with ethanol for following modification (see
Note 13).

3.3 “Thiol-ene” Click

Modification of

Ethylene-Bridged

Hybrid Monolith

1. Add 173 μL of 1-octanethiol in 827 μL of ethanol (0.5M), and
then add 3 mg AIBN (3 mg/mL), followed by mixing them
with vortex mixer to obtain a homogeneous solution (seeNote
5).

2. The prepared mixture is degassed with nitrogen for 30 s to
remove residual oxygen.

3. The prepared mixture is pumped into the ethylene-bridged
hybrid monolith at room temperature by nitrogen (as shown
in Fig. 3) until the whole column is filled with such solution (see
Note 14). Both ends of the column are sealed by rubber, and
the “thiol-ene” click reaction is carried out in a water bath at
65 �C for 4 h.

4. After removing the rubbers and cutting the sealed ends, the
ethylene-bridged hybrid monolith is rinsed with ethanol by
HPLC pump to remove unreacted regents.

5. Repeat steps 1–4 twice to achieve maximum modification (see
Note 15).

6. The functionalized column is sequentially washed with ethanol
and acetonitrile before usage (see Note 13).

3.4 Functionalized

Ethylene-Bridged

Hybrid Monolithic

Column Coupling to

MS for “Top-Down”

Proteomics

1. As shown in Fig. 4, one end of the C8 functionalized ethylene-
bridged hybrid monolithic column (ID 100 μm � 25 ~ 50 cm)
is combined with nanoLC system using ID 20 μm � 50 cm
capillary and the MicroTee, and another end of such column is
combined with MS using the nanoelectrospray emitter (see
Note 16).

Fig. 2 Functionalized ethylene-bridged hybrid monolith
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2. Equilibrate the column with 10 μL mobile phase A at constant
pressure or constant flow rate.

3. Sample is loaded onto such column with mobile phase A fol-
lowed by separation and identification (see Note 17). The
separation parameters are shown in Table 1 (see Note 18) and

Fig. 3 Pumping of the reaction solution by N2

Fig. 4 C8-functionalized ethylene-bridged hybrid monolith coupling to MS for LC-MS analysis of proteoforms
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the MS parameters could be set up based on the type of MS
instrument according to some references. The example of the
obtained data is shown in Fig. 5.

3.5 Data Analysis The raw data were converted into .mzXML files with Msconvert.
Then, spectral deconvolution was performed with TopFD to gen-
erate .msalign files followed by database search using TopPIC
software.

4 Notes

1. Measure the volume of 37% (w/v) HCl in a fume hood because
concentrated HCl is volatile liquid.

2. Extreme care must be taken to prevent exposure to HF liquid
or vapor, since HF is extremely hazardous and corrosive. HF
solutions should be used in a fume hood, and appropriate
protective gloves should be worn.

Table 1
Parameters of proteoform separation with C8-functionalized ethylene-bridged hybrid monolithic
column

Mobile phases
Mobile phase A 2%(v/v) ACN + 0.05%(v/v) TFA + 0.05% (v/v) FA

Mobile phase B 80%(v/v) ACN + 0.05%(v/v) TFA + 0.05% (v/v) FA

Separation column C8@BTSEY monolith
(ID 100 μm � 25 ~ 50 cm)

Sample loading

Volume (μL) 7

Constant pressure or constant flow rate 200 bar or 500 nL/min

Injection volume (μL) 1

Column equilibration

Volume (μL) 10

Constant pressure or constant flow rate 200 bar or 500 nL/min

Separation gradient

Time (mm:ss) Flow (nl/min) Mixture (%B)

00:00 500 0

01:00 500 10

61:00 500 70

62:00 500 95

72:00 500 95
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3. The syringe-capillary interface is prepared by the Teflon tube
with the length of about 2 cm. One end of the Teflon tube is
tightly connected with the syringe and another end is tightly
connected with the capillary.

4. BTSEY should be stored in vacuum drier at 4 �C since it is
sensitive to hydrolysis.

5. Alkyl thiols for functionalization are not limited to
1-octanethiol. Other alkyl thiols, e.g., 1-butanethiol and
1-hexanethiol, can also be used for functionalization. Besides,
use alkyl thiols in a fume hood since they are harmful.

6. For recrystallization, add 500 mL ethanol in a glass beaker and
heat to 45 �C. Then, add 30.0 g AIBN while stirring quickly.
After filtration, the filtrate is placed at room temperature for 4 h
followed by placing at 4 �C for 12 h. The recrystallized AIBN is
filtrated and dried in vacuum at room temperature and then
stored at 4 �C.

7. NanoLC system should have accuracy flow rate from 200 to
800 nL/min and small dead volume to ensure good separation
performance at the nano scale flow rate.

8. Etching by HF could make the monolithic materials attached
onto the inner wall of the capillary and thus make sure good
separation performance. The etching time and etching temper-
ature should be well controlled.

Fig. 5 Total ion chromatography of nanoLC-MS analysis of proteoforms from E. coli 70S ribosome using
C8@BTSEY monolithic column and Orbitrap Fusion™ Lumos™. The separation conditions are shown in
Table 1. The MS parameters are shown as follows. Data-dependent acquisition (DDA) is utilized with intact
protein mode. Both the precursor and fragment ions are acquired with orbitrap at 120 K resolving power. The
type of fragmentation is Higher-Energy Collision Dissociation (HCD) with Normalized Collision Energy (NCE) of
20%
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9. The inner wall of the capillary should be completely dried in
order to ensure that the following sol-gel reaction could be
successfully performed.

10. Measure each components as accurately as possible, since sub-
tle changes in the reaction mixture can drastically affect the
properties of monolithic column [15]. Besides, the mixture
proportion is just suitable to prepare the monolith in the
ID-100-μm capillary. For the column with other ID, the
mount of F127 and CTAC can be adjusted to ensure homoge-
nous structure and good permeability.

11. The prepared mixture should be immediately filled into the
pretreated capillary since the sol-gel reaction can occur even at
the room temperature. Besides, avoid bubbles in the capillary
during filling.

12. The temperature of the water bath should be exactly controlled
by thermometer with division value of 0.1 �C. It is crucial to
exactly control the temperature of the water bath since differ-
ent sol-gel reaction temperatures affect the porous properties
of the monolith [18].

13. The prepared monolithic materials should be homogenous and
attached onto the inner wall of the capillary, which could be
roughly characterized by optical microscopy or precisely char-
acterized by SEM.

14. To make sure the whole column is completely filled with the
reaction solution, the effluent volume should be twice the
column volume.

15. The reaction solution should be prepared fresh each time, since
thiol group easily gets oxygenized in the air.

16. The ID of nanoelectrospray emitter is preferred to be 10 μm to
avoid possible clogging and ensure good stability of nanoelec-
trospray. Such emitter can be commercially available or
prepared by gravity-assisted etching method [19].

17. The sample amount is often controlled below 1 μg to ensure
good separation performance of the column.

18. TFA added in the mobile phases in RPLC as an ion-pairing
reagent can sharpen peak shape. Nevertheless, the ion suppres-
sion from TFA reduces the signal intensity of proteins in MS
analysis. To balance the peak shape of RPLC and the sensitivity
of mass spectrometry, the amount of TFA in mobile phases is
optimized as 0.05% (v/v) [17]. The flow rate is preferred to be
500 nL/min according to the ID of the column (100 μm), but
higher flow rate up to 800 nL/min can also be used. The
gradient can be changed according to the properties of the
sample.
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Chapter 6

Capillary Isoelectric Focusing: Mass Spectrometry Method
for the Separation and Online Characterization
of Monoclonal Antibody Charge Variants at Intact
and Subunit Levels

Jun Dai , Qiangwei Xia , and Chengjie Ji

Abstract

Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are one of the most widely used types of protein therapeutics. Charge
variants are important quality attributes for evaluating developability, activity, and safety for mAb therapeu-
tics. Here, we report a novel online capillary isoelectric focusing-mass spectrometry (CIEF-MS) method for
mAb charge variant analysis using an electrokinetically pumped sheath-flow nanospray ion source on a time-
of-flight (TOF)MS with a pressure-assisted chemical mobilization. Key factors that enable online CIEF-MS
include effective capillary electrophoresis-MS (CE-MS) interface with enhanced sensitivity, utilization of
MS-friendly electrolytes, beneficial effects of glycerol that reduces non-CIEF electrophoretic mobility and
limits band broadening, appropriate ampholyte type and concentration selection for balanced separation
resolution and MS detection sensitivity, optimized sheath liquid composition to realize high-resolution
CIEF separation and effective MS electrospray ionization, as well as judiciously selected CIEF running
parameters. The fundamental premise of CIEF has been verified by the linear correlation between isoelectric
point (pI) values andmigration time using a mixture of pI markers. By achieving high separation resolutions
that are similar as those obtained from imaged CIEF (iCIEF), this method successfully provides highly
sensitive MS identification for intact mAb charge variants. Furthermore, a middle-up sample treatment
workflow can be adopted to provide in-depth charge variant analysis at subunit level for mAbs with complex
charge heterogeneity. The mAb subunit CIEF-MS reveals the source of charge variant with enhanced
resolution on both CIEF separation and MS spectra. This novel CIEF-MS method is a valuable tool with
distinct advantage for objective and accurate assessment of charge heterogeneity of protein therapeutics.

Key words Monoclonal antibody, Charge variant, CIEF-MS, iCIEF, Electrokinetically pumped
sheath-flow nanospray, Time-of-flight MS, Middle-up, Subunit

1 Introduction

Charge heterogeneity is an important quality attribute of protein
therapeutics [1–3]. Because of its unequivocal solely pI-based sep-
aration mechanisms and very high resolution, CIEF, or imaged
CIEF (iCIEF) developed later, has become a critical benchmark
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technique for routine charge variant analysis [4–6]. The commonly
used optical detection has the advantages of easy hyphenation and
provides universal response for quantitative analysis. However,
optical detection is incapable of providing information for source
of charge variants. Understanding the source of charge variance has
become increasingly critical to help gain the insights of its implica-
tion, not only for protein molecular engineering optimization,
developability assessment, and process control but also for evalua-
tion of efficacy and safety as required by regulatory agency
[7, 8]. As a powerful tool, MS provides unparalleled rich informa-
tion for characterization and identification of therapeutic mAbs
[9]. Combining the high-resolution capability of CIEF and the
characterization power of MS would yield a highly desirable
hyphenated analytical technique, with amplified merits for both
techniques, for deciphering mAb charge heterogeneity.

Due to a number of reasons [10], online coupling of CIEF
separation and electrospray ionization MS (ESI-MS) detection has
been technically challenging. Effective online hyphenation of CIEF
to ESI-MS has been hindered by several factors [11, 10]: (1) lack of
effective interference between CE electrical circuit and ESI [12],
(2) challenges in automation of the two-step CIEF process (i.e.,
focusing followed by mobilization with different catholytes at each
step) [13], and (3) requirement to overcome the MS incompatibil-
ity of the key CIEF reagents [13–16].

Here, we report a reliable, high-resolution, fully automated
CIEF-MS method for challenging mAb charge variant analysis
using a common capillary-based CE instrument and a time-of-
flight (TOF) MS system. In order to address the sensitivity issue
of traditional high sheath flow CE-MS interfaces, we adopt a com-
mercial EMASS-II CE-MS ion source with nano sheath flow that is
based on the electrokinetically pumped sheath liquid technology
[17–19]. Instead of switching the catholyte between focusing and
chemical mobilization, the basic catholyte solution plug is first
injected inside the capillary. Then, the sample mixture with low
concentration of ampholyte is injected. After that, a voltage is
applied to the separation capillary for focusing. Meanwhile, the
acidic sheath solution at the catholyte side starts to titrate the
catholyte. Pressure-assisted chemical mobilization of the focused
sample starts when basic catholyte is consumed. Fully automated
CIEF-MS is enabled by basic catholyte injection, acidic sheath
solution titration, and pressure-assisted chemical mobilization.

In order to attain high CIEF resolution and to enable sensitive
MS detection of mAb charge variants, a number of critical method
parameters have been extensively optimized. It is found that the
combination of utilizing 15–20% glycerol (in both electrolytes and
sample buffer) with a sheath liquid containing acetic acid and
acetonitrile yields high MS sensitivity and robust mobilization,
and retains the high-resolution CIEF separation. We also
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determined that 1.5% or less (v/v) Pharmalyte® 3–10 in the sample
buffer offers good balance for CIEF resolution and MS sensitivity.
For samples with high salt formulations, desalting is performed for
effective CIEF focusing. In addition, a urea-based capillary rinsing
procedure is implemented to favorably extend the life of coated
capillaries.

The developed automated CIEF-MS method offers charge
variants separation that correlates well with iCIEF-UV profiles,
along with sensitive online TOF-MS detection and characterization
of the individual charge variant [20].

For variants with relatively small mass differences or complex
mAbmolecules with heavy glycosylation, a middle-up approach can
effectively reduce sample complexity through limited enzymatic
cleavage and chemical reduction. For example, the intact mAb can
be fragmented to subunits of light chain LC, antigen binding F
(ab’)2 domain, single chain scFc, and Fd. The CIEF-MS method
for the intact charge variant analysis can then be readily applied for
fragmented mAb charge variants analysis [21].

2 Materials

Freshly prepare all solutions daily and store at 4 �C.

1. Agilent 7100 CE (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).

2. Agilent 6200 series TOF (Agilent Technologies, Santa
Clara, CA).

3. EMASS-II CE-MS ion source (CMP Scientific Corp,
Brooklyn, NY).

4. Capillary: neutral coating PS1 capillary at 75 cm length with
360 μm OD and 50 μm ID (CMP Scientific Corp,
Brooklyn, NY).

5. Electrospray emitter: 1.0 mm OD, 0.75 mm ID, and
20–30 μm tip size (CMP Scientific Corp, Brooklyn, NY).

6. Carrier ampholyte: Pharmalyte® 3–10 (GE Healthcare).

7. Catholyte: 0.2 N ammonium hydroxide aqueous solution with
15% glycerol.

8. Anolyte: 1% formic acid aqueous solution with 15% glycerol.

9. Sheath solution: acetic acid, acetonitrile, and water at volume
ratio of 20:25:55.

10. CIEF solution: 3% Pharmalyte® 3–10 aqueous solution with
40% glycerol.

11. Buffer exchange solution: 10 mM ammonium acetate at
pH 6.5.
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12. pI marker solutions at 4.1, 5.5, 7.0, and 9.5 (Sciex,
Framingham, MA).

13. Filter for buffer exchange: Amicon® Ultra 0.5 mL 10 K cen-
trifugal filter units (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA).

14. Protease: IdeS protease (Promega Corp., Madison, WI).

15. Reduction solution: 1M dithiothreitol (DTT) aqueous
solution.

3 Methods

3.1 Online CIEF-MS 1. The Agilent 6200 series TOF mass spectrometer is coupled
with an Agilent 7100 CE, using a CMP Scientific EMASS-II
CE-MS ion source. The regular ESI ion source on the TOF is
modified to accommodate nanospray by replacing the ESI
spray shield with an Agilent nanospray shield, which comes
with a gas diverter (see Note 1).

2. Install the capillary to CE instrument and EMASS-II CE-MS
ion source by following the instructions provided by the
manufacturers.

3. Rinse the capillary with water at 100 mbar for 10 min.

4. Rinse the capillary with anolyte at 100 mbar for 20 min (see
Note 2).

5. Install the spray emitter by following the instructions provided
by CMP Scientific.

6. Adjust the emitter and capillary with the help of a microscope
camera: Move the spray emitter toward the mass spectrometer
and maintain a distance of 2–4 mm between the emitter tip and
the spray shield. Adjust the capillary outlet tip to a ~1 mm
distance from the spray emitter tip.

7. Set TOF MS conditions: (1) set capillary voltage on TOF at
0 V; (2) set drying gas at 350 �C with a flow at 6 L/min; (3) set
skimmer voltage at 65 V and OCT 1RF Vpp at 750 V; (4) set
the fragmentor voltage (FV) at 380–400 V for intact mAb,
200–380 V for fragmented mAb, and 125 V for pI marker and
small proteins (see Note 3).

8. Turn on the external power supply that comes with the
EMASS-II CE-MS ion source and set at 2.0–2.4 kV (see
Note 4).

9. Prepare sample solution: mix equal volume buffer exchanged
sample (at 0.2–2.0 mg/mL in 10 mM ammonium acetate)
with CIEF solution (3% Pharmalyte® 3–10 with 40% glycerol)
to achieve a final composition of 1.5% Pharmalyte® 3–10 with
20% glycerol (see Note 5).
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10. CIEF-MS analysis: (1) inject catholyte solution under
950 mbar for 10 s, (2) inject sample solution under
950 mbar for 75 s, (3) apply a voltage with a field strength of
250 V/cm and a pressure of 10 mbar for CIEF separation.
(4) After complete elution of the analyte peak (~75 min),
increase the pressure to 100 mbar and flush out residual
ampholyte to get the capillary ready for next sample analysis.
The total run time is about 100 min (see Note 6).

3.2 Protein Sample

Treatment

1. Add deionized water to the lyophilized IdeS Protease to make a
50 unit/μL solution.

2. Add 60 μg of sample to PBS to get the sample solution at
~1 mg/mL.

3. Add 1 unit of IdeS protease to 1 ug mAb sample.

4. Incubate the sample at 37 �C for 30 min. Split the sample into
two aliquots. Take one aliquot as the IdeS-digested sample.

5. Take the second aliquot of IdeS-digested sample and spike in
1M DTT solution to reach 50 mM DTT concentration.

6. Incubate the sample with 50 mM DTT at 37 �C for 30 min to
get the IdeS- plus reduction-treated sample.

7. Desalt and buffer exchange (see Subheading 3.3) the treated
samples prior to CIEF-MS analysis.

3.3 Protein Desalting

and Buffer Exchange

Procedure

Salt-free protein standards can be used without desalting. The
formulated or treated samples are desalted and buffer exchanged
using EMD Millipore (Billerica, MA) Amicon centrifugal filter
units.

1. Add 400 μL 10 mM ammonium acetate (pH 6.5) and 30 uL
sample to an Amicon® Ultra 0.5 mL10 K filter.

2. Centrifuge the sample at 14,000 � g 10 �C for 12 min (see
Note 7).

3. Recover the desalted solute by reversing the filter and spin at
1000 � g for 2 min.

3.4 Capillary

Cleaning Procedure

Rinse the PS1 capillary at the end of day for cleaning.

1. Remove the emitter: Move the spray emitter away from the
mass spectrometer and remove the emitter from the capillary
by following the instructions provided by CMP Scientific.

2. Clean the capillary: Rinse the capillary at 950 mbar with solu-
tions in the order of water (5 min), 4.5 M urea (5 min), water
(5 min), followed by anolyte buffer (10 min).
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3.5 Example Results

3.5.1 Linearity of

Established pH Gradient

Figure 1 shows the separation of four pI markers and the linear
regression between the pI values and corresponding migration time
[20]. This linearity demonstrates the established pH gradient of the
CIEF-MS method.

3.5.2 CIEF-MS Intact

Charge Variant

Characterization of mAbs

The charge variant profiles revealed by the CIEF-MS analysis are
highly consistent with those in iCIEF-UV experiments as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3 for bevacizumab and infliximab (seeNote 8 for iCIEF-
UV conditions used) [20].

Figure 2 illustrates the comparison of bevacizumab CIEF-MS
and iCIEF-UV results [20]. Good MS spectra enable reliable
deconvolution for intact mass. Based on the deconvoluted intact
mass (Fig. 2c), main peak M has a mass of 149,202 Da. Basic peak
B1 matches the common C-terminal lysine variant with a mass
difference from the main species (Δm) of 128 Da (+1K), and
basic peak B2 has a Δm of �17 Da. Acidic peak A1 has a Δm of
+1 Da, possibly a deamidation species. No reliable intact mass
information has been derived for peak A2 because of the weak
signal.
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Fig. 1 CIEF-MS separation of four pI markers. From top to bottom: the extracted
ion electropherograms of pI 4.1 (m/z 591.25), pI 5.5 (m/z 471.19), pI 7.0 (m/z
627.29), and pI 9.5 (m/z 950.47). Inset: Linear regression fitting of pI values and
corresponding migration time. (Figure adapted with permission from ACS https://
pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/acs.analchem.7b04608 ref. 20. Further permis-
sions related to the material excerpted should be directed to the ACS)
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Figure 3 gives the charge variant separation and identification
of infliximab [20]. Deconvoluted mass confirms that the two basic
species are the C-terminal lysine (K) variants [22–24] with B1 as
+2K (Δm +258 Da) and B2 as +1K (Δm +129 Da) variants.
Deconvoluted mass for acidic variant revealed intact MS at Δm of
+5 Da, indicating the possibility of deamidation species.

3.5.3 Middle-Up CIEF-

MS Charge Variant

Characterization of mAb

Subunits

Charge variant analysis of mAbs with significant microheterogene-
ity (e.g., cetuximab, with complex glycosylation at both Fc and Fab
regions [25]) can be greatly benefited from middle-up CIEF-MS
approach. Figure 4 shows the comparison of CIEF-MS and iCIEF-
UV profiles of cetuximab at intact and subunit levels [21]. Nine
charge variants are observed at the intact level. Eight charge var-
iants are detected after IdeS digestion, and 11 charge variants are
separated after IdeS plus reduction treatment. Peak assignments for
all variants are achieved based on the MS spectra [21].
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4 Notes

1. The regular ESI source spray shield on the 6200 series TOFMS
is not ideal for nanospray generated by EMASS-II ion source.
To circumvent the adverse effects of high volume of drying gas,
a single bore inline spray shield with a radial gas diverter is used
for gentle gas delivery for effective introduction of analytes into
MS.

2. Use different anolyte solution vials for washing and CIEF
separation. Use a new set of electrolyte solution vials for each
sample analysis.

3. For samples that range with different molecular weights, two
fragmentor voltages on the TOF mass spectrometer that are
optimal for different sizes of molecule can be set within the
same acquisition experiment (e.g., 200 V for�25 kDa scFc and
380 V for�100 kDa F(ab’)2).

4. Use real-time monitoring on TOF instrument to check the
electrospray before injecting sample. Fine-tune the distance
between the spray emitter tip and the spray shield if needed.
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Fig. 3 Infliximab CIEF-MS analysis in comparison with iCIEF-UV. (a) Extracted ion electropherogram (m/z
2960–3200 Da): basic variants B1 and B2, main peak M, and acidic variant A; (b) iCIEF-UV electropherogram;
(c) deconvoluted mass spectra. (Figure adapted with permission from ACS https://pubs.acs.org/doi/
full/10.1021/acs.analchem.7b04608 ref. 20. Further permissions related to the material excerpted should be
directed to the ACS)
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5. Minimum sample volume required is ~10 μL using Agilent CE
sample vial (Agilent PN 9301-0978).

6. After sample injection, the initial current should be at
~2.5–1 μA. The current normally drops below 1 μA in
~10 min and reaches its lowest plateau (~0.5 μA) at ~30 min.
The current remains at its lowest plateau till the elution of the
analyte peaks. After increasing the pressure from 10 to
100 mbar, current gradually increases. Once the current
reaches its maximum plateau (7–9 μA), the system becomes
ready for next sample analysis.

7. For samples that have very high salt formulations, the buffer
exchange process can be performed twice for effective
desalting.

8. Imaged CIEF-UV conditions used for example results: The
iCIEF-UV separations were performed on iCE3
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Fig. 4 Intact and fragmented cetuximab CIEF-MS analysis in comparison with iCIEF-UV. The CIEF-MS results
are as follows: (a) extracted ion electropherogram of intact mAb at m/z 2960–3200, (b) extracted base peak
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(ProteinSimple, San Jose, CA). Fluorocarbon-coated capillary
cartridge (5 cm � 100 μm ID) is used with 80 mM phosphoric
acid as the anolyte and 100 mM sodium hydroxide as the
catholyte, with 0.1% methyl cellulose in both electrolytes. Sam-
ple buffer contains 0.35% methyl cellulose, 4% Pharmalyte®
3–10, and 2M urea. Focusing is conducted at 1.5 kV for 1 min,
followed by 3.0 kV for 8 min.
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Chapter 7

Proteoform Analysis and Construction of Proteoform
Families in Proteoform Suite

Leah V. Schaffer, Michael R. Shortreed, and Lloyd M. Smith

Abstract

Proteoform Suite is an interactive software program for the identification and quantification of intact
proteoforms from mass spectrometry data. Proteoform Suite identifies proteoforms observed by intact-
mass (MS1) analysis. In intact-mass analysis, unfragmented experimental proteoforms are compared to a
database of known proteoform sequences and to one another, searching for mass differences corresponding
to well-known post-translational modifications or amino acids. Intact-mass analysis enables proteoforms
observed in theMS1 data without MS/MS (MS2) fragmentation to be identified. Proteoform Suite further
facilitates the construction and visualization of proteoform families, which are the sets of proteoforms
derived from individual genes. Bottom-up peptide identifications and top-down (MS2) proteoform identi-
fications can be integrated into the Proteoform Suite analysis to increase the sensitivity and accuracy of the
analysis. Proteoform Suite is open source and freely available at https://github.com/smith-chem-wisc/
proteoform-suite.

Key words Proteoform, Proteoform family, Top-down proteomics, Mass spectrometry, Post-transla-
tional modification

1 Introduction

Much of the biological complexity in cells is due to variations at the
protein level. Proteoforms are the different forms of a protein that
arise due to biological processes in the cell, such as alternative
splicing, amino acid variation, and post-translational modifications
(PTMs) [1]. The set of proteoforms derived from the same gene is a
proteoform family [2]. Proteoform identification is typically per-
formed by top-down mass spectrometry, where intact proteins are
analyzed by liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry
(LC-MS/MS), which includes by definition fragmentation of the
precursor [3–5]. However, due to sensitivity limitations, many
proteoforms observed at the MS1-level are either not selected for
MS2 fragmentation or do not have high enough quality MS2
fragmentation data for proteoform identification.
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We developed the software program Proteoform Suite
(https://github.com/smith-chem-wisc/proteoform-suite) to con-
struct proteoform families and identify proteoforms based on anal-
ysis of MS1-level intact-mass data [6]. A list of unique experimental
proteoforms from a sample is generated by aggregating results from
top-down MS/MS search results (identified proteoforms) and/or
MS1 deconvolution results (observed but unidentified proteo-
forms) [7]. Aggregated experimental proteoform masses are com-
pared to both a database of theoretical proteoform masses
(experiment–theoretical comparisons) and to one another (experi-
ment–experiment comparisons) by Proteoform Suite. Proteoform
families are then constructed by grouping together experimental
and theoretical proteoforms with mass differences corresponding
to known PTMs and amino acids. In each proteoform family, the
experiment–theoretical and experiment–experiment comparisons
are used to identify additional experimental proteoforms by intact
mass. Proteoform families are visualized as a network of nodes
(proteoform masses) and edges (mass differences corresponding
to modifications or amino acid differences) using the software
program Cytoscape [8, 9].

This chapter describes the workflow used to perform intact-
mass analysis and construct proteoform families in Proteoform
Suite. We first describe preprocessing steps performed on the raw
mass spectrometry files to generate results for Proteoform Suite
input. We then describe how to perform intact-mass analysis in
Proteoform Suite and the visualization of proteoform families.
Finally, we discuss remaining challenges in intact-mass analysis
and caveats to be aware of when using Proteoform Suite.

Proteoform analysis in Proteoform Suite requires mass spec-
trometry data from an intact protein sample. This may include
intact-only data (MS1) or tandem MS/MS data, which contains
both MS1 and MS2 spectra. See previous work for information on
sample preparation, fractionation, and mass spectrometry settings
[10, 11]. To observe a greater number of proteoforms at the MS1
level, we recommend acquisition of both MS1-only and tandem
MS/MS data from the sample.

A release of Proteoform Suite can be downloaded from
https://github.com/smith-chem-wisc/proteoform-suite. At least
8 GB of RAM is recommended, with more required for larger
human databases. A 64-bit operating system should be utilized
with .NET Core 3.1 installed. Release version 0.4.0 contains a
user manual with detailed descriptions of the parameters and results
on each page of Proteoform Suite.
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2 Data Preprocessing

A typical Proteoform Suite analysis requires MS1 deconvolution
results, top-down search results, and a protein database (Fig. 1).
The Proteoform Suite graphical user interface (GUI) opens on the
Load Results page (Fig. 2). On this page, results are loaded in for
the analyses performed on subsequent pages (select Standard under
Choose Analysis, labeled 1 in Fig. 2). If necessary, this page can also
be used to generate deconvolution and top-down results and to
calibrate results. Subheadings 2.1 through 2.5 describe how to
obtain results to input on the Load Results page using either
external software programs or other analysis options on the Load
Results page.

Fig. 1 Overview of inputs and outputs for Proteoform Suite analysis
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2.1 Deconvolution

Results

Deconvolution results input into Proteoform Suite provide a list of
observed experimental proteoform masses that are used for proteo-
form family construction and intact-mass identification of proteo-
forms (see Note 1). On the Load Results page under Standard
analysis, set the drop-down menu (labeled 3 in Fig. 2) to Decon-
volution Results for Identification and add deconvolution results.
There are three options to produce deconvolution results for Pro-
teoform Suite:

1. Thermo Deconvolution 4.0 (see Thermo Fisher website for a
quote and user guide). Run the Xtract algorithm for high-
resolution data, then open the result for each .raw file and
export the results table. Save each file as an .xlsx in Microsoft
Excel. The resulting .xlsx file is loaded under Deconvolution
Results for Identification.

2. FLASHDeconv. FLASHDeconv is an ultrafast deconvolution
algorithm developed by the OpenMS team for high-resolution
mass spectrometry data [12]. On the Load Results page of
Proteoform Suite, select FLASHDeconv Deconvolution
under Choose Analysis (labeled 1 in Fig. 2). Input .mzML
spectra files into the table. Set the desired parameters under
Set Parameters (labeled 2 in Fig. 2). Click the Deconvolute
button (labeled 4 in Fig. 2). For more advanced parameter
options, a user can also externally run the command-line ver-
sion of FLASHDeconv, available at https://www.openms.de/
comp/FLASHDeconv/. The resulting .tsv file is loaded under
Deconvolution Results for Identification.

Fig. 2 Load Results page in Proteoform Suite
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3. Results from any external deconvolution software can also be
input. Create a three-column tab-separated .tsv or .txt file:
monoisotopic mass, intensity, retention time. The resulting .
tsv or .txt file is loaded under Deconvolution Results for
Identification.

For proteoform quantification, there is the option to label the
Biological Replicate, Fraction, Technical Replicate, and Condition
for each file. To change one of these labels for a single file, click the
appropriate cell in the table. To change the label for more than one
file or cell, select the cells, right click, enter a label, click Okay.

2.2 Top-Down

Results

Top-down results input into Proteoform Suite provide a list of
proteoforms identified by MS/MS analysis. These results are useful
for improving intact-mass analysis by identifying additional proteo-
form families and proteoforms that might not be identified by
intact-mass alone. On the Load Results page under Standard anal-
ysis, set the drop-down menu (labeled 3 in Fig. 2) to Top-Down
Hit Results and add top-down results. There are two options to
produce top-down results for Proteoform Suite:

1. TDPortal. TDPortal is a high-throughput global proteome
analysis software for top-down data [10] available through
the National Resource for Translational and Developmental
Proteomics. Request access to TDPortal at http://nrtdp.
northwestern.edu/tdportal-request/. Under the Reports tab
in TDViewer, export the Hit Report. The resulting .xlsx file is
loaded under Top-Down Hit Results.

2. MetaMorpheus. MetaMorpheus is an MS/MS search software
program for both bottom-up and top-down high-resolution
MS data. On the Load Results page of Proteoform Suite, select
MetaMorpheus Top-Down Search under Choose Analysis
(labeled 1 in Fig. 2). Set the desired parameters under Set
Parameters (labeled 2 in Fig. 2). Set the drop-down menu
(labeled 3 in Fig. 2) to Spectra Files and add .raw or .mzML
files. Set the drop-down menu to Protein Databases and add an
.xml or .fasta database. Click the MetaMorpheus Top-Down
Search button (labeled 4 in Fig. 2). For more advanced param-
eter options, externally run the GUI or command line versions
of MetaMorpheus available at https://github.com/smith-
chem-wisc/metamorpheus. The resulting AllPSMs.tsv file is
loaded under Top-Down Hit Results.

2.3 Database Download a protein database fromUniProt (https://www.uniprot.
org/proteomes/). Typically, only reviewed entries are employed
but unreviewed entries can be included at the user’s discretion. A
database from MetaMorpheus generated from a bottom-up search
and the global post-translational modification discovery strategy
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(G-PTM-D) can also be utilized, as previously described [13–
15]. On the Load Results page under Standard analysis, set the
drop-down menu (labeled 3 in Fig. 2) to Protein Databases and
add at least one database. There are two options for protein
databases:

1. .xml or .xml.gz: contains annotated PTM information and
subsequences.

2. .fasta: optionally includes protein isoforms.

2.4 Bottom-Up

Results

Bottom-up results input into Proteoform Suite provide a list of
peptides identified byMS/MS analysis. To run a bottom-up search,
download a release of MetaMorpheus and run a bottom-up search
(https://github.com/smith-chem-wisc/metamorpheus). On the
Load Results page under Standard analysis, set the drop-down
menu (labeled 3 in Fig. 2) to MetaMorpheus Bottom-Up Unique
Peptides and add the AllPeptides.psmtsv generated by the Meta-
Morpheus bottom-up search.

2.5 Mass and

Retention Time

Calibration

Mass and retention time calibration is an optional preprocessing
step that is recommended when performing intact-mass analysis
with deconvolution results [7]. Mass and retention time across
runs can be calibrated for deconvolution and top-down results to
improve mass accuracy and correct run-to-run variation, respec-
tively. Calibrated files are output in the same file location as the
input files; the calibrated results files can then be loaded on the
Load Results page under Deconvolution Results for Identification
and Top-Down Hit Results in the Standard analysis. For more
details on how to perform calibration in Proteoform Suite, please
see the user manual in Proteoform Suite release version 0.4.0.

3 Data Analysis

Proteoform Suite is an interactive software program for intact-mass
analysis and proteoform family construction; each page is run in
sequence, from left to right. To navigate to the next page, either
click the right arrow in the top right of the GUI window or click the
page tab name at the top of the GUI window. The user manual in
release version 0.4.0 contains detailed information about each
parameter and table column. The default parameters are set such
that they will provide an acceptable starting point for most standard
analyses.

1. Load Results. On this page, the user loads results files for
analysis, as described in the Subheading 2.

(a) Select Standard under Choose Analysis (labeled 1 in
Fig. 2).
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(b) Under Load Data Using Drop Down Menu (labeled 3 in
Fig. 2), use the drop-down menu to select the result type
to be loaded in. Then use the Add button or drag-and-
drop to add files of the selected result type to the table.

(c) Navigate to the Theoretical Proteoform Database page by
clicking that page tab at the top of the GUI window or by
clicking the right arrow at the top right of the GUI
window.

2. Theoretical Proteoform Database. On this page, theoretical
proteoforms are created using the file(s) input under Protein
Databases on the Load Results page. The theoretical proteo-
form database includes theoretical proteoforms with combina-
tions of annotated PTMs and subsequences. Theoretical
proteoforms are used in the subsequent pages for identifying
proteoforms by intact-mass analysis.

(a) Set the parameters as necessary. Parameters to note are the
Average Mass checkbox (check if deconvolution results
are reported as average masses instead of monoisotopic
masses), the Carbamidomethylation checkbox (check if
sample was carbamidomethylated), and the Max Modifi-
cations per Proteoform (increase or decrease to generate
theoretical proteoforms with combinations of more or
fewer annotated PTMs). Higher values for Max Modifica-
tions per Proteoform will include more theoretical pro-
teoforms in the database for potential identification (see
Experiment-Theoretical comparison) but may also result
in an increased false discovery rate for intact-mass identi-
fications (see Note 2).

(b) Click Run Page button at the top right of the GUI
window.

(c) The main table will fill with a list of the theoretical
proteoforms.

3. Top-Down. On this page, top-down results are read from the
file(s) input under Top-Down Hit Results on the Load Results
page. A top-down hit is a proteoform spectral match. Top-
down hits are loaded, and then hits are aggregated into unique
top-down proteoforms using both identification information
and retention time. After aggregation, the theoretical database
is supplemented with top-down proteoform identifications not
already present in the database (i.e., those with unannotated
PTMs, unannotated subsequences, amino acid variations, or
with a greater number of PTMs than the Max Modifications
per Proteoform number on the Theoretical Proteoform Data-
base page).

(a) Set the parameters as necessary. Parameters to note are the
Min. C-Score (the minimum proteoform characterization
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score [16] for TDPortal results) and the Ret. Time Toler-
ance (retention time used for merging top-down hits of
the same proteoform identification). Higher values for the
minimum C-score will exclude less characterized and
potentially false top-down hits but may also exclude
uncharacterized but true top-down identifications.

(b) Click Run Page button at the top right of the GUI
window.

(c) The main table will fill with a list of the top-down proteo-
forms. Click a top-down proteoform to fill the bottom
box with the sequence and PTM information. If bottom-
up results were provided on the Load Results page, the
second table will fill with bottom-up peptides that corre-
spond to the selected top-down proteoform.

4. Raw Experimental Components. On this page, raw experimen-
tal components are read from the file(s) loaded under Decon-
volution Results for Identification on the Load Results page. A
raw experimental component is an individual deconvoluted
proteoform observation at the MS1 level, as reported in the
deconvolution result file(s). Deconvolution artifacts (including
missed monoisotopic mass errors and charge state harmonics)
are corrected using the mass tolerance set on the page.

(a) Set the parameters as necessary. Parameters to note are the
cosine threshold between per-charge-intensities and fitted
Gaussian distribution and the cosine threshold between
averagine and observed isotope pattern [12]. These para-
meters determine the thresholds for reported FLASHDe-
conv results to be included as raw experimental
components. Higher values will exclude more raw experi-
mental components that correspond to experimental arti-
facts but may also exclude raw experimental components
that correspond to real observed experimental
proteoforms.

(b) Click the Run Page button at the top right of the GUI
window.

(c) The main table will fill with a list of raw experimental
components. Click a raw experimental component to fill
the bottom table with the observed charge state
information.

5. Aggregated Proteoforms. On this page, experimental proteo-
forms are created by aggregating raw experimental compo-
nents. These experimental proteoforms are analyzed and
identified by intact-mass analysis and used to construct proteo-
form families. The Add Top-Down Proteoforms checkbox
provides the option to supplement this list with top-down
identified experimental proteoforms from the Top-Down page.
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(a) Set the parameters as necessary. Parameters to note are the
Mass Tolerance and Ret. Time Tolerance, which are used
to determine the mass and retention time tolerances used
to merge raw experimental components into an experi-
mental proteoform. Additionally, the Minimum Required
Observations setting can be used to determine the mini-
mum number of biological and/or technical replicates an
experimental proteoform must have been observed in
(determined by the raw experimental component files
input and optionally labeled on the Load Results page).
Higher values will exclude more raw experimental com-
ponents that correspond to experimental artifacts but may
also exclude raw experimental components that corre-
spond to real observed experimental proteoforms.

(b) Click the Run Page button at the top right of the GUI
window.

(c) The main table will fill with a list of aggregated experi-
mental proteoforms. Click an experimental proteoform to
fill the bottom table with raw experimental components
aggregated into the selected proteoform. If the selected
proteoform is a top-down proteoform, the bottom table
will fill with the top-down hits aggregated into the
selected proteoform.

6. Experiment–Theoretical Comparison. On this page, masses of
experimental proteoforms created on the Aggregated Proteo-
forms page are compared to masses of theoretical proteoforms
created on the Theoretical Proteoforms page, generating a list
of experiment–theoretical pairs. Each experiment–theoretical
pair has a mass difference (delta mass) between the experimen-
tal proteoform and the theoretical proteoform in the pair; pairs
are generated for mass differences corresponding to a known
single modification or set of modifications. Proteoform Suite
creates a histogram of the mass differences for all generated
experiment–theoretical pairs and a corresponding list of delta
mass peaks observed in the histogram. Each experiment–theo-
retical pair with a delta mass in a delta mass peak accepted by
the user is utilized to construct proteoform families (see Pro-
teoform Families below).

(a) Set the parameters as necessary. There are several para-
meters of note on this page. The Peak Width Base deter-
mines the width of peaks when generating the delta mass
histogram; a larger value will enable more experiment–
theoretical pairs to be included in each peak but will also
increase the false discovery rate of each peak. The check-
box Notch Search provides the option to perform a notch
search [17]. If checked, a tolerance parameter will become
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visible, and experiment–theoretical pairs will only be gen-
erated if within tolerance from an accepted notch
(corresponding to an exact match at 0 Da, a known
PTM, a known PTM combination or an amino acid
mass). The larger the tolerance, the more the experi-
ment–theoretical pairs that will be included at each
notch, and also potentially larger the false discovery rate
will be. The checkbox Add Top-Down Theoretical deter-
mines if theoretical proteoforms that were added to the
database on the Top-Down page (not present in the origi-
nal database) are included in the analysis.

(b) Click the Run Page button at the top right of the GUI
window.

(c) The top right table will fill with all experiment–theoretical
pairs. The bottom graph will display the delta mass histo-
gram created from the experiment–theoretical pairs. The
top left table will fill with the list of delta mass peaks from
the histogram.

(d) Browse the list of delta mass peaks (top left table). Accept
peaks that have an acceptable false discovery rate and that
correspond to common/likely modifications or amino
acid differences (see Note 3). The Peak Threshold deter-
mines the minimum number of experiment–theoretical
pairs that must be grouped in a delta mass peak in order
for it to be accepted. This value can be changed to accept/
unaccept peaks, or individual peaks can be accepted/unac-
cepted by checking/unchecking the accepted checkbox
for the peak. Typically, only the delta mass peak closest
to 0 Da (exact match experiment–theoretical pairs) is
accepted. A higher number of accepted peaks results in
more proteoform family connections and intact-mass
identifications but also a larger false discovery rate.

7. Experiment–Experiment Comparisons. On this page, masses of
experimental proteoforms created on the Aggregated Proteo-
forms page are compared to one another within a set retention
time difference tolerance, generating a list of experiment–
experiment pairs. Each experiment–experiment pair has a
mass difference (delta mass) between the two experimental
proteoforms in the pair. Proteoform Suite creates a histogram
of the mass differences for all generated experiment–experi-
ment pairs and a corresponding list of delta mass peaks
observed in the histogram. Each experiment–experiment pair
with a delta mass in a delta mass peak accepted by the user is
utilized to construct proteoform families (see Proteoform
Families below).

(a) Set the parameters as necessary. There are several para-
meters of note on this page. The Peak Width Base
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determines the width of peaks when generating the delta
mass histogram; a larger value will enable more experi-
ment–experiment pairs to be included in each peak but
will also increase the false discovery rate of each peak. The
checkbox Notch Search provides the option to perform a
notch search [17]. If checked, a tolerance parameter will
become visible, and experiment–experiment pairs will
only be generated if within tolerance from an accepted
notch (corresponding to a known PTM or a known PTM
set). Larger tolerance values result in more experiment–
experiment pairs included at each notch, but also increase
the false discovery rate. The Max Retention Time Differ-
ence determines the maximum allowed difference in
retention time between two experimental proteoforms
to be eligible to form an experiment–experiment pair.
Larger values result in more experiment–experiment
pairs, but also increase the false discovery rate.

(b) Click the Run Page button at the top right of the GUI
window.

(c) The top right table will fill with all experiment–experiment
pairs. The bottom graph will display the delta mass histo-
gram created from the experiment–experiment pairs. The
top left table will fill with the list of delta mass peaks from
the histogram.

(d) Browse the list of delta mass peaks (top left table). Accept
peaks that have an acceptable false discovery rate and that
correspond to common/likely modifications or amino
acid differences (see Note 3). The Peak Threshold deter-
mines the minimum number of experiment–experiment
pairs that must be grouped in a delta mass peak in order
for it to be accepted. This value can be changed to accept/
unaccept peaks, or individual peaks can be accepted/unac-
cepted by checking/unchecking the accepted checkbox
for the peak. Typically, only the most abundant five to
ten delta mass peaks corresponding to known and com-
mon PTMs and amino acid differences are accepted. A
higher number of accepted peaks results in more proteo-
form family connections and intact-mass identifications
and can also result in a larger false discovery rate.

8. Proteoform Families. On this page, accepted experiment–the-
oretical and experiment–experiment pairs are used to construct
proteoform families. Experimental proteoforms are identified
by intact-mass analysis; beginning with each theoretical proteo-
form in each family, connections between proteoforms are used
to identify proteoforms first from experiment–theoretical pairs
and then from subsequent experiment–experiment pairs. A
false discovery rate is calculated for intact-mass identifications
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(see Note 4). A script for Cytoscape [8, 9] can be exported to
visualize proteoform families as a network of nodes (proteo-
forms) and edges (mass differences between proteoforms
corresponding to modifications or amino acid differences).

(a) Set the parameters as necessary. There are several para-
meters to note on this page. If the checkbox Only Assign
Common/Known Mods is checked, a modification will
only be considered for each proteoform identification if
annotated for that protein in the theoretical database or if
it is a common modification (e.g., acetylation, methyla-
tion, phosphorylation). The Use ppm tolerance checkbox
can be checked to require a proteoform identification to
be within a certain ppm mass error tolerance.

(b) Click the Run Page button at the top right of the GUI
window.

(c) The main table will fill with a list of proteoform families.
Click a row in the table and the bottom table will fill with
either a list of experimental proteoforms, theoretical pro-
teoforms, or proteoform relations depending on which
column is selected.

(d) To build proteoform families on this page, click
the Browse button on the right and select a file path. Set
the visualization parameters as desired (top right of the
screen). Select either Build All Families in Cytoscape
(writes a script to visualize all proteoform families) or
Build Selected Families in Cytoscape (writes a script to
visualize proteoform families selected in the main table).

9. Results

(a) Identified Proteoforms. Navigate to the Identified Pro-
teoforms page to view all identified experimental proteo-
forms. This page displays two tables with intact-mass
identifications (from deconvolution results and proteo-
form family construction) and top-down identifications
(from input top-down results). If bottom-up results
were provided on the Load Results page, click either an
intact-mass or a top-down proteoform to fill the bottom
table with bottom-up peptides that correspond to the
selected proteoform identification.

(b) Results Summary. Navigate to the Results Summary page
to view a summary of results from Proteoform Suite.
Select a file path for the Results Folder and click the Save
All button. A summary of the results text file, a method .
xml file for subsequent runs, Cytoscape scripts, and vari-
ous results tables will export. See the user manual in
Proteoform Suite release 0.4.0 for a list and description
of exported results.
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(c) Visualize Proteoform Families. Scripts for Cytoscape are
exported on either the Proteoform Families page or the
Results Summary page. To visualize proteoform families
in Cytoscape, install Cytoscape version 3.5.0 at https://
cytoscape.org. In Cytoscape, select Execute Command
File under Tools, then select the cytoscape_script_times-
tamp.tsv file output by Proteoform Suite.

4 Notes

1. Intact-mass analysis is highly dependent on the quality of the
results of deconvolution. Missed monoisotopic mass errors,
where the reported mass is one or more isotopic units from
the monoisotopic mass, are a challenging issue for intact-mass
analysis. Additionally, artifactual masses reported by deconvo-
lution also increase the false discovery rate. The user should do
their best to ensure high-quality MS1 data and deconvolution
results.

2. It is important for the user to consider the database size when
performing an intact-mass analysis. There is a tradeoff between
expanding the database to include more PTM combinations
and amino acid variants and limiting increases to the FDR.
Typically, our studies have used two or three PTM combina-
tions per theoretical proteoform; this is because proteoforms
with more modifications are able to be identified via the exper-
iment–experiment comparisons if a less modified proteoform is
also identified from the same proteoform family. Proteoforms
that only exist in ultra-modified forms are thus best identified
by top-down MS/MS analysis.

3. When accepting and unaccepting peaks in the experiment–
theoretical and experiment–experiment comparisons, we have
found it is best to be conservative and accept the most abun-
dant peaks closest to the delta mass of known, common, and
expected post-translational modifications. If a large number of
high-FDR and high mass error experiment–theoretical and
experiment–experiment peaks are employed, the effect will be
an increase in FDR and proteoform families may be contami-
nated with incorrect proteoform members. At this time, less
common modifications are better identified either through
top-down MS/MS analysis or by using bottom-up analysis to
add the modification to the protein sequence, enabling it to be
included in the theoretical proteoform database and thus
identifiable through an exact match in the experiment–theoret-
ical comparison.

4. In intact-mass analysis with Proteoform Suite, a remaining
challenge is identifying previously unidentified, observed
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proteoforms by intact mass alone without exceeding a reason-
able false discovery rate. Proteoform Suite calculates a global
false discovery rate by performing decoy experiment–theoreti-
cal and experiment–experiment comparisons to construct
decoy proteoform families, described in detail previously
[6, 7]. This globally calculated false discovery rate is dependent
on several aspects of the analysis, including the size of the
theoretical database, the deconvolution results, the top-down
results, and the settings utilized when performing the experi-
ment–theoretical and experiment–experiment comparisons.
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Chapter 8

Top-Down Mass Spectrometry Data Analysis Using TopPIC
Suite

In Kwon Choi and Xiaowen Liu

Abstract

With the advances of mass spectrometry (MS) techniques, top-down MS-based proteomics has gained
increasing attention because of its advantages over bottom-up MS in studying complex proteoforms.
TopPIC Suite is a widely used software package for top-down MS-based proteoform identification and
quantification. Here, we present the methods for top-down MS data analysis using TopPIC Suite.

Key words Top-down mass spectrometry, Proteomics, Spectral deconvolution, Proteoform identifi-
cation, Proteoform quantification

1 Introduction

Top-down mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics studies
intact proteoforms in biological samples [1, 2]. Compared with
bottom-up MS, which analyzes short peptides, top-down MS
enables the analysis of whole proteoforms and the combinatorial
patterns of various alterations on proteoforms [3]. In recent years,
rapid developments of MS techniques and the availability of high-
resolution mass spectrometers facilitated the applications of top-
down MS in many research areas, such as proteoform biomarker
discovery [4].

It is a challenging computational problem to analyze top-down
MS data [5]. The first challenge is the complexity of top-downmass
spectra [6]. Because a proteoform has various isotopomers, a top-
down mass spectrum contains a group of isotopic peaks for a
proteoform, increasing the number of peaks. High-charge state
ions are used to measure proteoforms with large molecular masses,
increasing the complexity of mass spectra. As a result, a top-down
mass spectrum may contain tens of thousands of peaks. Another
challenge is that intact proteoforms often have multiple alterations,
including sequence mutations and posttranslational modifications
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(PTMs). Database search is the method of choice for proteoform
identification by top-down MS. But these alterations are often
unexpected in database search, so open search [3] or spectral align-
ment methods [7] are needed for identifying proteoforms with
alterations.

TopPIC Suite is a commonly used software package for proteo-
form identification and quantification by top-down MS (Fig. 1). It
consists of four software tools: TopFD, TopPIC [8], TopMG [9],
and TopDiff. TopFD is a tool for top-down spectral deconvolution,
which converts complex isotopic patterns of proteoforms or pro-
teoform fragments into their monoisotopic masses. TopPIC and
TopMG identify modified proteoforms using spectral alignment
and graph alignment between mass spectra and database protein
sequences. TopDiff compares the abundances of proteoforms iden-
tified from multiple samples. Here we guide you through the
process of top-down MS data analysis using TopPIC Suite.

Fig. 1 Data analysis steps for top-down MS-based proteoform identification and quantification using TopPIC
Suite. (a) First, a raw mass spectrum data file is converted into an mzML file using msconvert in ProteoWizard
(Subheading 3.1). Second, TopFD is used for data processing that generates a list of LC-MS features and
converts each MS/MS spectrum into a list of deconvoluted monoisotopic masses (Subheading 3.2). Third,
TopPIC or TopMG is employed to identify proteoforms by searching deconvoluted mass spectra against a
protein sequence database (Subheadings 3.3 and 3.4). TopMG is capable of identifying complex proteoforms
with multiple variable PTMs. (b) To compare proteoform abundances in top-down MS data sets of multiple
biological samples, msconvert, TopFD, and TopPIC/TopMG are used to identify proteoforms from each data set
separately. Then TopDiff is used to combine and compare the abundances of proteoforms identified in multiple
biological samples (Subheading 3.5)
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2 Material

A desktop computer with aWindows 10 operating system is needed
for top-downMS data analysis. In addition, ProteoWizard [10] and
TopPIC Suite will be installed on the desktop, and the tools will be
used to analyze two top-down tandem mass spectrometry (MS/
MS) data files of Escherichia coli.

2.1 Installation of

ProteoWizard

1. Download ProteoWizard from http://proteowizard.
sourceforge.net/download.html.

2. Choose the platform “Windows 64-bit installer” for end-users.

3. Check the license agreement checkbox and click the “Down-
load” button to download ProteoWizard.

4. Double click the downloaded file pwiz-setup-3.0-�86–64.msi
to install it.

2.2 Installation of

TopPIC Suite

1. Create a new folder named toppic_tutorial on the C: drive of
your computer.

2. Create a new folder named toppic inside the toppic_tutorial
folder. The resulting file structure is shown in the screenshot in
Fig. 2.

3. Download TopPIC Suite from https://www.toppic.org/
software/toppic/register.html.

4. Choose the download type “Windows 64-bit zip file” and fill
out the registration form.

Fig. 2 The file folder for TopPIC Suite
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5. Click “I accept the license agreement and download TopPIC
suite” to download TopPIC Suite.

6. Unzip the toppic-suite zip file into the folder C:\toppic_tutor-
ial\toppic\.

2.3 Preparation of

Data Files

1. Download two top-down MS data files of E. coli from https://
www.toppic.org/protocoldata/data-1-raw.zip, save it into the
folder C:\toppic_tutorial, and unzip the file. (See Note 1 for
more information about the data set.)

2. Download the Swiss-Prot proteome database of E. coli from
https://www.toppic.org/protocoldata/uniprot-ecoli.fasta and
save it into the folder C:\toppic_tutorial. The protein database
contains 4271 proteins.

3. Download an example file for variable PTMs from https://
www.toppic.org/protocoldata/variable_mods.txt and save it
in the folder C:\toppic_tutorial.

3 Methods

3.1 Convert Raw MS

Files to mzML Files

Using msconvert

1. Search “msconvert” in the search box on the taskbar of Win-
dows 10 and run the desktop app “MSConvert.”

2. In MSConvert window (Fig. 3), click the “Browse” button
(Label A in Fig. 3) and add C:\toppic_tutorial\ECOLI_1.raw
and C:\toppic_tutorial\ECOLI_2.raw as input files.

3. Click the “Add” button (Label B in Fig. 3) after the files are
selected.

4. Select the filter “Peak Picking” from the dropdown list for
filters (Label C in Fig. 3) and click the “Add” button (Label
D in Fig. 3). “peakPeaking vendor msLevel¼1-” will be dis-
played in the filter window (Label E in Fig. 3). The Peak
Picking filter will convert profile mode MS data to centroid
MS data. Remove any other filters in the filter window.

5. Click the “Start” button to start file format conversion.
MSConvert outputs two mzML files containing centroided
peaks.

3.2 Spectral

Deconvolution Using

TopFD

1. In the folder C:\toppic_tutorial\toppic, double click the exe-
cutable file “topfd_gui.exe.” (See Note 2 for parameters of
TopFD.)

2. Add the file C:\toppic_tutorial\ECOLI_1.mzML and C:\top-
pic_tutorial\ECOLI_2.mzML as input files (Label A in Fig. 4).
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3. Click the button “Start” to deconvolute the two files (Label B
in Fig. 4). TopFD outputs two LC-MS feature text files with a
file extension “feature” and one LC-MS feature file with a file
extension “xml.” It also reports a deconvoluted mass spectral
data file for MS/MS spectra in the msalign format with a file
extension “msalign,” which is similar to the MGF file format.
TopFD creates a folder containing deconvoluted MS1 spectra
in the msalign format and annotations of LC-MS data with a
file extension “mzrt.csv,” and another folder containing Java-
Script files of MS1 and MS/MS data for spectral visualization.

3.3 Proteoform

Identification Using

TopPIC

1. Double click the executable file “toppic_gui.exe” in the
folder C:\toppic_tutorial\toppic (Figs. 5, 6, and 7). (See Note
3 for the parameters of TopPIC.)

2. Click “Select” and select C:\toppic_tutorial\uniprot-ecoli.fasta
(Label A in Fig. 5).

Fig. 3 The window of msconvert for MS data file format conversion
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3. Click “Add” and add C:\toppic_tutorial\ECOLI_1_ms2.msa-
lign and C:\toppic_tutorial\ECOLI_2_ms2.msalign (Label B
in Fig. 5).

4. Check the checkbox Decoy database (Label C in Fig. 6).

5. Select FDR as the spectrum-level cutoff type (Label D in
Fig. 6).

6. Select FDR as the proteoform-level cutoff type (Label E in
Fig. 6).

7. Click the button “Start” (Label F in Fig. 6). TopPIC outputs
two tab-separated value (TSV) files containing identified pro-
teoforms and proteoform spectrum-matches (PrSMs) with an
E-value or false discovery rate (FDR) cutoff and an XML file
containing identified proteoforms with the E-value or
proteoform-level FDR cutoff. (See Note 4 for a detailed
description of the columns in the resulting TSV files.) It also
reports a folder containing JavaScript files of identified PrSMs
for visualization.

Fig. 4 The window of TopFD for top-down MS spectral deconvolution
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3.4 Proteoform

Identification Using

TopMG

TopMG is used to identify highly modified proteoforms with
expected PTMs. If the study is unrelated to highly modified proteo-
forms, the steps in this subsection can be skipped.

1. Double click the executable file “topmg_gui.exe” in the
folder C:\toppic_tutorial\toppic (Figs. 8, 9, and 10). (See
Note 5 for parameters of TopMG.)

2. Click “Select” and select C:\toppic_tutorial\uniprot-ecoli.fasta
(Label A in Fig. 8).

3. Click “Add” and add C:\toppic_tutorial\ECOLI_2_ms2.msa-
lign (Label B in Fig. 8).

4. Click “Select” to add C:\toppic_tutorial\variable_mods.txt
(Label C in Fig. 8).

5. Check the checkbox Decoy database (Label D in Fig. 9).

6. Select FDR as the spectrum-level cutoff type (Label E in
Fig. 9).

7. Set the spectrum-level FDR cutoff to 0.05 (Label F in Fig. 9).

Fig. 5 The Files panel of TopPIC for proteoform identification by database search
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8. Select FDR as the proteoform-level cutoff type (Label G in
Fig. 9).

9. Set the proteoform-level FDR cutoff to 0.05 (Label H in
Fig. 9).

10. Click the button “Start” (Label I in Fig. 9). TopMG outputs
two TSV files containing identified proteoforms and PrSMs
with an E-value or FDR cutoff and an XML file containing
identified proteoforms. (See Note 4 for a detailed description
of the columns in the resulting TSV files.) It also reports a
folder containing JavaScript files of identified PrSMs for
visualization.

3.5 Proteoform

Abundance

Comparison Using

TopDiff

1. Double click the executable file “topdiff_gui.exe” in C:\top-
pic_tutorial\toppic (Fig. 11). (See Note 6 for parameters of
TopDiff.)

2. Click “Select” and select C:\toppic_tutorial\uniprot-ecoli.fasta
(Label A in Fig. 11).

Fig. 6 The Basic Parameters panel of TopPIC for proteoform identification by database search
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3. Click “Add” and add C:\toppic_tutorial\ECOLI_1_ms2.msa-
lign and C:\toppic_tutorial\ECOLI_2_ms2.msalign (Label B
in Fig. 11).

4. Click the button “Start” (Label C in Fig. 11). TopDiff gener-
ates a TSV file containing proteoform identifications and their
abundances in multiple mass spectra data files. (SeeNote 7 for a
detailed description of the columns in the resulting TSV file.)

3.6 Result

Visualization Using

TopMSV

(Attention: Currently, TopMSVonly supports the Google Chrome
browser. Please use the Google Chrome browser for the steps
below.)

1. In C:\toppic_tutorial, click a folder “ECOLI_1.html” (if the
user used different data from the example data, the folder name
would be “input-mzML-file-name.html”).

2. In ECOLI_1.html folder, click a folder “topmsv.”

3. Click index.html to visualize PrSM identifications.

Fig. 7 The Advanced Parameters panel of TopPIC for proteoform identification by database search
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4 Troubleshooting

1. TopPIC, TopMG, or TopDiff quits after clicking the “Start”
button.

Possible reason: Required files are missing.
Solution: The files ECOLI_1_ms2.feature and ECO-

LI_2_ms2.feature are required to be in the same folder as the
spectrum files ECOLI_1_ms2.msalign and ECOLI_2_m2.
msalign. If you have deleted or moved feature files from the
folder after spectral deconvolution using TopFD, then rerun
TopFD to generate the files.

2. In TopPIC and TopMG, the following error is reported: “LOG
ERROR: TopFD feature file does not exist! Please use -x
option in command line or select ‘Missing MS1 feature file in
GUI’.”

Fig. 8 The Files panel of TopMG for proteoform identification by database search
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Possible reason: TopFD feature files are missing.
Solution:Go to the Basic parameters tab and check “miss-

ing MS1 feature” checkbox. If you removed feature files from
the folder by mistake, copy them back to the folder or rerun
TopFD to generate the feature files.

3. In TopDiff, the following warning is reported: “LOG WARN:
feature_sample_merge.cpp: The file *.xml does not contain any
PrSM identifications! Proteoform number: 0 matched number:
0”

Possible reason: Required files are missing. XML files
reported by TopPIC or TopMG are needed as the input of
TopDiff.

Solution: If you have deleted or moved the XML files in
the folder, rerun proteoform identification by TopPIC or
TopMG.

Fig. 9 The Basic Parameters panel of TopMG for proteoform identification by database search
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5 Notes

1. The data set was generated from a top-down LC-MS/MS
experiment of E. coli. The protein extract of E. coli was sepa-
rated by capillary zone electrophoresis and analyzed by an
LTQ-Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Technical duplicates were generated for testing proteoform
quantification in two runs of the same sample.

2. TopFD parameters

(a) Maximum charge (a positive integer): Set the maximum
charge state of precursor and fragment ions. Default value
is 30.

(b) Maximum mass (a positive number): Set the maximum
monoisotopic mass of precursor and fragment ions.
Default value is 100,000 Dalton.

(c) MS1 S/N ratio (a positive number): Set the signal/noise
ratio for MS1 spectra. Default value is 3.

Fig. 10 The Advanced Parameters panel of TopMG for proteoform identification by database search
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(d) MS2 S/N ratio (a positive number): Set the signal/noise
ratio for MS/MS spectra. Default value is 1.

(e) Precursor window size (a positive number): Set the pre-
cursor isolation window size. Default value is 3.0 m/z.

(f) M/z error (a positive number): Set the error tolerance of
m/z values of spectral peaks. Default value is 0.02 m/z.

(g) Thread number (a positive number): Set the number of
threads used in the computation. Default value is 1.

(h) Using EnvCNN score: Use EnvCNN as the scoring func-
tion of isotopic envelopes. A detailed description of
EnvCNN can be found in [11].

(i) Missing MS1 spectra: Specify that the input file does not
contain MS1 spectra.

(j) Generate HTML files: Generate JavaScript files for spec-
tral visualization.

Fig. 11 The window of TopDiff for comparing proteoform abundances in multiple files
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3. TopPIC parameters

(a) Combined output filename: When an MS data set con-
tains data files frommultiple fractions, input a file name in
“Combined output filename” field. Then the proteoform
identifications of the MS files are combined into a single
file with the specified output filename.

(b) Fixed modifications: Set fixed modifications. There are
four available options: None, C57, C58, or the name of a
text file containing fixed modifications. When None is
selected, there is no fixed modification. When C57 is
selected, carbamidomethylation on cysteine is the only
fixed modification. When C58 is selected, carboxymethy-
lation on cysteine is the only fixed modification. Default
value: None.

(c) Decoy database: Use a shuffled decoy protein database to
estimate spectrum and proteoform-level FDRs. When the
check box is selected, a shuffled decoy database is auto-
matically generated and appended to the target database
before database search. FDRs of identifications are esti-
mated using the target-decoy approach.

(d) Create HTML folder: Generate JavaScript files for spec-
tral visualization.

(e) MissingMS1 feature file: Specify that there are no TopFD
feature files for proteoform identification.

(f) Lookup table for E-value computation: Use a lookup
table method for computing E-values of identification.
It is faster than the default generating function approach,
but it may reduce the number of identifications.

(g) Spectrum-level cutoff type (EVALUE or FDR): Set the
spectrum-level cutoff type for filtering proteoform spec-
trum matches (PrSMs). Default value: EVALUE.

(h) Spectrum-level cutoff value (a positive number): Set the
spectrum-level cutoff value for filtering PrSMs. Default
value: 0.01.

(i) Proteoform-level cutoff type (EVALUE or FDR): Set the
proteoform-level cutoff type for filtering proteoforms
and PrSMs. Default value: EVALUE.

(j) Proteoform-level cutoff value (a positive number): Set
the proteoform-level cutoff value for filtering proteo-
forms and PrSMs. Default value: 0.01.

(k) Mass error tolerance (a positive integer): Set the error
tolerance for precursor and fragment masses in part per
million (ppm). Default value: 15 ppm. When the lookup
table approach is selected for E-value estimation, valid
error tolerance values are 5, 10, and 15 ppm.
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(l) PrSM cluster error tolerance (a positive number): Set the
error tolerance for identifying PrSM clusters (in Dalton).
Default value: 1.2 Dalton.

(m) Maximum number of mass shifts (0, 1, or 2): Set the
maximum number of unexpected mass shifts in a PrSM.
Default value: 1.

(n) Fragmentation (CID, HCD, ETD, UVPD or FILE): Set
the fragmentation method(s) of MS/MS spectra. When
“FILE” is selected, the fragmentation methods of spectra
are given in the input spectrum data file. Default
value: FILE.

(o) N-terminal forms: Set N-terminal forms of proteins. Four
N-terminal forms can be selected: NONE, NME,
NME_ACETYLATION, and M_ACETYLATION.
NONE stands for no modifications, NME for
N-terminal methionine excision, NME_ACETYLA-
TION for N-terminal acetylation after the initiator
methionine is removed, and M_ACETYLATION for
N-terminal methionine acetylation.

(p) Maximummass shift (a number): Set the maximum value
for unexpected mass shifts (in Dalton). Default value:
500.

(q) Minimum mass shift (a number): Set the minimum value
for unexpected mass shifts (in Dalton). Default value:
�500.

(r) Number of combined spectra (a positive integer): Set the
number of combined spectra. The parameter is set to
2 (or 3) for combining spectral pairs (or triplets) gener-
ated by the alternating fragmentation mode. Default
value: 1.

(s) Thread number (a positive number): Set the number of
threads used in the computation. Default value: 1. The
maximum number of threads is determined by the CPU
and memory of the computer used for computation.
About 4 GB of memory is required for each thread. If
the computer has 16 GB memory and a CPU with
8 cores, the maximum number of threads is 4 because
about 16 GB memory is needed for 4 threads.

(t) Modification file for localization: Specify a text file con-
taining a list of common PTMs for proteoform character-
ization. The PTMs are used to identify and localize PTMs
in reported PrSMs with unknown mass shifts.

(u) MIScore threshold (a number between 0 and 1): Set the
score threshold (MIScore) for filtering results of PTM
characterization. Default value: 0.45.
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4. Columns in output TSV files of TopPIC and TopMG

(a) Data file name: Name of the MS file. Example: ECO-
LI_1_ms2.msalign.

(b) PrSM ID: Proteoform spectrum match ID. Example: 1.

(c) Spectrum ID: Spectrum ID. Example: 10.

(d) Fragmentation: Fragmentation method for MS/MS
spectra. Example: HCD.

(e) Scan(s): Scan of the MS/MS spectrum for proteoform
identification. Example: 502.

(f) Retention time: Retention time of the MS/MS spectrum
for proteoform identification: Example: 965.29 s.

(g) # peaks: Number of deconvoluted monoisotopic masses
in the MS/MS spectrum. Example: 19.

(h) Charge: Charge state of the precursor ion of the MS/MS
spectrum. Example: 7.

(i) Precursor mass: Monoisotopic neutral mass of the pre-
cursor ion. Example: 11922.896 Dalton.

(j) Adjusted precursor mass: Monoisotopic neutral mass of
the precursor ion adjusted based on the molecular mass
of the matched proteoform. Example: 10923.251
Dalton.

(k) Proteoform ID: Proteoform ID assigned by TopPIC or
TopMG. Example: 170.

(l) Feature intensity: The sum of peak intensities of the
identified proteoform in LC-MS data. All peaks of various
retention times, charge states, and isotopic patterns of the
proteoform are included. Example: 2.369E6.

(m) Feature score: A score for evaluating the quality of the
LC-MS feature of the identified proteoform. Example:
15.05.

(n) Protein accession: Protein accession ID. Example: sp|
P76402|YEGP_ECOLI.

(o) Protein description: A description of the identified pro-
tein. Example: UPF0339 protein YegP OS ¼ Escherichia
coli (strain K12) GN ¼ yegP PE ¼ 1 SV ¼ 2

(p) First residue: The position of the first residue of the
identified proteoform in the database protein sequence.
Example: 2.

(q) Last residue: The position of the last residue of the iden-
tified proteoform in the database protein sequence:
Example: 110.
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(r) Proteoform: In the proteoform sequence, PTMs and
mass shifts are enclosed in squared brackets. For each
pair of brackets with PTMs or mass shifts, the candidate
sites of the PTMs or mass shifts are annotated using a pair
of parentheses right before the pair of brackets. The “.”
symbol represents the start and end positions of the
proteoform. Example: M.AGWFELSKSSDNQFRFVLK
AGNGETILTSEL(YTSKTSAEKGIASVRSNSPQEERY
EKKTASNGKFYFNLKAANHQIIGSSQMYATAQSRE
TGIASVKANGTSQTVKDNT)[37.3184].

(s) # unexpected modifications: The number of unexpected
modifications (mass shifts) in the identified proteoform.
Example: 1.

(t) MIScore: Confidence scores for PTM characterization
and localization. For each identified PTM, a list of candi-
date sites and their confidence scores are reported. Exam-
ple: Methyl[K3:88.3%].

(u) # variable PTMs. The number of variable PTMs in the
identified proteoform. Only TopMG reports proteo-
forms with variable PTMs. Example: 0.

(v) # matched peaks: The number of matched deconvoluted
masses in the MS/MS spectrum. Example: 5.

(w) # matched fragment ions: The number of matched frag-
ments in the identified proteoform. Example: 5.

(x) E-value: E-value of the PrSM. Example: 0.00058.

(y) Spectrum-level Q-value: Spectrum-level Q-value of the
PrSM. Example: 0.

(z) Proteoform-level Q-value: Proteoform-level Q-value of
the PrSM. Example: 0.

5. Parameters of TopMG

(a) Combined output filename: When an MS data set con-
tains data files frommultiple fractions, input a file name in
“Combined output filename” field. Then the proteoform
identifications of the MS files are combined into a single
file with the specified output filename.

(b) Fixed modifications: Set fixed modifications. There are
four available options: None, C57, C58, or the name of a
text file containing the information of fixed modifica-
tions. When None is selected, there is no fixed modifica-
tion. When C57 is selected, carbamidomethylation on
cysteine is the only fixed modification. When C58 is
selected, carboxymethylation on cysteine is the only
fixed modification. Default value: None.
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(c) Decoy database: Use a shuffled decoy protein database to
estimate spectrum and proteoform-level FDRs. When the
checkbox is selected, a shuffled decoy database is auto-
matically generated and appended to the target database
before database search, and FDRs are estimated using the
target-decoy approach.

(d) Whole proteins only: Report only proteoforms of whole
protein sequences.

(e) Create HTML folder: Generate JavaScript files for spec-
tral visualization.

(f) MissingMS1 feature file: Specify that there are no TopFD
feature files for proteoform identification.

(g) Spectrum-level cutoff type (EVALUE or FDR): Set the
spectrum-level cutoff type for filtering PrSMs. Default
value: EVALUE.

(h) Spectrum-level cutoff value (a positive number): Set the
spectrum-level cutoff value for filtering PrSMs. Default
value: 0.01.

(i) Proteoform-level cutoff type (EVALUE or FDR): Set the
proteoform-level cutoff type for filtering proteoforms
and PrSMs. Default value: EVALUE.

(j) Proteoform-level cutoff value (a positive number): Set
the proteoform-level cutoff value for filtering proteo-
forms and PrSMs. Default value: 0.01.

(k) Mass error tolerance (a positive integer): Set the error
tolerance for precursor and fragment masses in ppm.
Default value: 15.

(l) PrSM cluster error tolerance (a positive number): Set the
error tolerance for identifying PrSM clusters (in Dalton).
Default value: 1.2 Dalton.

(m) Maximum number of variable PTMs (a positive number):
Set the maximum number of variable PTM sites in a
proteoform. Default value: 5.

(n) N-terminal forms: Set N-terminal forms of proteins. Four
N-terminal forms can be selected: NONE, NME,
NME_ACETYLATION, and M_ACETYLATION.
NONE stands for no modifications, NME for
N-terminal methionine excision, NME_ACETYLA-
TION for N-terminal acetylation after the initiator
methionine is removed, and M_ACETYLATION for
N-terminal methionine acetylation. Default value:
NONE, M_ACETYLATION, NME, and
NME_ACETYLATION.
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(o) Maximum number of unknown mass shifts (0, 1, or 2):
Set the maximum number of unexpected mass shifts in a
proteoform. Default value: 0.

(p) Maximummass shift (a number): Set the maximum abso-
lute value for unexpected mass shifts (in Dalton). Default
value: 500.

(q) Fragmentation (CID, HCD, ETD, UVPD, or FILE):
Fragmentation method of tandem mass spectra. When
FILE is used, fragmentation methods of spectra are
given in the input spectral data file. Default value: FILE.

(r) Thread number (a positive number): Set the number of
threads used in the computation. Default value: 1. The
maximum number of threads is determined by the CPU
and memory of the computer. About 4 GB of memory is
required for each thread. If the computer has 16 GB
memory and a CPU with 8 cores, the maximum number
of threads is 4 because 16 GB memory is required for
4 threads.

(s) Use ASF-diagonal filtering: Use the ASF-DIAGONAL
method for protein sequence filtering. The default filter-
ing method is ASF-RESTRICT. When the checkbox is
selected, both ASF-RESTRICT and ASF-DIAGONAL
will be used. The combined approach may identify more
PrSMs, but it is much slower than using
ASF-RESTRICT only.

6. Parameters of TopDiff

(a) Fixed modifications: Set fixed modifications. There are
four available options: None, C57, C58, or the name of
a text file containing fixed modifications. When None is
selected, there is no fixed modification. When C57 is
selected, carbamidomethylation on cysteine is the only
fixed modification. When C58 is selected, carboxymethy-
lation on cysteine is the only fixed modification. Default
value: None.

(b) Database search tools (TopPIC or TopMG): Set the iden-
tification results used for comparison. When TopPIC is
selected, the identifications reported by TopPIC are com-
pared. Otherwise, the identifications reported by TopMG
are compared. Default value: TopPIC.

(c) Precursor mass error tolerance. Set the error tolerance for
matching proteoforms identified in multiple samples
(in Dalton). Default value: 1.2 Dalton.

(d) Output file name: Set the output file name. Default value:
sample_diff.tsv.
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7. Columns in output files of TopDiff

(a) Protein accession: Protein accession ID. Example: sp|
P0ACF8|HNS_ECOLI.

(b) Protein description: A description of the identified pro-
tein. Example: DNA-binding protein H-NSOS¼ Escher-
ichia coli (strain K12) GN ¼ hns PE ¼ 1 SV ¼ 2.

(c) First residue: The position of the first residue of the iden-
tified proteoform in the database protein sequence. Exam-
ple: 2.

(d) Last residue: The position of the last residue of the iden-
tified proteoform in the database protein sequence: Exam-
ple: 89.

(e) Proteoform: In the proteoform sequence, PTMs and mass
shifts are enclosed in squared brackets. For each pair of
brackets with PTMs or mass shifts, the candidate sites of
the PTMs or mass shifts are annotated using a pair of
parentheses right before the pair of brackets. The “.” sym-
bol represents the start and endpositionof the proteoform.
Example: M.SEALKILNNIRTLRAQAR(E)[305.1361]
CTLETLEEMLEKLEVVVNERREEESAAAAEVEERT
RKLQQYREMLIADGIDPNELLNSLAAVKSGTKAK.R

(f) Precursor mass. The monoisotopic neutral mass of the
proteoform. Example: 10268.322 Dalton.

(g) Match: If matched LC-MS features are found in all data
files, it is “Match.” Otherwise, “No Match.”

(h) Spectrum file 1 abundance: Proteoform abundance in the
first MS file. Example: 7.03E8.

(i) Spectrum file 1 spectrum ID: The spectrum ID of the
representative MS/MS spectrum of the proteoform in
the first spectrum MS file. Example: 396.

(j) Spectrum file 1 retention time begin: The beginning
retention time of the proteoform feature in LC-MS data
in the first spectrum MS file. Example: 1315.22 s.

(k) Spectrum file 1 retention time end: The ending retention
time of the proteoform feature in LC-MS data in the first
spectrum MS file. Example: 1562.90 s.

(l) When there are multiple MS files, the information of
columns h-l is also provided for the second and other files.
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Chapter 9

Accurate Proteoform Identification and Quantitation Using
pTop 2.0

Rui-Xiang Sun, Rui-Min Wang, Lan Luo, Chao Liu, Hao Chi,
Wen-Feng Zeng, and Si-Min He

Abstract

The remarkable advancement of top-down proteomics in the past decade is driven by the technological
development in separation, mass spectrometry (MS) instrumentation, novel fragmentation, and bioinfor-
matics. However, the accurate identification and quantification of proteoforms, all clearly-defined molecu-
lar forms of protein products from a single gene, remain a challenging computational task. This is in part
due to the complicated mass spectra from intact proteoforms when compared to those from the digested
peptides. Herein, pTop 2.0 is developed to fill in the gap between the large-scale complex top-down MS
data and the shortage of high-accuracy bioinformatic tools. Compared with pTop 1.0, the first version,
pTop 2.0 concentrates mainly on the identification of the proteoforms with unexpected modifications or a
terminal truncation. The quantitation based on isotopic labeling is also a new function, which can be carried
out by the convenient and user-friendly “one-key operation,” integrated together with the qualitative
identifications. The accuracy and running speed of pTop 2.0 is significantly improved on the test data sets.
This chapter will introduce the main features, step-by-step running operations, and algorithmic develop-
ments of pTop 2.0 in order to push the identification and quantitation of intact proteoforms to a higher-
accuracy level in top-down proteomics.

Key words Top-down proteomics, Tandem mass spectrometry, Proteoform identification and quan-
titation, Search engine, Semi-supervised learning

1 Introduction

The past decade has witnessed the increasing technological and
application-oriented progresses in top-down proteomics (TDP),
which is the study of all proteins from a cell or an organism on
the proteoform level [1–14]. The term “proteoform” designates all
of the different molecular forms in which the protein product of a
single gene can be found, including all forms of genetic variations,
alternative splicing of RNA transcripts, and posttranslational mod-
ifications (PTMs) [15]. The latest research reveals that the number
of all human proteoforms is estimated to be much larger than the
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number of the protein-coding genes due to the high-level com-
plexity of the biological processes from the genes to the proteins
[1, 2]. The development of sensitive and high-throughput analyti-
cal techniques has been the current hotspot to achieve identifying
and quantifying all human proteoforms. So far, intact proteoforms
are not measured individually one-by-one, but in mixtures by TDP,
utilizing a combination of separations such as high-performance
liquid chromatography (LC) and high-resolution mass spectrome-
try (MS). The resulting MS and MS/MS data are then analyzed by
bioinformatics tools for intact protein identification and quantita-
tion. Therefore, the analysis of proteoforms in TDP necessitates the
use of unique approaches for separation, high-resolution mass
spectrometers, and novel data analysis algorithms and tools
[14]. The great advances in protein separation and mass spectrom-
etry in the past decade make the software tools dealing with large-
scale mass spectra become an urgent need.

Large-scale MS-based proteomic experiments generate a large
amount of very complex data, and how to identify and quantify
proteoforms from these mass spectra is what bioinformatics needs
to address. Because top-down mass spectra are of high complexity,
they are often firstly simplified by several deconvolution algorithms
such as THRASH [16], DeconMSn [17], MS-Deconv [18], and
pParseTD [19], all of which can convert fragment ion peak clusters
into a list of single-charged or neutral monoisotopic masses. The
subsequent deconvoluted data then serve as the input of top-down
search engines such as ProSight [20, 21], MS-Align+ [22], MS-
Align-E [23], pTop [19], TopPIC [24], and Informed-Proteomics
[25], which deal with the qualitative and quantitative analysis of
intact proteins. The community of TDP has contributed more on
sample preparation, MS analysis, and designation of proteoforms in
recent years [6–8]. However, there is currently no such a similar
standard protocol published on how to process the mass spectral
data from large-scale intact proteoforms.

Database searching is currently the dominant approach to pro-
teoform identification in TDP. Most search engines could be
divided into two categories according to the databases they search.
One is those searching the shotgun-annotated protein database
(e.g., ProSightPC [20, 21]) and the other is those searching pro-
tein sequence database (e.g., TopPIC [24] and pTop [19]). As the
first top-down software, ProSightPC searches spectra against a
shotgun-annotated protein database, which is generated by consid-
ering all potential PTMs and variations. However, this kind of
shotgun-annotated protein database is much larger in size than
the original protein database. This will be essentially difficult to
scale up. ProSightPC can also identify some (but not all) proteins
with unexpected PTMs using the optional “biomarker” search
mode, where a big mass tolerance (e.g., �2000Da) is used for
precursor mass tolerance, but it is not originally designed to
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identify truncated proteins with PTMs that are not represented in
the shotgun-annotated database.

MS-Align+ is another popular tool which searches the protein
sequence database. Based on a spectral alignment algorithm from
MS-TopDown, MS-Align+ could identify proteoforms with at
most two unknown mass shifts. It treats all primary structure
alterations (PSAs) including genetic variations, alternative splicing,
and PTMs, as unknown mass shifts except for fixed PTMs and
N-terminal PTMs. MS-Align-E enables to identify proteoforms
with variable PTMs, but not those with terminal truncations. Top-
PIC is an improved version of MS-Align+ with reduced memory
and running time. The recently published TopPG is capable of
identifying proteoforms with genetic alterations and alternative
splicing events [12]. pTop 1.0 supports the identification of pro-
teoforms with both fixed and variable PTMs, but not those with
terminal truncations and unexpected PTMs. Moreover, all the
above-mentioned software tools do not contain a comprehensive
workflow including quantitative analysis for intact proteins.
Although several programs exist to do various pieces of top-down
data analysis, there is a dearth of software that is capable of handling
deconvolution, identification, and quantification within one
program.

In this chapter, we present an updated version of pTop 1.0,
namely, pTop 2.0, providing a suite of comprehensive analysis tools
for TDP, with deconvolution, identification, quantitation modules
integrated together. Based on the tag-index process of pTop 1.0,
we propose a novel algorithm to identify terminal truncations using
the mass deviations of the flanking mass of sequence tags. pTop 2.0
enables the search with variable modifications as well as one
unknown modification through a mass index of common modifica-
tions. An ion-index process is designed in pTop 2.0 to act as a
secondary-search module to further improve the identification
rate of MS/MS data. The semi-supervised machine learning
approach is introduced to re-rank the search results of pTop 2.0,
thus improving the sensitivity of the engine significantly. Tests on
both simple and complex sample data sets show that pTop 2.0
could identify much more spectra than pTop 1.0 and other software
tools. With multithreading to accelerate the searching process,
pTop 2.0 is now a more accurate and efficient software tool for
both identification and quantitation of high-throughput intact
proteins on the proteoform level.
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2 Materials

2.1 General

Workflow of pTop 2.0

The top-down MS/MS data analysis pipeline of pTop 2.0 is sum-
marized in Fig. 1, which includes four main procedures.

1. Preprocessing the raw or extracted data.

2. Searching and scoring for each MS2 spectrum.

3. Re-ranking all proteoform-spectrum matches (PrSMs) and fil-
tering to generate the result report.

4. Quantifying identified proteins based on theMS data if needed.

pTop 2.0 integrates pQuant [26], pXtract [27], and pParseTD
[19] as its data preprocessing module. pXtract converts RAW data
files from Thermo’s instruments to .ms1 and .ms2 files with cen-
troided peaks. Then pParseTD is employed to detect potential
precursors and extract a list of monoisotopic masses with a single
charge for each top-down MS/MS spectrum. These two-step pro-
cessing will greatly simplify the subsequent matching process
between an MS/MS spectrum and its candidate proteins. With
the incorporation of pQuant, pTop 2.0 can automatically search
multiplex-labeled data to achieve accurate quantification. The
PrSMs output by pTop 2.0 can be viewed by pLabel, one of our
in-house-developed visualization programs.

pXtract+pParseTD
Precursor Detection & 
Spectra Deconvolution

Spectra 
Preprocessing & Tag 

Extraction

Protein Database

PTMs

Tag Index

PTM Index

Percolator Rescoring

pQuant
Quantitation

Preprocessing

Re-ranking & Filtering

Searching & Scoring

Ion Index

4) Quantitation

Start End

Raw?

Quantify?

Second 
Search?

Ion Search

Tag Search

FDR Filtering

Identification Report

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes
No

Quantitation

Fig. 1 The workflow of pTop 2.0
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2.2 Step-by-Step

Running Operations of

pTop 2.0

In this section, we will briefly introduce the installation, activation,
interface, configuration of PTMs, searching parameters, and results
files of pTop 2.0.

2.2.1 Installation and

Activation of pTop 2.0

Hardware Requirements
4GB or higher recommended memory.

Software Requirements
Windows 7 or above, microsoft. NET Framework 4.5 or above,
MSFileReader 2.2(From Thermo Scientific) or higher version.

The Windows setup package of pTop 2.0 can be downloaded
from the website http://pfind.ict.ac.cn/software/pTop/index.
html.

After downloading pTop 2.0, the installation step can be done
according to the guidance as shown in Fig. 2. All users are required
to go through a software activation process to use pTop2.0. A
license wizard will guide users for the activation process when the
first time pTop2.0 is launched.

2.2.2 The Main Interface

of pTop 2.0

There are four main sub-pages of pTop 2.0: MS data, Identifica-
tion, Quantification, and Summary (Fig. 3). The format of MS data
includes Thermo’s .RAW and generic .mgf files. MS fragmentation
includes HCD, CID, ETD, EThcD, ETciD, and UVPD (Fig. 3a).

Fig. 2 The installation of pTop 2.0.
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Fig. 3 The interface of pTop 2.0
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Fig. 3 (continued)
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The database and searching parameter settings are shown on Iden-
tification page (Fig. 3b), which includes the precursor and fragment
mass tolerances, max truncated mass, max PTM positions, number
of unexpected PTMs, and the fixed and variable PTM selection.
Figure 3c is the quantification page, which supports 15N, dimethyl,
and SILAC methods. All settings of pTop 2.0 are summarized in
Fig. 3d.

2.2.3 Configuration of

New Modifications

When searching the protein database with modifications, if a new
modification which is not contained in the list is required to be set,
pTop 2.0 in Fig. 4 provides the function to define new modifica-
tions or edit the old ones. After completing the edition, press the
save button to save the information into the modification.ini file.

2.2.4 Parameters in

Identification

The detailed illustration for each parameter in identification is listed
in Table 1.

2.2.5 Searching Results

of pTop 2.0

In the output path, you can find your task folder containing all the
results (Fig. 5). The “pTopTask” folder with time stamp is the
symbol of a pTop new task. The “param” folder contains the

Fig. 4 Edit modification information
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parameter files of this task. There is a folder for each input data file.
In the “summary.txt” file, you can find all results about the number
of total MS/MS, the identification rate for each input file. In the
“out.log” file, you can find the running log of pTop. The “.cfg” file
is also a copy of the search parameters. The “pTop.spectra” file
contains all search results and the “pTop_filtered.spectra” file con-
tains all identification results above the FDR threshold set
previously.

If quantification analysis is done, there will be more files includ-
ing 1.aa/2.aa and 1.mod/2.mod containing the information of
amino acids and modifications under different labels. “pQuant.

Table 1
Parameters in identification

Parameter Description

Database Protein sequence database to be searched, required

Precursor
tolerance

Error tolerance for precursor mass in Dalton. The default value is 5.2 Da.

Fragment
tolerance

Error tolerance for fragment ions in ppm. The default value is 15

Max truncated
mass

Max mass allowed to be truncated on the N/C terminus. The default value is 20,000

Search mode The two search modes in pTop 2.0 are tag-index mode and ion-index mode. Tag-index
mode gets candidate proteins through tag-index, while ion-index mode acquires
candidate proteins through ion-index. When ion-index mode is used, the precursor
tolerance can be set as the most, e.g., 50,000

Second search Once tag-index mode is selected, a second search switch could be turned on. Second
search flow use ion index to search those spectra missed by tag index, which may take
a little longer time

Max PTM
positions

The maximum modification sites (including variable and unexpected) allowed on each
protein. The default value is 3

Max Mod. Mass Maximum absolute value of the mass shift (in Dalton) of a modification. Default value:
500

Unexpected
PTMs

Maximum number of unexpected modifications in a proteoform. Default value: 0

Fixed Mods. Fixed modifications which are certain to occur on the proteins

Variable Mods. Variable modifications which may occur on some proteins

FDR The threshold of false discovery rate (FDR). The default value is 0.01

Separate
filtering

Whether to calculate FDR and filter the search results for each input file individually. If
the switch is turned off, the search results of all the input files will be merged; then,
estimate FDR and filter out the results above the FDR threshold
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cfg” is a copy of pQuant’s parameter file. The “pQuant.protein” file
and the “pQuant.protein.list” file contain information of quantified
proteins, while the “pQuant.spectra” file and the “pQuant.spectra.
list” file contain information of quantified PrSMs.

All identified MS/MS spectra can be visualized by pLabel. One
example is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 Output files of pTop 2.0

Fig. 6 An identified MS/MS annotated by pLabel program (below is the mass deviations of matched
peaks, unit: ppm)
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3 Methods

3.1 Method of Tag-

Based Identification of

Truncated Proteins

In the main search flow (Fig. 1), pTop 2.0 employs a tag-index
method [19] to speed up the retrieval of candidate proteins. For
each deconvoluted mass spectrum, we first extract its sequence tags
and search these tags against the protein sequence database
through the pre-established index of sequence tags. As each tag
has a score related to its matching errors and matched peaks inten-
sity, the score of a candidate protein is the sum of scores of the
sequence tags it contains. Then all the candidate proteins are sorted
by their scores and the top 100 remain for further checking.

With the help of the tag information, the identification of
proteoforms with terminal truncations becomes feasible. During
the extraction of sequence tags from a spectrum, we record not only
the sequences and scores of the tag, but also its two flanking masses.
Let [p1, p2, p3, p4, p5] be the five peaks that generate the sequence
tagHYTK, then the left flanking mass ofHYTK ismass(p1) and the
rightflankingmassofHYTK isPrecursorMass�Water_Mass�mass( -
p5). For each candidate protein, we sort its tags by their start
positions in the protein sequence, and then we could use the left
flanking mass difference of the left-most tag to check the
N-terminal truncation and the right flanking mass difference of
the right-most tag to check the C-terminal truncation. For exam-
ple, the protein in Fig. 7 has four tags: HYTK, TKRV, AVRL, and
VRLL. The left flanking mass of the left-most tag HYTK in the

M L A H Y T K R V T I T S R D I Q M A V R L L L P G K M G

H Y T K

T K R V

A V R L

V R L L

184

395
315

583

H Y
T K

R V

A
VL

L R

184 395

Fig. 7 Identification of terminal truncations. The protein has four tags: HYTK, TKRV, AVRL, and VRLL. The left
flanking mass of the left-most tag HYTK in the spectrum is 184, but the left flanking mass of the tag in the
protein sequence is 315(MLA), and the mass difference is the mass of “M” (184 � 315 ¼ �131). The right
flanking mass of the right-most tag VRLL in the spectrum is 395, but the right flanking mass of the tag in the
protein sequence is 583(LPGKMG), and the mass difference is the mass of “MG” (395 � 583 ¼ �188).
Therefore, the truncated protein sequence is LAHYTK. . .VRLLLPGK
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spectrum is 184, but the left flanking mass of the tag in the protein
sequence is 315 (the mass of “MLA”), and the mass difference is
exactly for the mass of “M” (184 � 315 ¼ � 131). The right
flanking mass of the right-most tag VRLL in the spectrum is
395, but the right flanking mass of the tag in the protein sequence
is 583 (the mass of “LPGKMG”), and the mass difference is exactly
for the mass of “MG” (395 � 583 ¼ � 188).

Not all spectra contain sequence tags whose lengths are above a
fixed number, such as 4 or 5 (pTop 2.0 uses 4-tag and 5-tag to
create index). For those spectra without adequate sequence tags, a
large mass tolerance, such as �500 Da, will be used for searching
the candidate proteins. If the mass difference between the precursor
ion and the candidate protein is negative, we cut several amino acids
from the N-terminus of the protein sequence to make it positive
and add the N-terminus-truncated protein sequence to the candi-
date set. In the similar fashion, we can also add the C-terminus-
truncated protein sequence to the candidate set. Finally, we may get
hundreds of candidate protein sequences for a specific spectrum.
pTop 2.0 employs a rough score to filter the candidate protein
sequences and remains the top 100 for later identification of
proteoforms.

3.2 Identification

and Characterization

of Proteoforms

Given the spectrum S and the candidate protein P, we could use the
mass difference between the precursor mass of S and the mass of
P to retrieve the candidate modifications through a pre-established
PTMs index. There are two components in the PTMs index: one is
mass index for user-specified variable modifications (variable PTMs
index) and the other is mass index for modification combinations
with at least one unexpected modification (unexpected PTMs
index). We select 460 common modifications from Unimod [28]
as candidate unexpected modifications. To identify proteoforms
with both variable modifications and unexpected modifications,
we take a two-step search strategy. We first retrieve the variable
PTMs index to get variable PTM combinations. For each combina-
tion, we use a graph-based method [19] to locate the modifications
and get the candidate proteoforms. Then each proteoform is scored
by the following formula:

Score ¼
Xn

i¼1

1þ bð ÞI i
b þ I i

� �
0:5þ cos

j Toli j π
2FragTol

� �� �
ð1Þ

In Eq. 1, Ii is the absolute intensity of a matched peak, the
parameter b is well-tuned as 0.03. FragTol refers to the user-defined
matching mass tolerance of fragment ions, e.g., 20 ppm. Toli refers
to the mass tolerance of a matched fragment ion ranging from –
FragTol to +FragTol.
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For the spectrum S, we sort its candidate proteoforms by their
scores. If the top score is below a threshold, e.g. 18, we then
retrieve the unexpected PTMs index to get unexpected PTM com-
binations and then use the same method to locate the PTMs and
score the candidate proteoforms. The mass index of PTMs and the
two-step search strategy has substantially improved the search effi-
ciency of pTop 2.0.

3.3 Re-ranking and

Filtering

In addition to the matching error and intensity which are consid-
ered during the refined scoring, we need another normalized score
to re-rank all the PrSMs and ensure that a large fraction of the true
positive identifications are retained. We implemented the
re-ranking module based on Percolator’s semi-supervised learning
algorithm, and thus improved significantly pTop 2.0’s sensitivity.

To establish a machine learning model, the feature extraction
and training samples selection should be of prime importance. We
extract 11 features, including nine intra-spectra features and two
inter-spectra features. The intra-spectra features are mainly
extracted from the matching process between the spectra and pro-
teoforms while the inter-spectra features are from the statistical
information of the samples. The SVM score of the last round is
one of the intra-spectra features. To select proper training samples,
we employ the target-decoy strategy to estimate FDR, then we
choose the target identifications within FDR � 0.5% as positive
samples. All decoy identifications are negative samples. We use
these 11 features to iteratively train an SVM model and predict
the SVM score for 10 times and yield a better normalized score for
each spectrum. The workflow of Percolator in pTop 2.0 is shown in
Fig. 8. In each iteration, training samples would be reselected and
features would be updated.

The SVM package we used is LibLinear [29], a widely used
library for large linear classification. To improve the precision of the
model and speed up the convergence of gradient descent, we
perform feature scaling on both training set and testing set with
min-max normalization. For the convenience of comparison, we
normalize the predicted score with function y ¼ 1/(1 + e10x) as the
final score in place of E-value. The test results have shown that
sensitivities are improved after re-ranking on two complex sample
data sets compared with ranking with E-value.

3.4 Protein

Quantitation

We integrate pQuant [26] into pTop 2.0 as the quantitation mod-
ule, which makes it possible to accurately quantify intact proteo-
forms based on MS data. pQuant detects interference signals and
identifies for each peptide/protein a pair of least interfered isotopic
chromatograms—one for the light isotope-labeled and the other
for the heavy isotope-labeled peptide/protein. Based on the isoto-
pic pairs, pQuant calculates the relative heavy/light peptide/pro-
tein ratios. pTop 2.0 could search both the light isotope-labeled
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and the heavy isotope-labeled tandem mass spectrometry data,
merge the result together, and finally use pQuant to quantify each
identified PrSM and estimate the ratios of proteoforms. For those
PrSMs, whose light or heavy signals are missing or very low in MS
scans, pQuant outputs “NaN” (Not a Number) ratios. The pro-
portion of NaN in all identified PrSMs can be used to evaluate the
accuracy of the search engine’s FDR.

4 Results of pTop 2.0 on Three Test Data Sets

4.1 Data Sets The performance of pTop 2.0 was tested on three data sets. The
first data set containing 11,378 CID spectra was generated from
the human histone H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 proteins by LTQ
Orbitrap Velos mass spectrometer [30]. The second data set is a
much more complex one from E. coli intact proteome generated on
Q Exactive with three technical replicates [31]. The total numbers
of HCD spectra were 16,573, 16,533, and 16,591, respectively.
The third data set is a mixture of 14N-labeled fission yeast (Schizo-
saccharomyces pombe) and 15N-labeled yeast with a mixing ratio of 1:
1 generated on Q Exactive HF (unpublished). The fission yeast
sample was fractionated into discrete molecular weight
(MW) ranges by use of GELFrEE. GELFrEE fractions C-G were
collected from three technical replicates with a resolution of
120,000 for MS spectra and 60,000 for MS/MS spectra (at mass
200 Da), and a total of 23,837 HCD spectra were acquired.

Start

Feature Extraction

Iterations 
≤ 10 End

Select Training 
Samples

Update Features

Train Models

Re-rank

Predict Scores

No

Yes

Fig. 8 Workflow of Percolator in pTop2.0
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The first data set was searched against a small database contain-
ing only target proteins. The second data set was searched against
UniProt E. coli database and the third data set was searched against
Uniprot yeast database. We first tested the performance of pTop 2.0
on the first two data sets and compared it with pTop 1.2 and
TopPIC in terms of sensitivity and accuracy. Here, the sensitivity
of the search engine is mainly measured by the identification rate of
the spectra and the number of identified PrSMs while filtered with
FDR � 1% at the spectra level. The accuracy of the search engine is
measured by the ratio/count of matched fragment ions and the
ratio of matched peaks intensity of the identified PrSMs. To com-
pare fairly, all the top-down MS/MS spectra were deconvoluted by
pParseTD and searched against the target-decoy concatenated
database. Then, we tested the quantitation performance of pTop
2.0 on the 15N-labeled yeast data set. We proposed here, for the
first time, the idea of validating the FDR of large-scale identification
results by using quantification information of 15N-labeled data in
top-down proteomics. We also assessed the accuracy and stability of
FDR estimates on the 15N-labeled yeast data set by using a sample
and entrapment database.

4.2 Proteoform

Identifications on the

Human Histone Data

Set

The human histone data set was searched by pTop 1.2, TopPIC,
and pTop 2.0, respectively. Two different searching modes of pTop
2.0 were tested in this study. The first mode is searching without
unexpected modifications (referred to as pTop 2.0 (uPTM ¼ 0))
which has the same parameters as pTop 1.2. The second mode is
searching with one unexpected modification as well as user-defined
variable modifications. TopPIC was tested with similar parameters,
such as two unexpected modifications.

The identification rates as well as the number of identified
PrSMs and proteoforms of pTop 1.2, pTop 2.0, and TopPIC are
shown in Table 2. pParseTD may export more than one precursor
for some MS/MS scan, and that is the reason why the number of
PrSMs is larger than the number of MS/MS scans. When searching
without unexpected modifications, pTop 2.0 yielded an identifica-
tion rate of 51.9%, which is 6.4% higher than that of pTop 1.2
(45.5%) and 11.9% higher than that of TopPIC (40%). pTop 2.0
(uPTM ¼ 0) identified 2025 more PrSMs with at least 20 matched
ions and 890 more proteoforms than pTop 1.2. When searching
with one unexpected modification, the identification rate was
increased by about 3% and 631 more PrSMs with at least
20 matched ions were identified comparing with “uPTM ¼ 0”
mode. As modification sites cannot be accurately determined with
deficient fragment ions, they are not considered when calculating
the number of proteoforms. That is to say, we count two proteo-
forms as one when both their protein sequences and modification
combinations are same. pTop 2.0 could identify more proteoforms
than pTop 1.2 (Table 2).
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The consistency between pTop 2.0 and pTop 1.2 is shown in
Fig. 9a. pTop 2.0 could cover 67.7% of PrSMs identified by pTop
1.2, and the percentages of results individually identified by pTop
2.0 and pTop 1.2 were 43.0% and 32.3%, respectively (two PrSMs
are considered consistent if and only if the protein sequences are
identical in spite of the modification types for the same spectrum).
To assess the accuracy and reliability of the identifications, the ratios
of matched fragment ions (referred to as Matched_Ion_Ratio,
defined as the proportion of matched fragment ions in all the
theoretical fragment ions) and the ratios of matched peaks intensity
(referred to as Matched_Intensity_Ratio, defined as the proportion
of matched peaks’ intensity in all the peaks’ intensity) are analyzed.
The statistical analysis of matched intensity ratio and matched ion
ratio in the consensus and individual parts is shown in Fig. 9b. The
ratios of matched intensity and matched ions in pTop 2.0’s individ-
ual identifications tend to be larger than those in pTop 1.2, indicat-
ing that the reliability of individual identifications of pTop 2.0 is
higher than that of pTop 1.2 to some extent. Among the 10,780
PrSMs identified individually by pTop 2.0, ~68% were truncated
either in the N terminal or C terminal. Figure 9c shows the
top-score proteoform with terminal truncations.

The consistency between pTop 2.0 and TopPIC and the
matched fragment ions of the two engines were also analyzed.
pTop 2.0 could cover 99.5% of spectra identified by TopPIC and
identify 57% more spectra than TopPIC. For all 17,228 spectra
identified by both pTop 2.0 and TopPIC or the individual identi-
fications of the two engines, proteoforms reported by pTop 2.0
tend to match more fragment ions than those reported by TopPIC
(data not shown).

Table 2
Identification results of pTop 1.2, pTop 2.0, and TopPIC

Software ID Ratea # ID PrSMsb
# ID PrSMs with at least
20 matched ions # Proteoformsc

pTop 1.2 45.5% 21,096 14,546 792

pTop 2.0(uPTM ¼ 0) 51.9% 25,052 16,571 1682

pTop 2.0(uPTM ¼ 1) 54.8% 27,202 17,202 2454

TopPIC 40% 17,322 14,496 *

aID Rate ¼ identified scan number/total scan number
bAs pParseTD could export co-eluted spectra, one scan may correspond to several spectra and each spectrum corresponds
to a PrSM
cModification sites are not considered when counting proteoforms here, and the number of proteoforms identified by

TopPIC cannot be counted exactly because it does not provide full modification information for some unknown mass

shifts(*)
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4.3 Proteoform

Identifications on the

E. coli Data Set

To test the performance of pTop 2.0 over complex sample data sets,
the E. coli intact proteome data including three technical replicates
were searched by pTop 1.2 and pTop 2.0. Similar analysis and
comparison were performed over the two engines. Table 3 shows
the identification rates as well as the number of proteins and pro-
teoforms. On all of the three data sets, pTop 2.0 yielded an identi-
fication rate of 37.4–41.4%, which is about 8% on average higher
than that of pTop 1.2. On the overall data set, pTop 2.0 identified
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Fig. 9 Comparisons of results between pTop 1.2 and pTop 2.0(uPTM¼ 0) on human histone data set. (a) Venn
diagram showing the PrSMs identified by pTop 1.2 and pTop 2.0. 14,272 PrSMs were identified by both pTop
1.2 and pTop 2.0 indicating that the protein sequences are identical for the same spectrum. (b) A comparison
of matched intensity ratio and matched ion ratio between the intersection and subtraction. “Intersection”
means the same spectrum with the same protein sequence, the 14,272 PrSMs identified by both pTop 1.2 and
pTop 2.0; “pTop 1.2” represents the 6824 PrSMs identified only by pTop 1.2; “pTop 2.0” represents the
10,780 PrSMs identified only by pTop 2.0. (c) A proteoform with N-terminal truncation (32 amino acids are
removed) and C-terminal truncation (8 amino acids are removed) identified by pTop 2.0
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401 proteins and 3124 proteoforms, which is 159 more proteins
and 1049 more proteoforms than pTop 1.2.

The consistency of PrSMs identified by pTop 2.0 and pTop 1.2
is shown in Fig. 10. About 75% of the results reported by pTop 1.2
can also be obtained by pTop 2.0 and the individual part of pTop
2.0 takes 45% of its own results. As shown in Fig. 9b, the matched
intensity ratios and matched ion ratios of the consensus part tend to
be higher than those of the individual parts. In terms of the indi-
vidual identification results, PrSMs identified only by pTop 2.0
tend to have higher matched intensity ratio and matched ion ratio
than PrSMs identified only by pTop 1.2. Among the 18,302 PrSMs
identified individually by pTop 2.0, ~66% were those with terminal
truncations, and the top-score one was shown in Fig. 10c.

As shown above, pTop 2.0 could identify more spectra and
proteoforms on both simple data and complex data. What is
more, the PrSMs identified by pTop 2.0 tend to match more
fragment ions and high-intensity peaks than those identified by
pTop 1.2 and TopPIC.

4.4 Quantitative

Analysis on the Yeast

Data Set

pTop 2.0 completed the identification and quantitation of the
15N-labeled yeast proteome data set in the user-friendly “one-key
operation.” A total of 14,121 scans (59%), 460 proteins, and 2391
proteoforms (without consideration of modification sites) were
quantified. The ratios of the spectra are concentrated around 1:1
whose log base 2 is 0. The mean, median, and standard deviation of
spectra ratios are 1.02, 1.01, and 1.03, respectively. We took the
median of the spectra ratios as the ratio of the proteoform on
condition that the spectra identified the same proteoform. The
mean, median, and standard deviation of spectra ratios are 1.06,
1.03, and 2.04, respectively. Thus the ratios of proteoforms are
more diverse than those of spectra but still concentrated around 1:1
(data not shown).

Table 3
Identification results of pTop 1.2 and pTop 2.0 on E. coli data set

Raw

pTop 1.2 pTop 2.0

ID Rate # Proteins # Proteoforms ID Rate # Proteins # Proteoforms

E.coli_rep1 28.73% 152 980 37.38% 213 1285

E.coli_rep2 32.59% 166 1122 38.53% 209 1716

E.coli_rep3 31.55% 155 1081 41.41% 233 1520

Overall 30.96% 242 2075 39.11% 401 3124
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4.5 Validation of FDR

Estimates

The most commonly used target-decoy approach (TDA) is
employed in pTop to estimate the false discovery rate (FDR). We
then used pQuant to quantify the PrSMs filtered by FDR � 1% at
spectra level. The “NaN” ratios reported by pQuant on the above
15N-labeled yeast data set were used to validate the FDR estimates
of pTop 2.0. Those PrSMs with “NaN” ratios, whose light or heavy
signals are missing or very low in MS spectra, are most possibly the
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Fig. 10 Comparison of results between pTop 1.2 and pTop 2.0 on E. coli data set. (a) Venn diagram showing
the PrSMs identified by pTop 1.2 and pTop 2.0. 22,298 PrSMs were identified by both pTop 1.2 and pTop 2.0
indicating that the protein sequence and modification types are identical for the same spectrum. (b) A
comparison of matched intensity ratio and matched ion ratio between the intersection and subtraction.
“Intersection” means same spectrum with same protein sequence, that is the 22,298 PrSMs identified by both
pTop 1.2 and pTop 2.0; “pTop 1.2” represents the 7269 PrSMs identified only by pTop 1.2; “pTop 2.0”
represents the 18,302 PrSMs identified only by pTop 2.0. (c) A proteoform with N-terminal truncation
(21 amino acids are removed) identified by pTop 2.0
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wrong identifications. Therefore, the proportion of “NaN” ratios
in all the identified PrSMs can be used for an independent merit to
estimate the error rates on the isotopic labeled datasets. The num-
ber of identified spectra and “NaN” ratios of the three technical
replicates are shown in Table 4. Both pTop 1.2 and pTop 2.0 have
less than 1% “NaN” ratios on the three technical replicates, i.e.,
most of their results can be assigned with expected quantitation
ratios. What is more, pTop 2.0 reported less “NaN” ratios than
pTop 1.2 which indicates that the error rate of pTop 2.0 is lower
than that of pTop 1.2.

To further assess the accuracy and stability of FDR estimates of
pTop 2.0, we searched the three technical replicates of yeast prote-
ome against a big target-decoy concatenated database. The target
database was a concatenation of the sample database containing
5149 target proteins and the entrapment database containing
91,464 human proteins. The decoy database was constructed by
connecting the reversed sequence of the first half and the second
half of the protein sequences in the target database. We still used
the target-decoy strategy to estimate the FDR and report the
identification results at 1% spectra-level FDR. Assuming that any
match to the sample database is a true positive and any match to the
entrapment database is a false positive, the percentage of identifica-
tions from the entrapment database can reflect relatively the error
rate and also act as another validation of the FDR estimates. The
number of identified spectra and those from the entrapment data-
base are shown in Table 5. Except for the error rate of the first
technical replicate being 1.06%, both the other two replicates have
an error rate of less than 1%, and the overall error rate under the
entrapment strategy is 0.75%, indicating that the 1% spectra-level
FDR of pTop 2.0 is of high accuracy.

4.6 Analysis of the

Running Time

The running time of pTop 1.2, pTop 2.0, and TopPIC on human
histone H2A data set is listed in Table 6. While pTop 1.2 does not
support multi-threading, its single-threaded speed is the fastest,
even faster than pTop 2.0 with three threads and TopPIC with six

Table 4
The number of “NaN” ratios of pTop 1.2 and pTop 2.0 on 15N-labeled yeast data sets

Data set

pTop 1.2 pTop 2.0

# ID spectra # NaN (Ratio) # ID spectra # NaN (ratio)

U+15N 4369 28 (0.64%) 6721 36 (0.54%)

U+15N_rep1 3197 17 (0.53%) 4831 20 (0.41%)

U+15N_rep2 4376 42 (0.96%) 6564 47 (0.72%)

Overall 11,942 87 (0.73%) 18,116 103 (0.57%)
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threads. The main reason is that it cannot identify truncated pro-
teins and unknown modifications. Thus, its search space is smaller
than pTop 2.0 and TopPIC. As shown in Table 6, even if one
unexpected modification is allowed, the search time of pTop 2.0
does not increase too much, especially with three or more threads,
consuming only 2 more minutes.

We also tested the running time of pTop 2.0 and TopPIC with
8, 12, 16, and 20 threads on H2A data set. The running time and
speedup ratio of pTop 2.0 and TopPIC with multi-threading are
shown in Fig. 11. For single thread, the speed of pTop 2.0 search-
ing with ten variable modifications and one unexpected modifica-
tion is about 5 times faster than TopPIC searching with two
unexpected modifications. For eight and twenty threads, the
speed of pTop 2.0 is about 20 and 42 times faster than TopPIC,
respectively. When the number of threads increases from 3 to
20, the speedup of pTop 2.0 varies from 2.7 to 11.9 with its
efficiency decreasing from 91% to 60%, and the speedup of TopPIC
varies from 1.1 to 1.7 with its efficiency decreasing from 38% to 8%.
In summary, the speed of pTop 2.0 with six threads is comparable
to that of pTop 1.2 with single thread. In multi-threading mode,
the speedup as well as the efficiency of pTop 2.0 is higher than that
of TopPIC.

Table 5
The number of identified spectra from entrapment database on 15N-labeled yeast data sets

Data set # ID spectra # ID spectra of entrapment (ratio)

U+15N 5823 62 (1.06%)

U+15N_rep1 4116 18 (0.44%)

U+15N_rep2 5837 39 (0.67%)

Overall 15,776 119 (0.75%)

Table 6
Running time of pTop 1.2, pTop 2.0, and TopPIC on H2A (unit: min)

pTop 1.2 pTop 2.0 (uPTM ¼ 0) pTop 2.0 (uPTM ¼ 1) TopPIC

Threads ¼ 1 17.5 68.5 73.1 421.3

Threads ¼ 3 * 25.1 26.6 372.4

Threads ¼ 6 * 14.2 16.5 259.9

All of the running time tests were performed on the same PC (AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 6320, 2.80GHz, 128GB

Memory).

*Multiple threads function was not supported in pTop 1.2.
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5 Conclusion and Discussions

In this study, we presented a novel software tool pTop 2.0, which
can more accurately identify and quantify complex proteoforms
with primary structure alterations such as amino acid mutations,
terminal truncations, and posttranslational modifications. The
semi-supervised machine learning approach is introduced in TDP
to re-rank the search results of pTop 2.0, thus improving the
sensitivity of the engine significantly. Tests on both simple and
complex sample data sets showed that pTop 2.0 can identify more
spectra and proteoforms with more matched fragment ions and
higher matched peaks. Compared with pTop 1.2, pTop 2.0 could
identify truncated proteins and one unknown modification besides
variable modifications, which makes its search space much larger.
And for spectra which cannot be identified by tag-based process,
pTop 2.0 would search them a second time with ion-index process.
TopPIC could search with at most two unknown modifications
whose advantage is to identify unknown modifications that are
not in Unimod.

pTop 2.0 integrated pQuant as the quantitation module, which
enables it to accurately quantify intact proteoforms based on the
MS data. Test on 15N-labeled yeast data set showed that pTop2.0
could automatically search multiplex-labeled data and call pQuant
to compute relative quantitation ratios.

The isotopic labeling strategy and entrapment strategy, which
both indicated that the quality control of pTop 2.0 was relatively
strict and more accurate, thus have provided a new insight on how
to assess and validate the spectra-level FDR of a search engine.
However, the accurate estimation and validation of FDR of identi-
fied proteoforms and modifications is still a challenging open
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problem. As for proteoform-level FDR estimation, a variety of PSAs
may have happened on the identified proteoforms compared with
the database protein sequences, making it hard to generate decoy
proteoforms.

To improve the performance of pTop 2.0, we also investigated
the fragmentation patterns of large-scale proteoforms using the
data set from ref. [32]. Our result shows that the quality of
PrSMs depends heavily on the sequence characteristics [33]. We
will in future incorporate these new features into pTop. For the
identification of truncated proteins, it has attracted more and more
attentions in the pharmaceutical industry [34–36]. We will improve
the performance of pTop 2.0 to identify more truncations, such as
more complex species in its future versions.
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Chapter 10

Proteoform Identification and Quantification Using Intact
Protein Database Search Engine ProteinGoggle

Suideng Qin and Zhixin Tian

Abstract

Proteomics studies the proteome of organisms, especially proteins that are differentially expressed under
certain physiological or pathological conditions; qualitative identification of protein sequences and post-
translational modifications (PTMs) and their positions can help us systematically understand the structure
and function of proteoforms. With the development and relative popularity of soft ionization technology
(such as electrospray ionization technology) and high mass measurement accuracy and high-resolution
mass spectrometers (such as orbitrap), the mass spectrometry (MS) characterization of complete proteins
(the so-called top-down proteomics) has become possible and has gradually become popular.
Corresponding database search engines and protein identification bioinformatics tools have also been
greatly developed. This chapter provides a brief overview of intact protein database search algorithm
“isotopic mass-to-charge ratio and envelope fingerprinting” and search engine ProteinGoggle.

Key words Proteoform, Identification, Quantification, Posttranslational modification, Cross-talk,
Localization

1 Introduction

The proteome, first proposed by Wilkins et al. [1] in 1994, refers to
a collection of proteins expressed by biological cells, tissues, or
organs; it is used to describe the protein counterpart of the
genome. Proteomics is the study of the proteome, which deter-
mines the state of all proteins in a specific organism, including
expression, quantification, modification, mutation, etc. The identi-
fication of protein sequences and the determination of protein
PTMs are of great significance for the systematic understanding of
protein structure and function.

Proteomics is widely used in the research and discovery of
biomarkers to find characteristic proteins for disease prevention
and diagnosis. The systematic and precise quantification of differ-
entially expressed proteins in physiological and pathological states is
the major goal of MS-based proteomics.
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The bottom-up proteomics method [2–4] cuts proteins into
peptides and uses MS to analyze the peptides to identify the pro-
teins. It has been very mature and has achieved great success in the
identification of various proteins and proteomes. There are some
limitations in protein characterization through unique peptide
identification. For example, if a peptide is shared by multiple pro-
teins, it cannot be used to quantify any one of the proteins. Top-
down proteomics [5, 6] directly performs MS analysis on intact
proteins, which can achieve 100% sequence coverage and complete
protein characterization. The relative popularity of high mass mea-
surement accuracy and high-resolution orbitrap MS has greatly
promoted the development of top-down proteomics;
corresponding database search engines and protein identification
bioinformatics tools have also been largely developed. This chapter
reports the “isotopic mass-to-charge ratio and envelope finger-
printing” search algorithm and protein database search engine
ProteinGoggle.

1.1 New Features of

ESI Mass Spectra of

Intact Proteins

In the late 1980s, two new soft ionization techniques appeared,
namely electrospray ionization (ESI) invented by Fenn et al. [7]
and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) invented
by Karas et al. [8]. These two technologies solve the problems of
ionization of highly polar, thermally unstable proteins and peptide
molecules and MS analysis of biological macromolecules.

The characteristic of the electrospray ion source is to generate
multi-charged molecular ions, which reduces the mass-to-charge
ratio to the range that most mass analyzers can detect, thus greatly
expanding the analysis range of molecular weight. The true molec-
ular mass together with the charge state of the ion can alse be
calculated based on the mass-to-charge ratio. With the advantage
that it can be easily combined with a variety of separation techni-
ques, electrospray MS is more commonly used. The emergence of
electrospray makes MS analysis and qualitative identification of
intact proteins possible.

The MS analysis of the intact protein is called the top-down
method, that is, the protein is directly detected by the MS without
predigestion in sample preparation. Protein ions pass through dif-
ferent dissociation channels to obtain different dissociation frag-
ments, thereby enabling qualitative identification of amino acid
sequences (also covering PTMs, varied amino acids, and their posi-
tions). Therefore, the top-down method directly uses intact pro-
teins as the research object, which can display more accurate and
richer biological information of intact proteins, especially for the
identification of PTMs. Compared with the EI or CI mass spectra
of small inorganic molecules, small organic molecules, peptides,
and metabolites, protein ESI MS has two new features: (1) proteins
appear in high valence states and (2) monoisotopic peaks are often
no longer directly observed experimentally.
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1.2 The

Deconvolution

(Deisotoping)

Approach

To accommodate the new features of protein mass spectra, espe-
cially the fact that monoisotopic peaks are normally not observed
any more, one solution is to deconvolute experimental isotopic
envelopes using model molecules, such as averagine which stands
for average amino acid. Based on fingerprinting of deconvoluted
monoisotopic masses, lots of top-down search engines are devel-
oped such as MS-Top down [9], MS-Align+ [10], MS-Align-E
[11], Big Mascot [12, 13], PIITA [14], and recent pTop [15]. In
addition, SEQUEST [16] and OMMSA [17] have also been
adapted for identification of intact proteins. These search engines
have made large-scale identification of proteoforms possible and
greatly pushed the field forward.

For the overall protein database search, there is only one com-
mercial search engine so far, namely ProSightPC of Thermo [18–
21]. ProSightPC uses the THRASH deisotope method to approxi-
mate the isotope profile data directly measured by MS to the
monoisotopic mass before database search.

ProSightPTM is the first search engine for protein top-down
identification [20]. It uses a method called “Shotgun Annotation”
[20] to generate a theoretical protein variant database. In fact, it is
based on the existing annotation information in the database to
combine the variant forms of the protein in the database in an
enumerated manner to generate all possible proteoforms including
amino acid mutations, alternative splicing, and PTMs. This method
greatly reduces the burden of matching and scoring protein variants
with their mass spectra.

ProSightPTM comes with three search modes [20]: absolute
mass search, sequence tag search (called biomarker search in Pro-
SightPC), and a combination of the two modes. ProSightPTM uses
a Poisson distribution probability scoring model [22] to evaluate
the credibility of the matching results. ProSightPC is the commer-
cialized version of ProSightPTM. In addition, the newly developed
ProSight Lite [18] as a single protein search tool can be used for the
study of unknown protein modifications.

ProSightPC adopts the method of isotopic removal. The iso-
tope profile data directly measured by the MS is approximated to
the monoisotopic mass before database search. The subsequent
quality fingerprint comparison is only a comparison between two
numbers and is very efficient. As such, top-down search engines
utilizing the deisotoping and monoisotopic masses have been
widely used in proteoform identification of various biological sys-
tems. Yet, besides often missing monoisotopic peaks, the other
issues associated with the new features of protein mass spectra
have not been fully addressed by the deconvolution approach and
need alternative approaches.

Due to the sensitivity of the isotope profile to the composition
of amino acids, the deisotoping method cannot accurately deiso-
tope proteins with a relative molecular mass of more than 10,000
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(equivalent to 100 amino acids) [23]. First of all, the error rate of
the monoisotopic mass obtained by the deisotopic method based
on the data preprocessing of the model molecule is often high,
reaching more than 40%; at the same time, due to the different
models in the different preprocessing methods, the results of the
respective analysis are not comparable and sharing [24, 25]. Sec-
ondly, due to the large protein molecules, the number of fragment
ions during dissociation and the different valences of the same ion
are very large, which directly leads to the crowding of the MS/MS
spectrum, and also the density of overlapping data is very large for
the same reason; the deisotoping method is not known due to the
unknown pretreatment processes, so these overlapping data cannot
be well separated and resolved [24, 25]. Thirdly, the complete
contour information is completely lost in the process of isotopic
removal, so it is impossible to effectively distinguish ideal high-
confidence data from non-ideal low-confidence data, as well as to
guarantee the reproducibility and reliability of protein identifica-
tion [24, 25].

Altogether, for the two new features of electrospray protein
MS, new analytical methods must be developed to overcome the
bottlenecks and many problems that have not been fully addressed
by the deconvolution approach.

2 The IMEF Search Algorithm and Workflow

2.1 Isotopic Mass-

to-Charge Ratio and

Envelope

Fingerprinting [26]

There are many problems with the traditional method of deisotopic
processing on the isotope profile directly measured by MS. Pro-
teinGoggle abandons the process of isotopic removal and directly
analyzes the mass spectrum in situ based on the original mass
spectrum data. ProteinGoggle uses (develops) a new algorithm,
isotopic mass-to-charge ratio, and envelope fingerprinting (iMEF).

The principle of isotopic envelope fingerprinting is shown in
Fig. 1. The vertical line in the figure is the experimental value, and
the circle is the theoretical value. The numbers annotated above
each isotope peak in the figure are the m/z deviation and relative
intensity deviation of each experimental isotope peak. IPACO (Iso-
topic Peak Abundance Cutoff) is the isotope peak intensity thresh-
old. Therefore, if all experimental isotope peaks of an ion above the
threshold are observed, and the isotopicm/z deviation (IPMD) and
isotopic peak abundance deviation (IPAD) are less than or equal to
the specified search parameters, this ion is a matched ion; if any of
the above criteria is not met, the ion is a non-matched ion.

The advantages of this algorithm are as follows: (1) the process
of removing isotope of the original MS data and the problems or
errors introduced during the process are eliminated, and the in situ
analysis based on the original data has a higher credibility; (2) each
ion is no longer a (mere) comparison of the mass of a single isotope,
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but a comparison of the entire profile, and the obtained result is
more reliable; (3) the isotope profile comparison map of each ion is
outputted so that the user can perform manual verification more
conveniently.

2.2 Comprehensive

Coverage of

Dissociation Methods

and Pathways

ProteinGoggle supports common collision-based, electron-based,
and photon-based dissociation methods for secondary MS data
analysis (the graphical user interfaces are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and
4). Collision-based dissociation methods mainly include collision-
induced dissociation and high-energy collision-induced dissocia-
tion. Apart from the most common b- and y-type ions, a-, b-
and y-type ions with 1–2 neutral molecules lost, internal dissocia-
tion yb-, ya-type ions and corresponding yb-, ya-type ions with
neutral loss are taken into consideration to fully cover all the
dissociation channels of the protein. Electron-based dissociation
methods mainly include electron transfer dissociation and electron
capture dissociation, generating 4 major types of fragment ions
including c-type, z-type, c-type with neutral loss and z-type with
neutral loss. The photon-based dissociation methods mainly
include ultraviolet multiphoton dissociation, etc. The ion types
are more complex and diverse, mainly including a, b, c, x, y,
z-type ions, and a, b, c, x, y, z-type ions appear as ion types in
which 1–2 neutral molecules are lost. In addition, there are specific
types of ions such as a + 1, x + 1, and y � 1.

Through the effective treatment of all the above dissociation
methods and dissociation ion types, ProteinGoggle achieves a com-
prehensive coverage of protein dissociation channels.

Fig. 1 Intepretation and identification of ubiquitin precursor ion (z¼ 10) using isotopic envelope fingerprinting.
Bar, experimental data; circle, theoretical
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2.3 Overlapping

Isotopic Envelopes

For overall protein MS, the problem of ion overlap becomes more
prominent and important due to the generally higher ion valence,
larger number of ions, and increasing complexity of the spectrum.
Either partial overlap of ions or complete overlap of ions will
seriously affect the matching of ions because the overlap of ions
will cause serious deformation of the isotope profile, and the result
is that the isotope profile cannot be correctly matched.

ProteinGoggle uses the overlap analysis algorithm of OIE_-
CARE [27] (Fig. 5) to use the highest peak of the theoretical
isotope corresponding to the overlapped isotope profile as a refer-
ence to realize the assignment of the peak intensity and the accurate
discrimination of the isotope profile. The corrected isotope profile
is resolved and can get a good match.

2.4 Neutral Loss and

Internal Fragment

Ions

Neutral loss and internal product ions are common during proteo-
form fragmentation. The utility of these two types of fragment ions
for intact protein identification is investigated at both the proteome
level using RPLC-MS/MS analysis of E. coli proteome and the
protein level using selected E. coli proteins [28] and a public dataset
of Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1. Because of the significant ran-
dom match probability, both neutral loss and internal product ions

Fig. 2 Creation of an intact protein database in ProteinGoggle
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are found to have no direct utility for protein identification with
target-decoy searches for false discovery rate control. However, the
indirect utility of these types of product ions is not negligible
because of their contribution to more matching canonical product
ions after resolution of overlapping product ions. Every matched
product ion contributes to protein identification and potentially
PTM localization.

2.5 The Intact

Protein Database

Search Engine

ProteinGoggle [26, 29]

The ProteinGoggle search engine based on the iMEF algorithm
first selects candidate protein sequences with MS spectra and then
compares the highest isotopic peak mass-to-charge ratio of the
precursor ion corresponding to each MS/MS spectra with the
corresponding theoretical database (in which theoretical values
are stored). If the comparison is successful, the entire experimental
and theoretical isotope profile of the ion is compared to determine
the candidate protein. Simply put, isotope profile comparison is to
compare the mass-to-charge ratio and relative abundance of each
isotope peak of two ions. Each ion in the experimental MS/MS
spectra is compared with the theoretical fragment ion generated by
each candidate protein sequence using an isotope profile fingerprint
comparison algorithm to select the best matching protein from the
candidate proteins, which then becomes the protein ID.

Fig. 3 Creation of a peptide database in ProteinGoggle
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3 Application of ProteinGoggle in Proteoform Identification

One strength of ProteinGoogle with iMEF search algorithm is that
there is no limit of protein size, because experimental isotopic
envelopes are interpreted as they are measured. For example,
HCD of enolase 1 (z ¼ 47) was well searched by ProteinGoggle
to give the isotopic envelope fingerprinting map of the precursor
ion (Fig. 6, top panel), the annotated MS/MS spectra (Fig. 6,

Fig. 4 Run-search graphical user interface in ProteinGoggle

Fig. 5 The main search graphical user interface of ProteinGoggle
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middle and bottom panels) with the matched fragment ions, and
the graphical fragmentation map (Fig. 7). The sequence length is
436, and 200 matched b/y ions were observed; the percentages of
interpreted isotopic peaks and overall abundance are 97.5% and
93.6%, respectively.

Histones are key chromatin structure proteins and are often
heavily and densely modified. The need for characterization at the
intact protein level to catch the cross-talk of different PTMs on a
single proteoform as well as the median sizes make the top-down
approach an ideal choice. With its comprehensive handling of
dynamic PTMs and creation of proteoforms with all possible com-
binatorial PTMs, as well as its capability of PTM localization using

Fig. 6 The annotated MS/MS spectra (middle panel) and pop-up m/z range of 794–908 (bottom panel) from
HCD of enolase 1 (z ¼ 47, top panel)
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Fig. 7 The graphical fragmentation map of enolase 1 with the matched b and y fragment ions from HCD
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site-determining fragment ions, ProteinGoggle is ideal for database
search of top-down data of histones. From the WCX-MS/MS
(alternative CID and ETD) dataset of HeLa histone H4 family
which was pre-fractionated [30] from the core histone mixture by
RPLC, 426 proteoforms were confidently identified with a
spectrum-level false discovery rate of less than 1%, which repre-
sented the most comprehensive H4 proteoforms reported so far.

In RPLC-MS/MS (HCD) analysis of chicken blood core his-
tones [31], 58 proteoforms were identified for the core histone
families of H4, H2B, H2A, and H3; PTMs in 33 of these proteo-
forms were uniquely localized.

Mouse are common model animal. With nanoRPLC-MS/MS
analysis and ProteinGoggle database search, 547 protein species
were identified with spectrum-level FDR �1%, where PTMs in
51 protein species were unambiguously localized with PTM scores
�1 [32].

Besides common proteins, ProteinGoggle has also been suc-
cessfully applied to search for intact N-glycoprotein RNase B as a
benchmark study [33], where selective fragmentation of the pro-
tein amino acid backbone and N-glycan moiety was achieved; the
former was observed in both HCD and EThcD at low collisional
energies, and the latter was observed in all the five dissociation
methods (CID, ETD, HCD, ETciD, and EThcD) available on
the Orbitrap Fusion Lumos Tribrid MS.

4 Application of ProteinGoggle in Proteoform Quantification [34]

Besides qualitative identification, ProteinGoggle also supports
quantitative search with the ProteinGoggleQuan module. In top-
down quantitation of differentially expressed proteins in hepatocel-
lular carcinoma HepG2 cells (relative to LO2) using RPLC-MS/
MS (HCD) and pseudo-isobaric dimethyl labeling, 33 proteoforms
were quantified within 10% RSD (Fig. 8).

5 Conclusions and Perspectives

The most basic function of the overall protein database search
engine is to analyze the original experimental data provided by
the user to obtain a qualitative identification list of the protein’s
amino acid sequence, PTM, and its position. However, in order to
obtain accurate and comprehensive overall protein qualitative and
quantitative results, the qualitative and quantitative analyses of
electrospray MS still face the following problems that need to be
improved or solved: (1) Whether relying on the decoy database for
false-positive control can guarantee identification (the accuracy of
which is still a controversial issue). The number of IDs obtained
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after FDR control seems to be related to the output conditions
(tolerance) of the initial PrSMs. How to define it, how to choose
the appropriate decoy database, whether it is an anti-database, a
random library, or other libraries, and how to choose a suitable
scoring system, all these are problems that need to be solved.
(2) For proteins with many PTMs, the exhaustive list of proteo-
forms seems to be necessary because co-elution always exists. But
using the exhaustive list will make the number of proteoforms very
large, which may heavily reduce the search efficiency. The balance
mechanism between the two remains to be studied. (3) Ensuring
the resolution rate of the secondary mass spectrum is key to achiev-
ing comprehensive identification. How to explain the problem of
low resolution, how to search for hydrolyzed protein efficiently and
accurately, and whether it can be solved by sequence tag search
remain unknown. (4) How to realize the quantitative analysis of the
whole protein is still blank in each TD search engine.

Fig. 8 The annotated MS/MS spectrum (a), the pseudo-isobaric b2-1+ ion pair (a, inset), and the graphical
fragmentation map (b) for the quantified protein NEDD8_HUMAN from HepG2 and LO2 cells. Dimethyl-labeled
amino acids with amino groups are highlighted with solid red squares. (Adopted from reference [34])
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Chapter 11

Mass Deconvolution of Top-Down Mass Spectrometry
Datasets by FLASHDeconv

Kyowon Jeong, Jihyung Kim, and Oliver Kohlbacher

Abstract

Mass deconvolution, the determination of proteoform precursor and fragment masses, is crucial for
top-down proteomics data analysis. Here we describe the detailed procedure to run FLASHDeconv, an
ultrafast, high-quality mass deconvolution tool. Both spectrum- and feature-level deconvolution results are
obtainable in various output formats by FLASHDeconv. FLASHDeconv is runnable in different environ-
ments such as the command line and OpenMS workflows.

Key words Top-down proteomics, Mass deconvolution, Feature deconvolution, Intact protein anal-
ysis, Protein characterization

1 Introduction

In mass spectrometry (MS)-based top-down proteomics approach,
mass deconvolution, the determination of proteoform precursor
and fragment masses, is crucial for downstream data analysis such as
proteoform identification, characterization, and quantification [1–
4]. However, due to its complex signal structure that stems from
the large masses of analytes, fast and accurate mass deconvolution is
challenging [5]. Many tools and algorithms have been introduced
such as TopFD [6], ProMex [7], Xtract [8], and ReSpect (Positive
Probability Ltd), but they often have both runtime and quality
issues [9]. Recently Jeong et al. presented FLASHDeconv [9], a
deconvolution tool for high-quality mass deconvolution two orders
of magnitude faster than existing tools.

Here we describe the detailed procedure to run FLASHDeconv
both for MS1 and MS2 spectra. FLASHDeconv performs decon-
volution in less than a few milliseconds per spectrum and reports
both deconvoluted masses in each spectrum (called spectrum masses
from here on) and those of MS features (called feature masses from
here on). As a part of OpenMS software [10], FLASHDeconv runs
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in different operating systems including Windows, macOS, and
Linux and in different environments including the command line
and workflows like KNIME, Galaxy, nextflow, and TOPPAS. The
protocol described here assumes running FLASHDeconv in the
command line. Running FLASHDeconv in other workflows or
software is described shortly at the end of this chapter (see
Subheading 3.6).

2 Materials

1. FLASHDeconv download and supported operating systems
FLASHDeconv is a part of OpenMS software [10] which is

a free software available under the three clause BSD license and
runs under Windows, macOS, and Linux. The installation files
and source code of FLASHDeconv are found in https://www.
openms.de.comp.flashdeconv..

2. Supported input file formats
FLASHDeconv takes the spectrum files in the mzML for-

mat [11]. ProteoWizard [12] msconvert is primarily used to
generate mzML files from raw data files. It is recommended to
generate the raw file in profile mode fromMS instruments since
the profile mode spectra generate more sensitive results for
MS1 spectra by FLASHDeconv. The conversion method is
described in Subheading 3.2.

3. System requirement
To run FLASHDeconv, a 64-bit computer with at least

4 GB memory is required. 8GB memory space is strongly
recommended.

3 Methods

3.1 Installation Installation of FLASHDeconv is done by running the installation
file. After downloading the installation file from https://www.
openms.de.comp.flashdeconv., double-click the download to start
installing. More information on the installation of FLASHDeconv
(or of OpenMS) is found in https://www.openms.de.tutorials..

3.2 Input mzML File

Generation

1. ProteoWizard [12] msconvert tool is used to generate input
mzML files from raw spectrum files. Except for the peak pick-
ing options, the default parameters are recommended.

2. If the spectra are generated in profile mode, either profile or
centroid (i.e., peak picked) spectra can be used forMS1 spectra.
For MS2 spectra, centroid spectra should be used. To generate
centroid spectra both for MS1 and MS2 levels, run the
command
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Fig. 1 ProteoWizard msconvert GUI screenshots to convert raw files into mzML files for (a) the case in which
only MS2 spectra are centroid spectra and (b) the case in which both MS1 and MS2 spectra are centroid
spectra
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Msconvert.exe data.RAW --filter "peakPicking
true 1-"

in a command prompt. To generate centroid spectra only
for MS2, run

msconvert.exe data.RAW --filter "peakPicking
true 2-"

in a command prompt (see Fig. 1 for screenshots of mscon-
vert GUI usage for the both cases).

3.3 Performing Basic

Mass Deconvolution

FLASHDeconv firstly performs the mass deconvolution for each
input spectrum, generating spectrum masses. Then, by tracing the
spectrummasses along the retention time direction (by a mass trace
detection algorithm [13]), the masses of eluted proteoform masses
(i.e., feature masses) are found. The feature mass list is the default
output of FLASHDeconv. The spectrum masses can be reported in
user-specified file formats. The list of all options for FLASHDeconv
is shown in Tables 1 (basic options) and 2 (advanced options).

1. After installing FLASHDeconv, go to the directory containing
FLASHDeconv binary file (see Note 1). To see the basic
options for FLASHDeconv, type

FLASHDeconv.exe --help
in a Windows command prompt. To run FLASHDeconv in

macOS or Linux, type
./FLASHDeconv --help
in a terminal. To see all the options (including advanced

ones), type
FLASHDeconv.exe --helphelp
in a Windows command prompt. To run FLASHDeconv in

macOS or Linux, type
./FLASHDeconv --helphelp
in a terminal. From here on, we assume that we run

FLASHDeconv in a macOS or Linux terminal.

2. To perform the deconvolution, the input and output files
should be specified. The input file is the mzML file (see Sub-
heading 3.2), and the output file is a tsv file containing the
deconvoluted feature masses and relevant information thereof
(see Table 3). Assume the input mzML file name is spectrum.
mzml, and the desired output tsv file name is mass.tsv.
Then, type

./FLASHDeconv -in spectrum.mzml -out mass.tsv
in a terminal to run FLASHDeconv with the default para-

meters. The generated mass.tsv contains the tabular data
with the column names shown in Table 3. in and out options
are mandatory.

3. In addition to the default output tsv file, the feature masses can
be reported in the ProMex [7] output format (ms1ft file) by
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specifying out_promex option. For example, to generate
mass.ms1ft, type

./FLASHDeconv -in spectrum.mzml -out mass.tsv
-out_promex mass.ms1ft. The generated ms1ft file can be
used as an input file of MSPathFinder [7] for the proteoform
identification (see Note 2).

4. The deconvoluted spectrum masses can be reported in three
formats: tsv, mzML, and TopFD output file format, msalign file
(or, TopPIC input format). out_spec, out_mzml, and

Table 1
All basic options of FLASHDeconv. Only in and out options are mandatory in most cases (see Note 4)

Name Format Default Description

-in *.mzML
file

– Input mzML file

-out *.tsv file – Feature mass output tsv file

-out_spec *.tsv files – Spectrum mass output tsv files (per MS
level)

-out_mzml *.mzML
file

– Spectrum mass output mzML file

-out_promex *.ms1ft
file

– Feature mass in ProMex output format

-out_topFD *.msalign
files

– Spectrum mass in TopFD output format
(per MS level)

-mzml_mass_charge Integer 0 Charge status of deconvoluted masses in
mzML output file

-write_detail 0 or 1 0 To write detailed information in spectrum
mass tsv files

-use_ensemble_spectrum 0 or 1 0 To use ensemble spectrum

-Algorithm:tol ppm
values

[10.0
10.0]

Mass ppm tolerance (per MS level)

-Algorithm:min_mass Value 50.0 Minimum mass in Da

-Algorithm:max_mass Value 100000.0 Maximum mass in Da

-Algorithm:min_charge Integer 1 Minimum charge

-Algorithm:max_charge Integer 100 Maximum charge

-Algorithm:
min_isotope_cosine

Values [0.75
0.75]

Isotope cosine similarity threshold (per MS
level)

-FeatureTracing:
mass_error_da

Value 1.5 Mass tolerance in Dalton for mass trace
detection algorithm

-FeatureTracing:
min_trace_length

Second 10.0 Minimum feature trace length
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out_topFD options are used to specify different spectrum
mass output formats (see below).

5. out_spec option specifies the spectrum mass tsv file names.
The tsv file name should be specified perMS level. For example,

./FLASHDeconv -in spectrum.mzml -out mass.tsv
-out_spec specmass_ms1.tsv specmass_ms2.tsv

will generate specmass_ms1.tsv containing the results
only for MS1 spectra and specmass_ms2.tsv containing the
results only for MS2 spectra. out_spec option is not manda-
tory, but should be used in the case in which use_ensem-
ble_spectrum option is used (see step 1 in Subheading
3.4). Table 4 shows the columns in the spectrum mass tsv file.

6. If write_detail option is set, more detailed information is
reported in the spectrum mass tsv file. The additional columns
are also given in Table 4.

7. out_mzml option specifies the mzML file name for the decon-
voluted spectra. The mzML output file contains the results for
all MS levels. out_mzml option can be coupled with
mzml_mass_charge option that determines the charges of
the deconvoluted masses.

Table 2
All advanced options of FLASHDeconv. The advanced options are displayed with --helphelp option

Name Format Default Description

-max_MS_level Integer 2 Maximum MS level

-use_RNA_averagine 0 or 1 0 To use RNA averagine model

-Algorithm:min_mz Value �1.0 Minimum m/z

-Algorithm:max_mz Value �1.0 Maximum m/z

-Algorithm:min_RT Second �1.0 Minimum retention time

-Algorithm:max_RT Second �1.0 Maximum retention time

-Algorithm:min_peaks Integers [3 1] Minimum supporting peak count
(per MS level)

-Algorithm:min_intensity Value 0 Minimum peak intensity

-Algorithm:RT_window Second 20.0 Retention time window size

-FeatureTracing:
quant_method

“Area,”
“median,” or

“max_height”

‘area’ Mass tracing quantification method

-FeatureTracing:
max_trace_length

Second �1.0 Maximum feature trace length

-FeatureTracing:
min_isotope_cosine

Value 0.75 Isotope cosine similarity threshold
for features
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8. out_topFD option specifies the msalign file names for the
deconvoluted spectra. The msalign file name should be speci-
fied per MS level. For example,

./FLASHDeconv -in spectrum.mzml -out mass.tsv
-out_topFD specmass_ms1.msalign specmass_ms2.
msalign

will generate specmass_ms1.msalign containing the
results only for MS1 spectra and specmass_ms2.msalign
containing the results only for MS2 spectra (see Note 3).

3.4 Adjusting Basic

Parameters

The remaining options of FLASHDeconv control the parameters
for the deconvolution and the mass tracing. The options starting
with “Algorithm:” and “FeatureTracing:” determine the
parameter values for the deconvolution and for the mass tracing,
respectively. The options without any prefix affect both the decon-
volution and the tracing. In this section, only the parameters from

Table 3
The title of columns in the feature mass tsv file, which is specified by out option

Name Description

FeatureIndex Index for features

FileName The input mzML file name

MonoisotopicMass Monoisotopic feature mass

AverageMass Average feature mass

MassCount Number of the spectrum masses in a feature

StartRetentionTime Start retention time in seconds

EndRetentionTime End retention time in seconds

RetentionTimeDuration Retention time duration in seconds

ApexRetentionTime Apex retention time in seconds

SumIntensity Summed intensity of all masses in a feature

MaxIntensity Maximum intensity out of all mass intensities

FeatureQuantity Quantity of features (calculated with the method chosen by
FeatureTracing:quant_method option)

MinCharge Minimum charge

MaxCharge Maximum charge

ChargeCount The number of distinct charges

IsotopeCosine Cosine similarity between observed and avergine isotope patterns

PerChargeIntensity Intensities per distinct charges (separated by semicolon)

PerIsotopeIntensity Intensities per distinct isotope indices (separated by semicolon)
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Table 4
The title of columns in the spectrum mass tsv file, which is specified by out_spec option

Name Description Property

FileName Input file (*.tsv) name

ScanNum Scan number

RetentionTIme Retention time in seconds

MassCountInSpec The number of spectrum masses in a spectrum

AverageMass Average mass

MonoisotopicMass Monoisotopic mass

SumIntensity Sum of peak intensities

MinCharge Minimum charge

MaxCharge Maximum charge

PeakCount The number of peaks belonging to the mass

IsotopeCosine Cosine similarity between observed and avergine isotope
patterns

ChargeScore Charge distribution score (between 0 and 1, the higher the
better)

MassSNR SNR of the mass

RepresentativeCharge Representative charge

RepresentativeMzStart m/z start of the isotopomer envelope for the representative
charge

RepresentativeMzEnd m/z end of the isotopomer envelope for the representative
charge

QScore QScore to measure the quality of the signal (see Note 11)

PerChargeIntensity Intensities per distinct charges (separated by semicolon)

PerIsotopeIntensity Intensities per distinct isotope indices (separated by semicolon)

PrecursorScanNum Precursor scan number MS2

PrecursorMz Precursor m/z MS2

PrecursorIntensity Precursor intensity MS2

PrecursorCharge Precursor charge (determined by FLASHDeconv) MS2

PrecursorMonoisotopicMass Precursor monoisotopic mass (determined by FLASHDeconv) MS2

PrecursorQScore Precursor QScore (see Note 11) MS2

PeakMZs Peak m/zs (of the peaks belonging to the mass; separated by
semicolon)

Detail

PeakIntensities Peak intensities (separated by semicolon) Detail

PeakCharges Peak charges (separated by semicolon) Detail

(continued)
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the basic options (shown by typing “./FLASHDeconv --help” in
a terminal) are explained. The list of all basic options is given in
Table 1.

1. If use_ensemble_spectrum option is set, a single ensemble
spectrum is generated per MS level. An ensemble spectrum of
an MS level is generated by aggregating the spectra of the MS
level across the retention time direction. Then FLASHDeconv
performs the deconvolution for each ensemble spectrum (see
Note 4).

2. Algorithm:tol option sets the ppm tolerance values for the
deconvolution and the mass tracing. The tolerance is set per
MS level. For example, Algorithm:tol 10.0 20.0 specifies
10 ppm and 20 ppmmass tolerances for MS1 andMS2, respec-
tively. The tolerance for the mass tracing is the same as MS1
tolerance, which is 10 ppm in this example.

3. Algorithm:min_mass and Algorithm:max_mass options
specify the mass range of the deconvoluted masses. These
parameters are useful for targeted studies where target proteo-
form mass ranges are known.

4. Algorithm:min_charge and Algorithm:max_charge
options specify the charge range of the deconvoluted masses
for MS1 spectra (seeNote 5). The charge values can be negative
for negative-mode MS experiments.

5. Algorithm:min_isotope_cosine option sets the thresh-
old of the cosine similarity between the observed and the
averagine isotope distributions, per MS level (see Note 6).
False-positive masses can be effectively filtered out by raising
this cosine threshold. However, using high-cosine threshold
value (e.g., 0.9 or higher) results in the loss of large proteoform
masses (e.g., larger than 50 kDa).

Table 4
(continued)

Name Description Property

PeakMasses Peak masses (masses before deisotoping; separated by
semicolon)

Detail

PeakIsotopeIndices Peak isotope indices (separated by semicolon) Detail

PeakPPMErrors ppm mass error between peak masses and theoretical masses
(before deisotoping; separated by semicolon)

Detail

The columns with “MS2” property are the ones appearing only forMS2 spectrum output file. The columns with “Detail”

property are the ones appearing with write_detail option activated
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6. FeatureTracing:mass_error_da option determines the
Dalton tolerance of the mass tracing algorithm. A value larger
than 1.5 Da is recommended due to frequent isotope index
error.

7. FeatureTracing:min_trace_length option determines
the minimum feature retention time length (in seconds).

3.5 Adjusting

Advanced Parameters

The advanced options allow for more detailed control of FLASH-
Deconv (see Note 7). The list of all advanced options is given in
Table 2.

1. max_MS_level option determines the maximum MS-level
subject to the analysis.

2. If use_RNA_averagine option is set, the averagine isotope
patterns are generated with RNA nucleotides instead of protein
amino acids.

3. Algorithm:min_mz and Algorithm:max_mz options spec-
ify the minimum and maximum m/z values of the spectrum
subject to the analysis. If set as negative values, these options
are deactivated.

4. Algorithm:min_RT and Algorithm:max_RT options spec-
ify the retention time range (in seconds) subject to the analysis.
If set as negative values, these options are deactivated.

5. Algorithm:min_peaks option sets the number of the peaks
that support each mass (seeNote 8). The number is set per MS
level. For example,

./FLASHDeconv -in spectrum.mzml -out mass.tsv
-Algorithm:min_peaks 4 3

sets the numbers of supporting peaks for MS1 and MS2 to
be 4 and 3, respectively.

6. Algorithm:min_intensity option sets the intensity
threshold of the peak intensity.

7. Algorithm:RT_window option sets the size (in seconds) of
the retention time window in which spectra are considered
altogether for sensitive deconvolution (see Note 9).

8. FeatureTracing:quant_method option determines the
method of quantification for mass traces. For LC (liquid chro-
matography) data, area is recommended while median is
recommeneded for direct injection data. max_height simply
uses the most intense peak in the trace. The resulting quantifi-
cation value is written in the FeatureQuantity column of the
feature mass tsv output file (specified by out option).

9. FeatureTracing:max_trace_length option determines
the maximum feature retention time length (in seconds). If
set as a negative value, this option is deactivated.
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10. FeatureTracing:min_isotope_cosine option sets the
threshold of the cosine similarity between the observed and
the averagine isotope distributions for features (see Note 10).
Similar to Algorithm:min_isotope_cosine, false-positive
features can be effectively filtered out by raising this cosine
threshold. However, using high-cosine threshold value (e.g.,
0.9 or higher) results in the loss of most proteoform features
larger than 50 kDa.

3.6 Running

FLASHDeconv in Other

Environments

1. Running FLASHDeconv in workflows: OpenMS tools are
integrated into workflow engines KNIME, Galaxy, nextflow,
and TOPPAS. FLASHDeconv is part of OpenMS and thus can
be used in pipelines for different workflow systems. The
instruction and information on running OpenMS in workflows
are given in https://www.openms.de.getting.started.creating.
workflows..

2. Running FLASHDeconv in MASH Suite Pro [5] software:
FLASHDeconv is integrated in MASH Suite Pro software and
can be used for spectral deconvolution. The installation
instruction and the user manual are found in https://labs.
wisc.edu.gelab.MASH.Explorer.UserResources.php.

4 Notes

1. It is [OpenMS folder]/bin folder.

2. Themaximum charge for ProMex is 60. Thus, the charge range
for FLASHDeconv should be adjusted accordingly (from 1 to
60), using Algorithm:min_charge and Algorithm:
max_charge options (see step 4 in Subheading 3.4).

3. To be able to be recognized by TopPIC, the msalign file name
for MS level n should be *msn.msalign (as shown in the
example).

4. If use_ensemble_spectrum option is used, the feature mass
tsv file specified by -out option reports no feature mass. And
out_spec option should be used to specify the tsv files for
ensemble spectra.

5. Reducing the charge range as much as possible reduces possible
harmonic mass artifacts. For an MS2 spectrum, the charge
range is set to be from 1 to the charge state of its precursor.

6. The Averagine model is determined by use_RNA_averagine
option (see step 2 in Subheading 3.5).

7. FLASHDeconv is optimized for the default values of the
advanced parameters; it is not recommended to change these
parameters without thorough understanding of the algorithm.
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8. A mass is reported by FLASHDeconv only if it has a sufficient
number of peaks that explain the mass (called the supporting
peaks). The exact definition of the supporting peaks is beyond
the scope of this book chapter. But briefly, the supporting peaks
of a mass are the peaks corresponding to the ions of the mass or
its neutral losses. For example, the peaks of the mass of distinct
charge states are possible supporting peaks. Also the peaks
corresponding to the water loss of the mass can be supporting
peaks. For higher specificity, the intensities and inter-location
of such peaks are considered to define the final supporting
peak list.

9. When performing the deconvolution for a spectrum, FLASH-
Deconv uses information from spectra close in retention time
(similar to Xtract and ReSpect), as described in [9]. The value
given by RT_window option sets the size of the retention time
window in which the spectra are considered for the
deconvolution.

10. If FeatureTracing:min_isotope_cosine option is not
used, the MS1 cosine threshold set by Algorithm:min_is-
otope_cosine is used.

11. QScore is a score that measures the quality of the signals
representing a single molecule. The exact definition of QScore
is beyond the score of this chapter. But briefly, QScore is
obtained by a logistic regression method using multiple fea-
tures that are extracted from raw spectrum signals representing
the same molecule. The features include the cosine similarity
between observed and averagine isotope patterns, signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR), charge distribution score, etc.
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Chapter 12

Deconvolving Native and Intact Protein Mass Spectra
with UniDec

Marius M. Kostelic and Michael T. Marty

Abstract

Intact protein, top-down, and native mass spectrometry (MS) generally requires the deconvolution of
electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectra to assign the mass of components from their charge state
distribution. For small, well-resolved proteins, the charge can usually be assigned based on the isotope
distribution. However, it can be challenging to determine charge states with larger proteins that lack
isotopic resolution, in complex mass spectra with overlapping charge states, and in native spectra that
show adduction. To overcome these challenges, UniDec uses Bayesian deconvolution to assign charge
states and to create a zero-charge mass distribution. UniDec is fast, user-friendly, and includes a range of
advanced tools to assist in intact protein, top-down, and native MS data analysis. This chapter provides a
step-by-step protocol and an in-depth explanation of the UniDec algorithm, and highlights the parameters
that affect the deconvolution. It also covers advanced data analysis tools, such as macromolecular mass
defect analysis and tools for assigning potential PTMs and bound ligands. Overall, this chapter provides
users with a deeper understanding of UniDec, which will enhance the quality of deconvolutions and allow
for more intricate MS experiments.

Key words Mass spectrometry data analysis, Native mass spectrometry, Top-down proteomics,
Bayesian deconvolution, Electrospray ionization, Nanodiscs, Intact protein analysis

1 Introduction

One of the breakthroughs of electrospray ionization (ESI) is that it
enabled high-resolution analysis of intact proteins. Intact protein
analysis has since become useful in the routine characterization of
biopharmaceuticals, which enables rapid profiling of the mass dis-
tribution and covalent protein modifications [1]. Building on intact
protein analysis, top-down proteomics uses gas-phase fragmenta-
tion to gain further insights into the protein sequence and sites of
covalent modifications, which provides an indispensable tool for
characterizing proteoforms [2–6]. A related tool, native MS uses
nondenaturing ionization conditions to observe not only covalent
modifications but also noncovalent interactions such as bound
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ligands or complex formation [7–11]. The combination of native
MS with top-down provides a powerful tool for the simultaneous
characterization of covalent and noncovalent protein interactions
[12–14]. For all of these techniques, the initial spectrum of the
intact protein has multiple charge states that must be assigned to
determine the mass. Charge state assignment can either be done by
comparing the spacing between peaks with different charge states
or by comparing the spacing of the peaks within an isotope series
when high-resolution analysis is available.

However, as intact protein MS analysis moves toward more
complex experiments and larger proteins, data analysis becomes
challenging due to adduction, loss of isotopic resolution, and over-
lapping charge state peaks from multiple charge state distributions.
These challenges can make it difficult to assign charge states for
different m/z peaks. Furthermore, there is an increasing demand
for automated and higher throughput data analysis approaches that
are capable of handling these more complex mass spectra. To
overcome these challenges, multiple deconvolution software pro-
grams have been created to help assign charge states and decon-
volve intact MS data [15–25]. A recent review has covered a wide
variety of deconvolution software [26]. UniDec (Universal Decon-
volution) software uses Bayesian deconvolution to quickly assign
the charge states of m/z peaks and thus determine the mass
[27, 28]. UniDec can deconvolve a wide variety of complex spectra
such as native ion-mobility (IM), intact protein spectra, native
membrane proteins, nanodiscs, antibodies, and DNA–protein
complexes [10, 16, 29–33].

Although the UniDec algorithm is open source and has been
published [27, 28, 30, 34, 35], there is no written step-by-step
protocol for using the UniDec software. Moreover, because the
default parameters work well for many applications, many users may
lack a clear understanding of the algorithm and the advanced
features. UniDec is not magic. It will create the most likely decon-
volved mass spectrum based on the input parameters and can
produce a distorted deconvolution if used incorrectly. Conversely,
a deeper understanding of the available parameters provides pow-
erful tools for deconvolving complex spectra. This chapter provides
a step-by-step protocol for using UniDec, including comprehensive
descriptions of the most common deconvolution parameters and
data analysis tools. By understanding these crucial parameters, users
will be able to deconvolve a wide variety of complex native and
intact protein MS samples.
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2 How Does UniDec Work?

Before outlining a step-by-step protocol, we will first provide an
overview of the underlying UniDec algorithm, focusing on a typical
1D mass spectrum (Fig. 1). The goal of UniDec deconvolution is
to separate the charge and mass components from an m/z spec-
trum. To accomplish this, UniDec goes through multiple iterations
of three steps to create a 2D charge vs m/z matrix that contains
the most likely charge state distribution for each m/z data point in
the spectrum. The 2D charge vs m/z plot is shown directly below
the processed m/z spectrum after deconvolution in the software.

Initially, UniDec assumes that all charge states are equally likely
for any m/z point (Fig. 1b). UniDec can determine the most
probable charge states in three ways: by using the charge state
distribution, the mass distribution, or the isotope distribution.
These options are not mutually exclusive and can be used as com-
plimentary filters. Without at least one of these filters, UniDec will
not be able to assign a charge state. Here, we will focus on the most
common case for native and intact protein spectra, which assumes a
smooth charge state distribution common in ESI of proteins.

The first step is to filter the charge state distribution (Fig. 1c).
This means that UniDec will adjust the intensity of potential charge
states in the 2D charge vs. m/z matrix based on their neighboring
charge states. For a point at z and m/z in the matrix, UniDec will
look at the intensities at neighboring pairs at z + 1 with m/(z + 1)
and z � 1 with m/(z � 1). If the neighboring charge states have
strong intensities, UniDec will increase the intensity of the point at
z andm/z. If not, it will decrease the intensity assigned to that point
in the matrix.

Second, UniDec will sum the intensities of all charge assign-
ments in the 2D charge vs m/z matrix into a simulated 1 � D m/z
spectrum that has the same dimensions as the data (Fig. 1d). The
simulated spectrum can be convolved with a known peak shape—
based on the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and peak shape
parameters—to define what the minimum peak size should
be. Setting a minimum peak width can help to avoid deconvolution
artifacts by telling the algorithm that points within the peak width
should have the same charge state.

Third, the simulated mass spectrum intensities are compared to
the intensities in the actual mass spectrum. If an m/z peak in the
simulated spectrum has a higher intensity than its actual counter-
part in the original data, UniDec will lower the intensity of all
charge states at that m/z. If the simulation is lower, UniDec will
increase the intensity of all potential charge states at that m/z
(Fig. 1e). After this, the loop restarts by adjusting the charge state
distributions and continues.
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The loop ends when the intensities in the simulated mass
spectrum match those in the original data or have converged.
Finally, the 2D charge vs. m/z matrix is converted into a 2D
charge vs. mass matrix (Fig. 1h). Summing the charge vs. mass
matrix across all charge states produces the zero-charge mass spec-
trum (Fig. 1i). Armed with a basic understanding of the algorithm,
we will now outline how to use the software and describe specific
parameters.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the UniDec algorithm for a mass spectrum of alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH). (a) Raw mass
spectrum of ADH where the charge states and intact mass are unknown. (b) Initial charge vs m/zmatrix where
all charge states are equally likely. (c) The charge vsm/z plot after 3 iterations, which also conceptually shows
the first step of the algorithm filtering the charge state distribution. The +26 charge state is more likely than
the +32 charge state because it has support from the neighboring +27 and +25 charge states. (d) Step 2 of
the algorithm, where the charge vs m/z plot is summed into a 1D simulated mass spectrum. (e) Step 3 of the
algorithm, where the simulated mass spectrum is compared to the raw data. Steps (c–e) show one iteration of
the algorithm and are symbolized by the green loop. The charge vs m/z matrix is then shown at (f) 6 and (g)
10 iterations before transformation into the (h) charge vs mass (kDa) matrix, which is summed to yield the (i)
zero-charge mass spectrum after completing all the iterations
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3 Downloading and Installing UniDec

The latest version of UniDec can be downloaded from GitHub at
(https://github.com/michaelmarty/UniDec/releases). This pro-
tocol will cover version 4.3.0 but applies to other versions as well.
Unzip and extract the folder into a convenient location such as the
desktop. No further installation is necessary because UniDec runs
as a standalone, portable program. Then, run the GUI_UniDec.exe
file. This compiled version is only available for Windows, but Mac
and Linux versions can be built from the source code. UniDec can
also be run from the Python source code, which allows command
line usage and scripting. Further information on installing the
source code can be found here: https://github.com/
michaelmarty/UniDec/wiki/.

4 UniDec Data Processing and Deconvolution

4.1 Opening Mass

Spectra

The first step in analyzing mass spectra with UniDec is opening the
data file. UniDec can read a variety of mass spectra file formats.
Where applicable, UniDec will average all spectra in the file into a
single mass spectrum. Chromatography data can be parsed exter-
nally (see step 3 below) or opened with MetaUniDec [28] or
UniChrom to parse mass spectra from specific time sections.

1. Text files, mzML, or Thermo RAW files can be opened in
UniDec by going to File > Open File (text, mzML, or Thermo
RAW). These files can also be opened by dragging and
dropping them into the main window. Text files should be in
the form of where each row is a data point with the first column
as the m/z value and the second column as the intensity. For
Bruker data, the spectrum needs to be exported as a “simple x-y
ASCII,” which can then be opened as a text file in UniDec.

2. Waters and Agilent data are stored in directories rather than
single files and can be opened using File > Open Waters or
Agilent File. These files can also be opened with drag and drop.

3. For quick analysis, data can be copied to the clipboard from
Thermo QualBrowser or Waters MassLynx. For the Spectrum
window in MassLynx, Edit > Copy Spectrum List will copy the
selected spectrum to the clipboard. For Thermo QualBrowser,
right-clicking the mass spectrum and selecting Export > Clip-
board (Exact Mass) will copy the spectrum to the clipboard. To
import data from the clipboard into UniDec, go to File > Get
Spectrum from Clipboard or use the Ctrl+G shortcut. Opening
data from the clipboard is a quick way to deconvolve a selected
mass spectrum with UniDec, especially during data collection,
but it will generally be saved as a temporary file. To save the
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data in a permanent location, data from the clipboard can be
pasted into a text file, saved, and opened as described in step 1.
We recommend saving permanent files so that data analysis can
be traced.

4.2 UniDec Presets After opening a spectrum, a preset can be selected to better tailor
the data processing and deconvolution settings. There are multiple
fixed presets in File > Presets. High Resolution Native is a good
starting preset for the native protein MS data. For denatured intact
protein analysis, the maximum charge state may need to be
increased, but this preset should otherwise be a good starting
point. Settings are saved as <filename>_conf.dat files in the <filena-
me>_unidecfiles folder. Past deconvolution settings can be opened
using File > Load External Config File and selecting any _conf.dat
file. Adding a config file to the Presents folder in the UniDec
directory will make this file available as a custom preset in the
Presets menu when the program is reopened. UniDec will auto-
matically reload settings from previously opened files as long as the
<filename>_unidecfiles folder and <filename>_conf.dat files are still
in the same directory as the top file.

4.3 Data Processing Before deconvolution, the data needs to be processed. In the
simplest case, this will simply copy over the raw data and clean up
any issues like negative intensities or duplicate m/z values. How-
ever, additional data processing can be applied to improve and
speed up the deconvolution. Data processing parameters can be
found in the blue tabs on the control panel to the right of the main
UniDec window (Fig. 2a, b).

1. In the data processing tab, them/z range can be set by entering
the minimum and maximum values in the corresponding
boxes. Another option to set an m/z range is to click and
hold the left-click and drag across the m/z area of interest in
the plot to zoom in and then right-click on the plot to auto-
matically save the new minimum and maximum from the
selected range. Clicking the “Full” button, next to the m/z
range, will reset the m/z range to the lowest and highest m/z
values in the spectrum.

2. Below the m/z range, clicking the “Use Background Subtrac-
tion” checkbox will subtract a curved baseline from the spec-
trum based on smoothing the local minima throughout the
spectrum. The type (flat, linear, or curved) and the degree of
background subtraction can be further adjusted in the Addi-
tional Data Processing Parameters tab (see Note 1).

3. There are multiple additional parameters within theAdditional
Data Processing Parameters tab that are useful for improving the
deconvolution. For an in-depth description of each parameter
in the Additional Data Processing Parameters tab, seeNote 2.
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4. Clicking “Process Data” will apply the parameters within the
data processing tabs and write the processed data into the
unidecfiles folder (<filename>_unidecfiles) in the same directory
as the file or embedded in the raw directory for Waters and
Agilent data. This folder initially contains the <filename>_conf.
dat, <filename>_rawdata.txt, and <filename>_input.dat files.
The _input.dat file contains the processed data withm/z values
in the first column and the corresponding intensities in the
second column.

Fig. 2 The UniDec control panel: (a) data processing parameters (blue), (b) advanced data processing
parameters (blue), (c) UniDec parameters tab (yellow), (d) quick control parameters (yellow), (e) advanced
deconvolution parameters (yellow), (f) peak selection and plotting parameters (red), and (g) additional plotting
parameters (red)
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4.4 Deconvolution

Parameters and Quick

Controls

After the data has been processed, the next step is to deconvolve the
data. A few simple deconvolution parameters set the range of
potential masses and charge states as well as how precisely to sample
the deconvolved mass data. The quick controls then allow the
deconvolution to be subtly guided by assumptions about the data
(Fig. 2c, d).

1. In the UniDec Parameters tab, the Charge Range and Mass
Range set the allowed charges and mass values for the decon-
volution. The charge range will define the rows in the 2D
charge vs. m/z matrix, and the mass range will forbid points
in the matrix outside the mass range. Setting aCharge Range or
Mass Range that is too narrow will cause artifacts in the decon-
volution. Thus, it is better to start with a broader range and
then narrow the charge and mass range to the area of interest.
Narrowing the ranges is a useful tool to eliminate artifacts from
harmonics at double or half the charge and to speed up the
algorithm.

2. Sample Mass Every sets the sample rate for the deconvolved
mass spectrum. It is important to set a sample rate with ade-
quate mass resolution. If the sample rate is set to 10 Da, then
each mass value will fall on an even 10Da. Thus, it may bemore
beneficial to set the sample rate to 1 or 0.1 Da for a better mass
accuracy at the expense of speed.

3. Within the Quick Controls tab, the first option is to tell UniDec
to expect a Smooth Charge State Distribution by clicking the
“Smooth Charge State Distributions” check box, which sets the
Charge Smooth Width in the Additional Deconvolution Para-
meters tab to the default of 1 (see Note 3). As described above
in the first step of the algorithm (Subheading 2), charge
smoothing tells UniDec that the probability of a potential
charge state, z, for an m/z data point in the charge vs. m/z
matrix is correlated to the intensity of neighboring charge
states at z � 1 and z + 1 at data points m/(z-1) and m/(z + 1),
respectively.

4. Checking the “Use Automatic m/z Peak Width” box will tell
UniDec to automatically determine the peak width and peak
shape from the most abundant peak in the processed mass
spectrum and apply this for the deconvolution. The peak
width and peak shape affect the second step of the algorithm.
In this step, the data is convolved with a specified peak shape,
which means that each mass peak will have the same minimum
width and shape. This convolution can be ignored by uncheck-
ing the box or by setting the peak width to 0. The peak width
and peak shape parameters can be set manually in the Addi-
tional Deconvolution Parameters tab. Manually increasing the
peak width is useful when the deconvolution is overfitting the
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data and presenting artifacts. Decreasing the peak width is
useful when the deconvolution is underfitting the data.

5. Setting the Smooth Nearby Points option will tell UniDec that
nearby data points should have the same charge state [30]. This
will smooth nearby data points into the same charge state to
reduce artifacts in the deconvolved mass spectrum, which is
usually caused by misassigned charge states. The four options
in the Smooth Nearby Points affect the Point Smooth Width
parameter in the Additional Deconvolution Parameters tab.
The “some” option works well for most mass spectra, but
some mass spectra may require a higher setting (see Note 4).

6. The Suppress Artifacts feature tells UniDec that each m/z data
point should have a single charge state, which helps eliminate
artifacts from misassigned charge states. It uses a SoftMax
function to push more intense charge states higher for each
m/z, and the degree to which it pushes toward a single charge
state is specified by the Beta parameter in the Additional
Deconvolution Parameters tab. The Suppress Artifacts feature
is useful when each peak should have a single charge state
assignment but harmonics or satellites artifacts are present (see
Note 5) [35].

7. Mass Differences helps assign charge states based on an
expected mass distribution. Mass distribution smoothing is
applied in the first step of the algorithm alongside charge
state smoothing (see Subheading 2). It tells UniDec that each
m/z peak should have neighboring peaks that are (m – nM)/z
and (m + nM)/z, where M is a repeating mass in the spectrum
that can be set in the Mass Differences box. The repeating mass
could be a repeating monomer unit in a polymer/oligomer or a
repeating lipid mass in a nanodisc [36]. The n value is set by the
Mass Smooth Width parameter in the Additional Deconvolution
Parameters tab, which tells UniDec how many masses to con-
sider on either side of the initial m/z value. Clicking the Mass
Differences checkbox will set the Mass Smooth Width to 1.

4.5 Advanced

Deconvolution

Parameters

In addition to the basic deconvolution parameters and the quick
controls, there are a number of advanced parameters that are useful
for different applications (Fig. 2e). Although the default values are
sufficient for most cases, we will highlight a few parameters that
users should consider. Other parameters, such as Charge Scaling,
Mass List Window, and Native Charge Offset Range, are described
in Note 6.

1. Clicking the “Negative Mode” checkbox will switch the Adduct
Mass to the negative mass of a proton (seeNote 6). Unchecking
the box will return it to the default for positive mode, the
positive mass of a proton. These account for the charge carriers
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typically present in ESI and ensure that UniDec reports the
neutral mass of the protein without charge carriers.

2. Manual Mode allows the user to manually specify the charge
state for specific regions of the spectrum and is useful when
charge state assignments are difficult. For example, Manual
Mode is essential for MS/MS where a single charge state is
isolated because the lack of a charge state distribution makes
this isolated peak impossible to identify without isotopic reso-
lution. Clicking the “Manual Mode” checkbox tells UniDec to
use manual assignments and will automatically open the
Tools > Manual Assignment window if no assignments are
already set. The Manual Assignment window allows the user
to select specific regions of the spectrum—defined by a central
m/z value and an m/z range around this value—and set the
charge state of this region.

5 Analyzing Deconvolution Data

5.1 Peak Selection

and Plotting

After the deconvolution, UniDec has a wide variety of tools to
analyze and visualize the data. We will first discuss tools for peak
selection and plotting (Fig. 2f, g).

1. The parameters in the Peak Selection and Plotting tab allow the
user to automatically detect peaks within the deconvolved mass
spectrum. The Peak Detection Range tells UniDec to select
peaks in the deconvolved mass spectrum that are local maxima
within a certain window. Thus, to detect two peaks that are
500 Da apart, a Peak Detection Range of less than 500 would
be required.

2. The Peak Detection Threshold tells UniDec to only pick peaks
that are above a set intensity threshold. The threshold is the
decimal value entered in the box multiplied by the intensity of
the most abundant peak. For example, a value of 0.1 will set a
peak threshold at 10% of the maximum intensity.

3. Clicking “Peak Detection” will detect peaks in the deconvolved
mass spectrum, label them with symbols on both the decon-
volvedmass and the processed data below, and display theMass,
Intensity, DScore, and Name for each peak directly to the right
of the deconvolved mass spectrum. The DScore is part of the
UniDec scoring function and a user would usually want a
DScore above 60. For a further explanation of the DScore
function, see Note 7.

4. Clicking “Plot Peaks” next to the Peak Detection button will
plot each mass species charge state distribution independently.
Note that each peak will have the same simulated minimum
peak width and shape and may not reflect the peak shapes real
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data. Species Separation, in the Additional Plotting Parameters,
can be used to increase the distance between the mass species
within the same plot (see Note 8).

5. UniDec can integrate the selected peaks in the deconvolved
mass spectrum by clicking Analysis > Integrate Peaks. The
range of the integration will be highlighted for each selected
peak in the deconvolved mass spectrum and is determined by
the Integration Range in the Additional Plotting Parameters
(see Note 8). An asymmetric integration range can be set by
adjusting these parameters. The area calculated from the inte-
gration for each peak is shown in the peak list in the new Area
column.

6. Right-clicking a peak in the list will provide a drop-down menu
with options on how to isolate, display, and export the data.

7. To label the charge states of a specific mass species, right-click
the species in the peak list and select “Label Charge States.”
This will plot all possible charge states for that mass, which
helps visualize and confirm the charge state assignment for a
deconvolved mass peak.

8. A useful method to display the mass differences between mass
peaks is to right-click any mass species and select “Display
Differences.” With Display Differences selected, the mass peaks
will be labeled as their mass difference from the selected peak.
This plotting is useful for quickly identifying posttranslational
modifications (PTMs), oligomers, and bound ligands in the
mass spectrum.

5.2 Mass and

Oligomer Tools for

Peak Assignment

The Mass and Oligomer Tools is useful for quickly determining
possible PTMs or bound ligands based on the masses of each
peak. The overall workflow is to first define potential mass species
in the Oligomer Maker and then match them to measured peaks
(Fig. 3).

1. After selecting peaks in the main UniDec window, go to
Tools > Mass and Oligomer Tools or use the shortcut Ctrl+T.
To the left is the Mass List, which is discussed in Note 6. The
Oligomer Maker is in the center of the window (Fig. 3b).

2. UniDec defines potential species as oligomers with five para-
meters: a Base Offset (Da), Monomer Mass (Da), Min # of
Oligomers, Max # of Oligomers, and Name. Potential masses
will be calculated as Base Offset +Monomer Mass * n, where n is
an integer fromMin# of Oligomers toMax# of Oligomers. Thus,
a potential monomeric protein can be input using a base mass
of 0, the protein mass for the Monomer Mass, a minimum of
0, and a maximum of 1. Setting the minimum to 1 will force all
potential species to have that protein mass as a fixed
component.
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3. Within the Oligomer Maker, potential species can be manually
added by selecting “Add Oligomer Species.” Once a new oligo-
mer species has been added, each parameter can be edited.
UniDec will automatically export the oligomers to a file in
the unidecfiles folder called <filename>_ofile.dat. These files
can be imported for other analysis and are simply text files
with columns and rows that match the list in the window.
Masses can also be calculated from the sequence of a protein
by right clicking and opening the Biopolymer Calculator
window.

4. The Common Masses List presents a variety of common PTMs,
lipids, ions, and detergents that may be added or removed from
the analyte. To add an item from the Common Mass List into
the Oligomer Maker, right-click an item and select “Add to
Oligomer Builder.” The Common Mass List is automatically
imported from a CSV file and can be edited to incorporate
additional species.

Fig. 3 The Mass and Oligomer Tools used to identify a cysteinylation of BSA [37]. (a) Deconvolved mass
spectrum of BSA. (b) Mass and Oligomer Tools window, the mass of BSA was manually entered, and the mass
of the cysteinylation was imported from the Common Masses List. (c) Relative peak intensities for BSA and
BSA with a cysteinylation created in the main panel
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5. After specifying potential oligomers, the Mass and Oligomer
Tools can match measured peaks to potential oligomer masses
by selecting either “Match to Isolated Oligomers” or “Match to
Mixed Oligomers” in theMatch Peaks to Oligomers section. The
Match Peaks to Oligomer section presents each match with the
measured Peak Mass (Da), the theoretical mass of the Match,
the Error (Da) between the two, and the Name. The Error is
the mass difference, positive or negative, between the measured
mass and the theoretical mass. The Name is taken from the
name in the Oligomer List; a monomer match would be labeled
[Name] and a dimer would be labeled 2[Name]. A match will
only be displayed if the absolute value of the error is lower than
the value set in the Error Tolerance for Matching box.

6. “Match to Isolated Oligomers” will only allow isolated rows
when calculating potential masses, which is useful for matching
multiple protein species (each row) that should not combine to
form complexes.

7. Selecting “Match to Mixed Oligomers” will allow all possible
combinations of rows, which is useful for matching potential
combinations of PTMs on a protein or for matching combina-
tions of oligomers.

8. Clicking Ok will save the matches and label each peak in the
main panel with the matched name.

5.3 Macromolecular

Mass Defect Analysis

Macromolecular mass defect analysis can be highly useful for visua-
lizing and quantifying complex mass spectra, especially when there
are repeating mass units. The principle behind macromolecular
mass defect analysis is that small shifts in mass relative to a repeating
multiple of a reference mass can be used to assign features of the
spectrum. Kendrick mass defect analysis was originally used in
hydrocarbon analysis, where the reference mass of CH2 was used
to differentiate a wide diversity of hydrocarbons [38, 39]. Recently,
mass defect has been used to determine the stoichiometry of mem-
brane proteins and antimicrobial peptides in lipid nanodiscs
[10, 29, 31, 40]. Nanodiscs have a repeating pattern of lipids,
and subtle shifts in this pattern can reveal the contents of the
nanodiscs even when the overall mass distribution does not shift
appreciably, as shown in Fig. 4. The key advantage of mass defect
analysis is that polydisperse spectra that differ only in multiples of a
reference mass will have the same mass defect, so common features
in complex spectra can be visualized.

The mass defect is calculated by dividing the measured masses
by the reference mass. The remainder of this division is the mass
defect. It can be expressed as a normalized mass defect with a
decimal value between 0 and 1 or as an absolute mass defect in
units of Da between 0 and the reference mass. Combining mass
defects follows modular arithmetic such that a normalized mass
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defect larger than 1 would simply drop the integer part and retain
the decimal place. For example, an exact multiple of the reference
mass would have a mass defect of 0, which is also equivalent to 1. A
component that is 0.4 times the reference mass would have a mass
defect of 0.4. Two such components would cause a mass defect of
0.8, and three would cause a mass defect of 0.2. Importantly, these
mass defect values are independent of the absolute mass and are the
same across any number of repeating reference mass units.

1. After deconvolving the spectrum, go to Analysis and select
“Mass Defect Tools” or use the shortcut Ctrl+K. The reference
mass is automatically imported from the Mass Difference in the
main panel. If no Mass Difference value is set, a reference mass
will need to be manually entered in the Mass Defect Tools
window and replotted.

2. Within theMass Defectwindow, the zero-charge mass spectrum
in the top left is colored with mass defect, which shows the
mass defect values for each point on the zero-charge mass

Fig. 4 Native mass spectrum of DPPC nanodiscs with the corresponding mass defect analysis. (a) Mass
spectrum of DPPC nanodiscs with charge states highlighted. (b) Deconvolved mass distribution of DPPC
nanodiscs with the number of lipids annotated for select peaks. (c) The deconvolved mass distribution colored
by mass defect. (d) Summed mass defects from the deconvolved mass distribution. The peak around 0.1
corresponds to a nanodisc with 2 MSPs
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spectrum (Fig. 4c). Below the zero-charge mass spectrum, a
2D plot shows mass defect on the y-axis and mass (kDa) on the
x-axis. This plot is useful for also visualizing the mass defect of
different mass distributions in the spectrum. To the right, the
two plots show the total relative intensity summed across all
masses on the y-axis and mass defect on the x-axis (Fig. 4d).
This plot is useful for identifying different mass defect species in
the zero-charge mass spectrum. The apex of each peak can be
detected by clicking Plot > Label Peaks.

3. For higher resolution data, increasing the number of mass
defect bins may be necessary to capture all relevant features.
Clicking “Replot” will reset the plots with the new parameters.
Additional options allow the user to specify the range and
whether to use normalized or absolute mass defect units.

6 Exporting Plots and Mass Spectra

Now that the data has been analyzed and plotted, UniDec has
multiple tools to export any plot or mass spectra as figures for
publication. Many windows have additional save figure tools in
the file menu, but we will cover basic exporting tools that will be
useful for any user.

1. All plots in the main UniDec window can be automatically
exported as a range of file types, including PDF or PNG, by
selecting the File > Save Figures Asmenu or selecting one of the
File > Save Figure presets.

2. Additionally, users can middle-click any plot within UniDec,
including any analysis window, to open a save figure dialog and
specify a save location. Ending the file name with .png or .pdf
will set the file type, and any file types supported byMatPlotLib
can be used [41].

7 Conclusion

Here, we covered how the UniDec algorithm works, the deconvo-
lution parameters, mass and oligomer tools, and mass defect analy-
sis. Although this chapter provides an explanation of the key
features of UniDec, we omitted some tools that may be useful for
different types of analysis, including KD fitting, native charge state
analysis tools, and Fourier analysis. Additionally, MetaUniDec is
useful for analyzing collections of MS data sets [28], and Uni-
Chrom adapts UniDec to time-resolved MS data, such as from
LC/MS. Additional information on some of these tools, future
features, and more can be found at https://github.com/
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michaelmarty/UniDec/wiki. Overall, with the deeper understand-
ing of UniDec and associated analysis tools, we hope users will
achieve the best quality deconvolution and analysis for intact and
native MS spectra.

8 Notes

1. There are three ways to subtract the background in UniDec:
minimum, line, and curved. Subtract minimum will find the
lowest intensity data point and subtract the whole spectrum by
that intensity. The number in the box, next to the subtract
setting, does not matter for Subtract minimum, any number
other than zero will turn it on. Subtract minimum is useful for
a constant raised baseline. Subtract line will create a sloped line
from the first and last m/z data points in the spectrum. The
resulting line will be subtracted from the whole spectrum. The
number in the box, n, sets how many data points to average at
the front and end of the spectrum. Subtract line is most useful
for mass spectra with linearly sloping baselines. Subtract curved
will create a curved baseline based on local minima throughout
the spectrum. The number in the box, n, will set how many
data points are considered while creating each local minimum.
A smaller n will create a rough baseline based on many local
minima, and a larger n will create a smoother baseline based on
fewer local minima. The default of Subtract Curved 100 works
well for most spectra.

2. This note will describe some of the advanced data processing
parameters. Gaussian Smoothing can be useful for smoothing
noisy data but may broaden the peaks in the mass spectrum.
UniDec will smooth the data with a Gaussian that has a width,
in data points, set to the number in the box. However, nonlin-
ear resampling (described below) is often a more effective way
to smooth data while also speeding up the algorithm.

Acceleration Voltage is used to correct for the detector
efficiency between big ions and small ions in time-of-flight
(ToF) mass spectrometers with multichannel plate (MCP)
detectors [42].

Intensity Threshold is useful for removing data points that
are under a fixed relative intensity. For example, if the threshold
is set at 0.1, all data points below 10% of the most abundant
peak will be removed from the spectrum.

Data Reduction, like Intensity Threshold, is useful for
removing less abundant data points from the spectrum. How-
ever, Data Reduction ranks all the data points from least abun-
dant to most abundant and removes a fixed percentage of the
least intense based on the percentage entered in the box.
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To normalize the data, click the box labeled “Normalize
Data.” Normalizing the data will set the y-axis of all mass and
deconvolved mass spectra in relative intensity units such that
the maximum is 1. Turning normalization off will leave the y-
axis in absolute signal intensity.

At the bottom of the Additional Data Processing Para-
meters tab, a dropdown menu presents options on how to
resample the data: Linear, Linear Resolution, Nonlinear, Lin-
ear Interpolated, and Linear Resolution Interpolated. Entering
a nonzero value in the Bin Every option will turn the
resampling on.

Linear will linearize the spectrum such that the intensities
of all data points within a fixed m/z range will be summed
together into one data point. The value entered in the Bin
Every option specifies the spacing between data points in the
linearized data. For example, a bin value of 5 will create a data
point every 5 m/z, and all intensities will be summed into the
nearest 5 m/z bin.

Linear Resolution works similarly to Linear, but it line-
arizes based on a constant resolution rather than a constant
m/z. If the bin value is set to 5, then the first two data points
would be separated by 5 m/z, but the next two would be
separated by a slightly larger value to keep a constant
resolution.

Nonlinear resamples the data differently than linear. Non-
linear will tell UniDec to average every n number of data
points together across the mass spectrum. Both the m/z and
intensity values are averaged. The value, n, is set by the Bin
Every parameter, and this value specifies the number of data
points averaged instead of the m/z spacing.

Linear Interpolated works similarly to Linear. However,
Linear Interpolated interpolates the intensity at each linearized
data point rather than simply summing everything into fixed
bins. Linear Interpolated should only be used for oversampling
the data.

Linear Resolution Interpolated works similarly to Linear
Interpolated, but it linearizes with a constant resolution rather
than a constant m/z.

The Nonlinear option is usually the best for reducing the
data. It has the least potential for artifacts, resists mass peak
broadening, and matches the nonlinear nature of most mass
spectra. It is an effective way to smooth the data and speed up
the algorithm without introducing artifacts.

3. With a Charge Smooth Width of 1, UniDec will use a log mean
filter to increase the intensity of potential charge states with
neighboring charge states and decrease the intensity of those
without neighboring charge states. The Charge Smooth Width
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value tells UniDec how many neighboring charge states to
expect on either side. The default value of 1 is usually optimal.

4. The Smooth Nearby Points feature will smooth nearby points
within a charge state using a mean filter to reduce artifacts in
the deconvolved mass spectrum with a width set by the value in
the Point Smooth Width box. There are four options for this
function: None, Some, Lots, and Other. Clicking “Some” will set
the Point Smooth Width to 1, which means a mean filter of
width �1 will be used to smooth each row of the
charge vs.m/zmatrix. Clicking “Lots”will set the point smooth
filter width to 10 and may broaden the mass peaks. Inputting
any value other than 1 or 10 in the Point Smooth Width, will set
the Smooth Nearby Points to Other.

5. There are four options for Suppress Artifacts: None, Some, Lots,
and Other. Clicking “Some” will set the Beta parameter to
50, which is a medium setting. Clicking “Lots” will set the
Beta parameter to 500, which is a high setting that will reduce
lots of artifacts; this setting may distort the deconvolved mass
spectrum, especially with mass spectra that have overlapping
mass peaks. In cases with many overlapping peaks, a Beta value
of 5–15 may be more appropriate. Manually setting a Beta
value other than 50 or 500 will switch the Suppress Artifacts
setting to Other.

6. This note describes several advanced deconvolution para-
meters. Charge Scaling divides the intensity of each ion by its
charge state to correct for different signal responses for differ-
ent charge states, which is usually the case in FTICR and Orbi-
trap mass spectra. For example, an ion with a +2 charge state
would have double the signal intensity of the same ion with a
+1 charge state because it induces double the current in an
FTICR or Orbitrap detector.

Checking the Mass List Window option enforces a list of
allowed masses that are entered in the Mass List section of the
Mass and Oligomer Tools, which can be opened by going to
Tools > Mass and Oligomer Tools or by using the shortcut Ctrl
+T. The value in the box specifies the range around each
entered mass value, in Da, that is allowed. For example, setting
the value to 1000 would allow a �1000 Da window around
each mass entered in the Mass List but would exclude any
masses not within that window from one of the defined masses.

The Native Charge Offset Range sets how far an allowed
charge state can be from the predicted native charge state of a
globular protein of the same mass [43]. This feature is useful
for clipping off high or low charge states that are outside of the
expected range for a given mass without having to limit the
global charge range.
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In the Additional Deconvolution Parameters tab, there is a
Negative Mode check box that will automatically switch the
adduct mass to a negative value when turned on. By default,
the Adduct Mass is set to the mass of a proton. If the charge
carrier for the ions were sodium, then the mass of sodium
would be used as the Adduct Mass. However, if negative ioni-
zation mode is being used, then the Adduct Mass will have to
be switched to a negative value because the charge is caused by
the loss of a proton.

7. TheDScore value is a part of the UniScore tool within UniDec.
The UniScore rates the quality of the deconvolution with a
range of 0–100, with 0 or less being completely wrong and
100 being perfect. The DScore scores each mass peak on the
same scale. Briefly, the DScore is based on the presence of
unique charge state peaks for a mass species, the fit of the
peak shape across all charge states, the smoothness of the
charge state distribution, and the asymmetry of the mass peak
shape. Normally, a DScore above 60 indicates a confident
deconvolution, and peaks with lower DScore values should be
checked. Lowering the FWHMparameter can help increase the
DScore. To learn more about the UniScore function see [34].

8. Other parameters in the Additional Plotting Parameters tab
include Peak Normalization, Color Maps, and Publication
Mode. Peak Normalization will tell UniDec how to normalize
the intensity of each mass peak. Setting this parameter to
“None” will turn off the normalization. “Max” will normalize
the intensities to a percent relative intensity with the most
abundant peak having an intensity of 100%. “Total” will set
the normalization such that the intensity of all peaks added
together will be 100%.

The Integration Range parameter is important for inte-
grating the mass peaks in the deconvolved mass spectrum.
UniDec will integrate the area under the selected mass peak
with a range specified in the minimum and maximum boxes of
the Integration Range. For example, the range can be asym-
metric such that a range of �500 to 1000 Da could be used.

Clicking the “PublicationMode” checkbox will plot the raw
m/z and deconvolved mass spectra in a simpler plot that is more
amenable for publication.
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Chapter 13

Discovery of Unknown Posttranslational Modifications by
Top-Down Mass Spectrometry

Jesse W. Wilson and Mowei Zhou

Abstract

Protein encoding genes can undergo modifications posttranscriptionally and posttranslationally, yielding
many different “proteoforms.” The chemical diversity of such modifications is known to be important
biomarkers of function within biological systems but is not completely understood. Top-down mass
spectrometry is a valuable tool for the characterization of proteoforms, especially for histones that have
complex combinations of posttranslational modifications (PTMs). In this chapter, we present a top-down
liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry experimental and data analysis workflow for the identification of
novel, unexpected modifications on histones. Proteoforms of interest are first discovered using the “open”
modification search in TopPIC. Then target proteoforms are manually confirmed using the data visualiza-
tion tool—LcMsSpectator, part of the Informed-Proteomics package. The workflow can be very helpful in
targeted PTM analysis and can be expanded to other types of proteins for discovery of unknown PTMs.

Key words Proteoform, Posttranslational modification, Histone, Liquid chromatography, Mass spec-
trometry, Top-down

1 Introduction

The advance in genome analysis has significantly improved our
understanding of biology. However, the genomic information
does not fully capture the chemical diversity of proteins, the pri-
mary effectors of biological functions. A single gene may produce
many different forms of proteins, known as “proteoforms” that
arise from posttranslational modifications (PTMs), sequence vari-
ance, and proteolysis [1, 2]. As an analytical technique, mass spec-
trometry (MS) is uniquely suited for the identification of
proteoforms within complex mixtures [1, 3, 4]. In a typical “bot-
tom-up” approach, proteins are digested with proteases (e.g., tryp-
sin) and then separated by liquid chromatography coupled withMS
detection [4]. This analytical scheme reduces the complexity for
protein identification and structural analysis by dividing the protein
into peptide fragments. With bottom-up, modifications are
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identified by measuring mass shifts on peptides relative to the
sequence mass. Then, with tandem mass spectrometry (tandem-
MS), peptides are further fragmented in the gas phase and
sequenced to localize and identify PTMs. In comparison, a “top-
down” approach to proteoform identification skips the protease
digestion step and transfers intact proteins into the mass spectrom-
eter for mass analysis and tandem-MS sequencing. The key advan-
tage with the top-down approach is that the connectivity between
PTMs and/or sequence variants, which would otherwise be lost
due to enzymatic digestion, is maintained. This allows for the
combination of PTMs on a particular proteoform to be precisely
defined [3, 5].

Histones belong to a class of proteins (in all eukaryotes and
most archaea) that form the protein core of nucleosomes for chro-
matin organization and are crucially involved in the dynamic regu-
lation of gene expression [6, 7]. To fulfill their regulatory role,
histones are heavily modified proteins where the modifications
directly influence gene silencing or activation [7–9]. Changes to
these modifications on one or more histones can therefore directly
affect gene expression and play a role in disease states such as cancer.
Multiple MS methods, including top-down, bottom-up, and
middle-down (e.g., enzymatic digestion with less frequent cutters
such as Asp-N or Glu-C that generate larger peptide fragments),
have been utilized for histone proteoform profiling [8]. Each
method has advantages and integration of the resulting data can
be complementary [10, 11].

Currently, most proteomics software packages only consider
PTMs that are specified in the analysis. Development of “open”
modification algorithms have been used for both bottom-up [12–
15] and top-down [16, 17], which report potential PTMs as mass
shifts to the unmodified peptides or proteins. Accurate mass of the
putative PTMs can then be used to assign their identities. Such
analysis can potentially reveal “dark matter” in proteomics data—
unexpected PTMs that are overlooked by regular data analysis
methods. But novel PTMs still require manual confirmation to
match fragmentation spectra and ensure a quality fit of the data.

Herein, we used two top-down histone datasets from published
studies (one from mouse brain [18], one from sorghum leaf [19])
to illustrate the workflow of identifying unknown PTMs. The
“open” search (i.e., not specifying PTMs) by TopPIC [16] was
first used for discovering mass shifts on proteins that may corre-
spond to novel proteoforms. Selected targets were then manually
examined with the data visualization tool LcMsSpectator from the
Informed Proteomics package [20]. Most PTMs induce mild or
negligible change in retention time on the intact proteins; there-
fore, proteoforms that originated from the same protein/gene
typically show up at similar retention times (except significant
sequence truncations). The “feature map” in LcMsSpectator,
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which displays all detected proteoforms by their intact mass and
retention time window (MS1 data), can assist in rapid identification
of groups of related proteoforms that differ slightly in PTMs
(known as “proteoform family” [21]). Once at least one proteo-
form in the group is confidently identified, other related proteo-
forms can be also assigned based on their mass differences with high
mass accuracy. When MS2 fragmentation data are available, these
assignments can be further supported. Unique spectral features
(e.g., isotope pattern, neutral losses) specific to PTMs provide
additional evidence, especially for unusual PTMs. Using this work-
flow, we identified novel histone proteoforms with bromine and
pyruvic acid PTMs, which were also confirmed by orthogonal
bottom-up analysis at the tryptic peptide level. These novel PTMs
may have been easily confused with other common PTMs or PTM
combinations because of similar masses. The examples highlight
the benefit of manual analysis, assisted by software tools, for the
identification of proteoforms with novel PTMs. Future software
development integrating the knowledge from such manual analysis
would make the workflow more automated for high-throughput
characterization of “dark matters” at the proteoform level.

2 Materials

2.1 Online Reverse-

Phase Liquid

Chromatography

(RPLC) Coupled to

Mass Spectrometry

1. AWaters NanoAquity or similar liquid chromatography system
equipped with two binary nanoflow pumps (one for online
trapping/desalting at 3 μL/min, the other for gradient at
0.3 μL/min). Follow manufacturer’s instructions for the
configurations.

2. RPLC separation (see Note 1 for non-histone samples):

(a) Trapping column: In-house packed short RPLC C18 col-
umn (Phenomenex Aeris wide pore 3.6 μm, column inner
diameter 150 μm, outer diameter 360 μm, length 5 cm) or
a C2 column (3 μm 300 Å, ID 150 μm, OD 360 μm,
length 5 cm).

(b) Analytical column: In-house packed short RPLC C18
column (Phenomenex 3 μm 300 Å, column inner diame-
ter 75 μm, outer diameter 360 μm, length 70 cm).

(c) RPLC mobile phase A composition (MPA): 0.1% formic
acid (FA) in water; mobile phase B (MPB): 0.1% FA in
acetonitrile (all solvents should be of MS grade).

2.2 Mass

Spectrometry

1. A Thermo Scientific Orbitrap Fusion Lumos or Eclipse
(or similar) equipped with higher-energy collisional dissocia-
tion (HCD) and electron transfer dissociation (ETD) to
acquire high-resolution MS1 and MS2 spectra.
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2. The raw data discussed here can be downloaded from the
following addresses.

(a) Mouse histone datafile (MZ20160222DS_histone48.
raw) is at MendeleyData (https://doi.org/10.17632/
k72vc6vxyv.1).

(b) Sorghum histone datafile (Sorghum-Histo-
ne0810162L01.raw) is at the ProteomeXchange Consor-
tium via the PRIDE partner repository [22] with dataset
identifier PXD014660 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride).

2.3 Data Analysis

Software

1. MSConvert (http://proteowizard.sourceforge.net/tools.
shtml).

2. Informed-Proteomics package(https://github.com/PNNL-
Comp-Mass-Spec/Informed-Proteomics) [20].

3. TopPIC Suite (http://proteomics.informatics.iupui.edu/soft
ware/toppic/) [16].

4. (Optional) Molecular Weight Calculator (https://omics.pnl.
gov/software/molecular-weight-calculator) for calculating
theoretical isotope distributions.

3 Methods

3.1 Online RPLC

Coupled with Mass

Spectrometry

Detection

1. Inject 1–2 μg of purified histones (see Note 2 for histone
sample information) onto the dual pump nanoflow LC (e.g.,
Waters NanoAcquity) coupled to the MS instrument. SeeNote
3 for further information about sample loading.

2. Load the injected samples onto the trapping column using 1%
MPB for 5–10 min at 3 μL/min to flush away the remaining
salts from injected histones.

3. Switch the eluent flow from the trapping column to the analyt-
ical C18 column. Then start the gradient and MS acquisition
(seeNote 4). With the RPLC condition described here, histone
proteins typically elute between 30% and 50% MPB. To opti-
mize separation of core histone proteins use a shallow gradient
over at least 100 min between 30% and 50%MPB (seeNote 5).

4. Set up a data-dependent acquisition method, alternating frag-
mentation for the same precursor with both HCD and ETD
(see Note 6).

5. Acquire MS1 precursor ion mass spectra of intact histones with
recommended settings: a resolution of 120k, averaged over
4 microscans, an AGC target of 1E6, and a max injection
time of 50 ms (see Note 7).

6. Acquire data-dependent MS2 fragment ion mass spectra with
recommended settings: a resolution of 120k with 1 microscan,
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AGC target of 1E6, isolation window of 0.6 Da (see Note 8).
MS2 scans should alternate ETD (reaction time ~20 ms, max
injection time 500 ms) and HCD (28% normalized collision
energy with �5% stepped energy, max injection time 100 ms).
Set dynamic exclusion to 120 s with a mass tolerance of
�0.7 Da. Exclude charge states lower than 5 and undeter-
mined charge states (seeNote 9). ActivateMS2 on single charge
state per precursor only.

3.2 LC-MS Data

Processing

1. Figure 1 displays a general workflow for using TopPIC and
LcMsSpectator for LC-MS data processing and proteoform
identification. Begin by obtaining the protein database in
FASTA format for the corresponding sample. For the examples
given here, theMus musculus database and the Sorghum bicolor
database from UniProt were used.

2. Convert MS raw data files to mzML format using MSConvert.

3. Download the TopPIC suite and run the program from the
graphical interface or the command line mode following the
tutorial on the TopPIC website (see Note 10).

4. Use TopFD from the TopPIC suite to deconvolute the mzML-
formatted spectra from step 2. Default parameters can be used
except that the “precursor window” (�w) needs to be reduced
to 1 m/z due to the narrow isolation window.

5. Use TopPIC from the TopPIC suite to identify proteoforms.
Default parameters can be used. Set the spectrum and proteo-
form cutoff type to FDR (false discovery rate) and FDR cutoff
value to 0.01 or as desired. The “proteoform error tolerance”
can be set to 5 Da (see Note 11). Load the protein database
FASTA file from step 1 and the “_ms2.msalign” file from the
deconvolution process in step 4 to start the search.

6. To view the identified proteoforms, open the “*_proteoform.
csv” file (after combining proteoform identifications with simi-
lar masses) or “*_prsm.csv” file (all proteoform-spectrum
matches). Visual display of proteoform sequence coverage can
be seen in the Topview module found in the output folder
under the “*_html” file.

7. The generated proteoforms list from TopPIC annotates PTMs
on proteins as mass shifts in square brackets. The residue
(or range of residues) where the mass shift was identified is
annotated with parenthesis. Identify interesting targets for
manual confirmation in the following steps, for example, a
proteoform with low FDR (or low E-value, P-value) and a
mass shift that cannot be explained by common PTMs (see
Note 12).

8. Prepare the data for visualization and manual analysis in
LcMsSpectator. Perform the following steps (optional but
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recommended) to process the data using the Informed-
Proteomics package (see Note 13).

9. Convert the raw/mzML file to a PBF file. This can be per-
formed from LcMsSpectator simply with the “Open
Raw/MzML” button on the home screen. Then click on the
“XIC View” tab and press the “Create PBF now” button (see
Note 14).

Check fragment error maps
Check coverage, mass error

Sec�on 3.3 Step 7
Figure 4b-c, 6b

Examine ETD MS2 spectrum
Check coverage and PTM sites

Sec�on 3.3 Step 6
Figure 3, 4a, 6a

Inspect MS1 mass spectrum 
Clean isola�on, isotopic pa�ern
Sec�on 3.3 Steps 4-5, Figure 3

Load results in LcMsSpectator
for visualiza�on

Sec�on 3.3 Step 1
Figure 2

Confirmed proteoform

Workflow for Proteoform Iden�fica�on and Manual Confirma�on

(Op�onal) Bo�om-up data
Be�er localize and confirm PTM

Sec�on 3.3 Step 10 
Figure 6d 

Discovery search by TopPIC
Sec�on 3.2 Steps 1-7

TopPIC Informed-Proteomics
Conversion to PBF, ProMex

deconvolu�on, MSPathFinder
search

Sec�on 3.2 Steps 8-13

View TopPIC Results
Iden�fy interes�ng targets for 

manual confirma�on
Sec�on 3.3 Step 4

Iterate for best fit
Edit PTMs and re-

evaluate proteoform
- or -

Iden�fying other 
related proteoforms
Sec�on 3.3 Step 8

Figure 5

Create target FASTA (and PTM 
list) for Informed-Proteomics

Sec�on 3.2 Step 11

Observe feature map
Iden�fy addi�onal targets 
within a proteoform family

Sec�on 3.3 Steps 2-3

(Op�onal) Examine HCD MS2 spectrum
Check for consistency with ETD and 

signature fragments
Sec�on 3.3 Step 9, Figure 6c

Fig. 1 Workflow scheme for proteoform discovery by TopPIC and manual confirmation by LcMsSpectator.
Method steps and related figures are noted. Mouse brain histone data were used in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 for
demonstrating identification of brominated histone H2A.X and H4 proteoforms. Sorghum leaf histone data
were used in Fig. 6 as an example to highlight the complementarity of HCD data to ETD data for identifying
unexpected PTMs with unique neutral losses
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10. Use the ProMex module in command line to deconvolute the
MS1 data and output a ms1ft file, which includes the feature list
(each feature is a unique combination of mass and
retention time).

11. Using the identified protein list from TopPIC in step 6 creates
a focused FASTA file to reduce the search space for MSPath-
Finder in the Informed-Proteomic package.

12. Create a targeted modification list for searching histone PTMs
using the example file provided as template. For histones, the
common PTMs are as follows: lysine acetylation, lysine mono-
methylation, lysine dimethylation, lysine trimethylation, ser-
ine/threonine/tyrosine phosphorylation, N-terminal acetyla-
tion, methionine/cystine oxidation. In the case of plant/algae
histones, N-terminal mono-, di-, and trimethylation should be
added. Also add any putative PTMs identified from manual

Fig. 2 Representative LC-MS feature map view using LcMsSpectator. The horizontal axis is the LC retention
time and the vertical axis is the deconvoluted monoisotopic mass. The selected region highlights a series of
unusual histone H2A.X proteoforms from mouse brain with characteristic ~80 Da spacing between each
feature that forms a “ladder.” The selected scan (number 7235) is highlighted by the green rectangle in the
feature map. Sequence, PTM, and scan information are shown above the feature map. Sequence coverage
view is shown below the feature map. The proteoform sequence at the bottom of the window can be edited to
manually adjust fit. All the displays will update in real time
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analysis from step 7. Minimize the number of PTMs by remov-
ing uncommon PTMs in the sample to reduce search time (see
Note 15).

13. Run the MSPathFinder module to identify proteoforms from
the created PBF file in step 9, the ms1ft file in step 10, the
targeted FASTA file from step 11, and the modification list
from step 12. Default parameters can be used.

3.3 Identification

and Confirmation of

Unknown Proteoforms

1. Load all the required files into LcMsSpectator: These include
the search parameter file (*.param) and results (*.tsv) from
MSPathFinder (Subheading 3.2, step 13), the LC-MS data in
PBF format (Subheading 3.2, step 9), the focused FASTA file
(Subheading 3.2, step 11), and the deconvolved Promex ms1ft
file (Subheading 3.2, step 10).

2. Observe feature map - display options: Navigate to the “Fea-
ture Map” in LcMsSpectator by clicking on the window selec-
tion tab (the three tabs near top left, the default tab upon file
loading is “Spectrum View”). Identify regions of interest based
on groupings of proteoforms. Figure 2 displays the feature map
with example data from mouse histones (zoomed into H2A
and H3 regions) and scan 7235 selected. Common PTMs can
be initially identified by analyzing mass shifts between features
from the feature map. For example, methylation causes a mass

Fig. 3 Spectrum view in LcMsSpectator of H2A.X histone assigned with N-terminal acetylation and bromine
modification. The left panel shows the MS2 fragment matches. The right panel shows the precursor ion within
the isolation window. Purple peaks indicate the experimental data matched to the theoretical isotope
distribution of the assigned proteoform. The x-axes of the MS1 spectra on the right default to be the isolated
m/z window for MS2. In this example, the target ions were in the middle of the isolation window and free of
significant interference
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shift of 14.01 Da, giving rise to the dense, parallel features from
H3 with different numbers of methylation. In addition, the
features above the identified H2A.X proteoforms showed an
unusual “ladder” pattern, with each feature spaced by ~80 Da.
Because these unusual features are closely associated with major
H2A.X proteoforms, they can be assigned tentatively as part of
the H2A.X “proteoform family.” Scroll the middle mouse but-
ton to zoom in/out of the feature map. Right click and check
“show manual adjustment” to adjust the displayed axis ranges
with typable values.

3. Observe feature map - identify proteoform family: Use the
feature map to help identify other related proteoforms. Right
click on the feature map and select “Show Identified MS/MS

Fig. 4 The ETD fragment mass spectrum and error maps confirm tyrosine 88 bromination over phosphorylation
for a histone H4 proteoform in mouse brain sample. (a) Annotated ETD spectrum for a brominated histone H4
proteoform S1AcK20me2M84OxidationY88Br. (b) Fragment mass error map for the matching H4 proteoform
with Y88Br in comparison with phosphorylation in (c). The error map has x axis as the protein sequence, y axis
as the fragment charge, and color represents the mass error of matched fragments in ppm. Higher levels of
mass error are seen in the z-ion series than with bromination. (Reprinted with permission from [18]. Copyright
2017 American Chemical Society)
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scans.” This will draw “X” over features with MS2 spectra and
proteoform identifications by Informed-Proteomics (see Note
16). Similarly, selecting “Show UnIdentified MS/MS scans”
will draw dots over features with MS2 spectra but not with
proteoform identifications. This is a useful tool for quickly
looking for MS2 spectra of target features for manual confir-
mation of tentative assignments by MS1. For example, activate

(a) +80Da species: C664H1116N208O190 + HPO3 (b) +80Da species: C664H1116N208O190 + Br - H

(c) +160Da species: C664H1116N208O190 + 2×(HPO3) (d) +160Da species: C664H1116N208O190 + 2×Br -2×H

(e) +240Da species: C664H1116N208O190 + 3×(HPO3) (f) +240Da species: C664H1116N208O190 + 3×Br -3×H
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Fig. 5 MS1 spectra of the major H2A.X species containing one acetylation and a single (a, b), double (c, d), or
triple (e, f) ~80 Da PTM. The red traces display the experimental isotope distribution while the theoretical
distribution is shown in blue. The theoretical distribution with bromination of the H2A.X histone (d, f) matches
more closely with the experimental isotope distribution than phosphorylation (c, e). For the single ~80 Da
PTM, the bromination (b) only matched slightly better than the phosphorylation (a), where the theoretical
distribution is slightly shifted to the right. Typically, this small shift is not significant in automatic analysis,
given the experimental fluctuation of isotope distributions. Manual analysis of the proteoform family in the
high-resolution MS1 spectra suggests the ~80 Da species is bromine instead of phosphorylation. Figures were
produced using the Molecular Weight Calculator software. (Reprinted with permission from [18]. Copyright
2017 American Chemical Society)
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the display and look for other spectra for H2A.X proteoforms
near scan 7235 (e.g., scans 7244 and 7249).

4. View TopPIC results: To manually examine the H2A.X proteo-
forms, first look for H2A.X proteoformmatches in the TopPIC
results (e.g., *_prsm.csv file). Look up identification by scan

Fig. 6 Confirmation of N-pyruvic acid 2-iminyl modification on 14 kDa H2A (UniProt accession: C5XAT9) from
sorghum. (a) Top-down ETD fragmentation spectrum with matching fragment ions. (b) Corresponding error
map for the ETD spectrum shown in (a) exhibiting good, consistent mass accuracy. (c) HCD spectrum of the
same precursor as in (a). The major b-ions are mass shifted by the neutral loss of CO2 shown in green, while
the fragment ions in blue maintain the intact modification. (d) HCD spectrum of the tryptic peptide from the
same proteoform. The inset on the left shows the coverage map along the peptide sequence, and the inset on
the right shows the zoom-in view of the precursor ion from the previous MS1 spectrum. The mass errors (ppm)
for each manually assigned ion are labeled on the top of each peak. The peptide spectrum showed neutral loss
peaks (b-ions in green) consistent with the assigned PTM by the top-down data. (Figure reprinted from
[19]. Copyright 2020 with permission from Elsevier)
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numbers (such as scan 7235, seeNote 17). Click on the proteo-
forms or spectra of interest in the “Scan View” window where
the search results are displayed (Fig. 2, yellow box). Check for
consistency between TopPIC and Informed-Proteomics iden-
tifications. They should report the same protein and terminal
truncations (if any) for high confidence matches. The following
steps will correlate the mass shift in TopPIC to the PTM
assignments in Informed-Proteomics (see Note 18).

5. Inspect MS1 mass spectrum: Check the quality of precursor ion
match in the MS1 spectra and look for potential co-isolation of
other species (see Note 19). Figure 3 displays the “Spectrum
View” window in LcMsSpectator for a H2A.X proteoform in
scan 7235. Here, the previous MS1 spectrum and the next MS1

spectrum are consistent (Fig. 3, yellow box), ensuring that the
isolated MS2 spectrum corresponds to the same species. The
default view in the MS1 spectra is displayed at the width of the
isolation window in the experiment. An ideal match should
have the full precursor isotope distribution in the center of
the window.

6. Examine ETD MS2 spectrum: A good match will account for
most of the major fragment ions (Fig. 3, blue box). If the
match is not ideal, the sequence and assigned PTMs at the
bottom of the LcMsSpectator window (Fig. 2) can be manually
changed. All displays (e.g., spectral match, theoretical mass,
feature map) will update in real time to reflect changes in
sequence and PTMs (see Note 20). Iterate this process to find
the proteoform that best fits to the data. The zoom in/out
control is the same as the feature map, described in step 2.

7. Check fragment error maps: Access the “Error map” by right-
clicking and selecting “Open Error/Coverage Map” in the
fragmentation spectrum on the “Spectrum View” (see Note
21). When the correct proteoform is assigned, a consistent
level of mass error across the sequence should be seen with
each identified fragment ion (see Note 22). For example, the
H4 proteoform in scan 1164 of the mouse brain data (Fig. 4)
was assigned as N-terminal acetyl, K20 dimethyl, M84 oxida-
tion, and a ~78 Da PTM. By manually fitting the PTMs as
described in step 6 above, the accurate mass of the PTM was
determined to be 77.9 Da at Y88, which showed good cover-
age and mass accuracy (Fig. 4a, b). However, this mass shift was
matched to bromination in UniMod, which is quite unusual. A
more common PTM, phosphorylation (79.97 Da), may also
explain the data considering potential deisotoping error (initi-
ally assigned to phosphorylation by automated searches with a
common PTM list). However, the fragment error map of
phosphorylated proteoform showed that the matched z-ions
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have significantly lower mass accuracy than c-ions. Some smal-
ler z-ions after Y88 were also missing (Fig. 4c).

8. Identifying other related proteoforms: Error map analysis
(same process as described in step 7 above) on the H2A.X
proteoform (scan 7235 in Fig. 2) suggested N-terminal acetyl
and ~78 Da PTM near residue 50. Due to lack of coverage
around residue 50 in the ETD data, both phosphorylation and
bromination can fit the MS2 spectrum. Other ETD data with
related proteoforms (e.g., scan 7244 and 7249) also had lim-
ited coverage. To differentiate the two potential PTMs without
sufficient MS2 data, examine the precursor isotope distribu-
tions. Figure 5 shows the experimental high-resolution MS1

spectra for the 18+ and ~80 Da singly mass shifted (same
proteoform as scan 7235), doubly shifted (~160 Da, scan
7244), and triply shifted (~240 Da, scan 7249) proteoforms
overlaid with the theoretical distributions corresponding to the
addition of phosphorylation or bromination. Multiple addition
of bromination (Fig. 5b, d, f) matches much more closely with
the experimental MS1 spectra than the addition of phosphory-
lation series (Fig. 5a, c, e), and is thus assigned as the major
PTM on the H2A.X proteoform family in this region.

9. (Optional) Examine HCD MS2 spectrum: The HCD data of
the same precursor (seeNote 23) should be consistent with the
ETD data (see Note 24). In addition, HCD spectrum can
provide crucial support for novel PTM assignments. As an
example, Fig. 6a–c displays the identification of a novel
N-pyruvic acid 2-iminyl modification on 14 kDa histone H2A
from sorghum (ETD scan 2920 and HCD scan 2922 from the
sorghum top-down dataset). HCD caused the neutral loss of
CO2, suggesting that the PTM likely has carboxylic acid group
and further confirms the assignment (also see Note 25).

10. (Optional) Perform bottom-up peptide LC-MS analysis to
further confirm the PTM: For example, the N-pyruvic acid
2-iminyl modification on 14 kDa histone H2A in sorghum
also showed the signature neutral loss on the tryptic peptide
(Fig. 6d).

4 Notes

1. Histones are in the mass range of 11–16 kDa, which can be well
separated by C18 RPLC. The method here can be applied to
other small proteins. However, for proteins larger than
20–30 kDa, or more hydrophobic ones, shorter chain length
chromatography material (e.g., C2) should be considered. The
same MPA and MPB can still be used. We have applied the
similar top-down workflow with C2 column to characterize
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intact chromophore PTMs on phycobilisome proteins
(17 ~ 20 kDa) in cyanobacterium [23].

2. Histone purification protocols generally consist of a nuclei
isolation step and a histone extraction step [24]. Histone puri-
fication from nuclei often relies on the high positive charge of
histones, so generic protocols (e.g., acid extraction, ion
exchange chromatography) can be applied. Nuclei isolation
protocols can vary significantly between different sample
types. For example, detergent concentration to selectively lyse
cells while keeping nuclei intact needs to be optimized. For
brevity, we did not list the detailed steps here specific to mouse
brain and sorghum leaf samples. Many commercial kits are
available for nuclei isolation, and some are available specifically
for histone extraction. Notably, some PTMs are acid labile and
thus protocols involving strong acid should be avoided if these
PTMs are the targets of study [25]. For method development,
commercial histone standards (e.g., HeLa histone from Acti-
veMotif). For the mouse brain sample, we used the commercial
histone purification kit from ActiveMotif, following the man-
ufacturer’s instructions [18]. For the sorghum plant leaf sam-
ples, we used sucrose density gradient to enrich nuclei from
other tissue components [19, 26]. Then a generic weak cation
exchange (WCX) method purifies histones from isolated
nuclei. The WCX method is generic for histone purification
and can also be used to remove polymer contamination (com-
monly seen in histone samples) and improve top-down analysis.

3. The optimum sample load depends on the size of the analytical
column and the sensitivity of the instrument. To prevent carry-
over, it is important to not overload the column and to perform
blank LC runs between samples. For single protein (or highly
purified proteins), the loading amount can be reduced by 5–10
times.

4. The dead volume in the setup described here corresponds to
~20 min of delay of protein elution at the MS. It is recom-
mended to set up a delay in starting MS data acquisition after
LC gradient start.

5. A long gradient (e.g., 400 min) increases the number of MS2

spectra that can be collected leading to higher proteoform
identification, especially for instruments with low speed/sensi-
tivity that require longer signal averages.

6. ETD generally yields high sequence coverage at the termini of
proteins. The majority of the PTMs on histones are on the
N-terminus, making ETD highly effective. HCD tends to give
sequence-specific fragments, which provides complementary
datasets to ETD. For some labile PTMs, HCD can generate
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diagnostic fragments (e.g., neutral losses) that help confirm the
chemical identify of PTMs.

7. More microscans help improve the signal-to-noise ratio of low
abundance species. However, too many microscans slow down
the acquisition and may reduce coverage.

8. A narrow isolation window can be especially useful for isolating
methylated forms of histones, which are only 14 Da apart
(which translates to m/z difference <1 for most detected
peaks).

9. Most histones can be readily resolved isotopically and assigned
with correct charge “on the fly” for MS2. However, bigger
proteins or low-intensity proteins may have bad isotopic distri-
bution, resulting in unassigned charge in single MS1 spectra. If
targeting high mass or very low abundance proteins, exclusion
of undetermined charge states can be turned off to increase the
chance of selecting them for MS2.

10. Alternatively, MashExplorer [27] can be used as a graphical
interface for spectral deconvolution and proteoform identifica-
tion using TopPIC.

11. This setting will combine proteoforms with similar masses
(e.g., within 5 Da) and reduce redundant proteoforms that
are solely results of deisotoping error. But proteoforms with
PTMs at different sites (isomers) will also be combined. Use
this function with caution.

12. UniMod (http://www.unimod.org) compiles a comprehensive
database of PTMs reported in the literature. Login as guest to
view the list of PTMs sorted by mass. Look for the mass shift
identified by TopPIC for potential assignments.

13. For manual validation of single spectrum, other software tools
such as ProSightLite (http://prosightlite.northwestern.edu/)
and TDValidator (https://proteinaceous.net/) can be used.
LcMsSpectator can also directly load MS raw data, and then
you can manually type in sequence for specific spectra for
confirming selected identifications. However, it is recom-
mended to at least create the feature file using ProMex to
enable the “feature map” and visualize all detected proteo-
forms in the full LC run. The feature map can help identify
proteoforms even without MS2 data. Note that LcMsSpectator
is a Windows program. PSpecteR (https://github.com/
EMSL-Computing/PSpecteR) is a similar program built in R
that can be used for non-Windows users.

14. PBF files are required to visualize extracted ion chromatogram
(XIC) and feature map, but not required to load raw data.
Alternatively, the conversion can be performed using com-
mand line tool “PbfGen.exe.” All instructions for using the
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software (PbfGen, ProMex, and MSPathFInder) in command
line mode are on the Informed-Proteomics GitHub page.

15. Minimizing FASTA size and PTM list are necessary to success-
fully perform theMSPathFinder analysis. If the search becomes
too computationally intensive, omit rare PTMs. Confirmation
of rare PTMs can still be performed manually by examining
target spectra. The MSPathfinder search here is mostly for
identifying major, common proteoforms for display during
manual analysis.

16. The protein filter in Scan View (see Note 17) can be activated
here to only display the identified MS2 spectra for selected
proteins. Multiple proteins can be selected at a time in the filter.

17. The spectral matches in LcMsSpectator can also be sorted by
each column by clicking on the column headers. Right click on
the column header to open filter settings. This will help find
the target proteins, proteoforms, or scan numbers.

18. The “open” search in TopPIC annotates PTMs as mass shifts
on a given identified sequence, these results are crucial for
finding unknown/unexpected PTMs in the form of uncom-
mon mass shifts. Default search only allows 1 unexpected mass
shift (max allowed is 2); therefore, summed mass of multiple
PTMs will be annotated in the report. Informed-Proteomics
has the tendency to force match unknown PTMs to a combi-
nation of known PTMs and terminal truncations. So cross-
referencing the two can help improve confidence in identifica-
tion. TopPIC also has a function to specify target PTMs using a
PTM list file. When it is activated, TopPIC will fit the mass shift
with known PTMs in the final report. But this may also result in
forced match to known (combinations of) PTMs.

19. Sometimes the precursor ions do not have good signal and may
be misassigned in the deconvolution. Another potential issue
of co-isolating multiple species can be common, especially
when a wide isolation window is used. Some software tools
have options (e.g., ProSightPC) to report multiple proteo-
forms per spectrum to account for such “chimera” fragmenta-
tion spectra. LcMsSpectator and TopPIC currently only output
the best matched proteoform per spectrum.

20. This allows the user to guess and check modifications to see
how well they match the fragmentation spectrum. Protein
sequences are represented by single letter amino acid notations.
PTMs are placed next to the resides with the PTM names in
square brackets (e.g., [Oxidation]). The names must be pre-
defined to be recognized. The PTM list can be found in “Con-
fig”—“manage modifications” in the top menu. Custom
modifications can be added. PTMs can also be represented
simply with numbers next to the residues (e.g., +15.99,
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�18.01 for oxidation and water loss, respectively). No bracket
is needed. Ensure that PTM annotation format is consistent.
They must be annotated all with PTM names in square brack-
ets, or all with numbers. Changing the sequence in LcMsSpec-
tator won’t change and save the identification results (only for
real-time display).

21. The default error map combines fragments of all charge states.
Uncheck the “Combine charge states” box in the left bottom
corner to display fragments of all charge states, same as the
ones shown in Figs. 4 and 6. The “Table” tab has the informa-
tion of the heatmap including all theoretical fragments and
matched ions. Because the charge generally scales with frag-
ment mass, real fragments should be on a slope in the error
map with individual charge states displayed (not combined).
Sometimes, random match to noise peaks can occur, but with
unusually high or low charge. Such randommatches will not be
on the correct “slope” of real fragments in the error map.

22. Error maps can be used to differentiate PTMs with small mass
differences such as trimethylation and acetylation, which only
vary by 36 mDa. Abrupt changes in mass error along a protein
sequence are suggestive of a misidentification of a closely fitting
PTM [28].

23. Newer generation Orbitraps do not necessarily alternate ETD
andHCD spectra in a fixed order (scan numbers are not next to
each other). Find the HCD scan number with the same pre-
cursor m/z as ETD in the same cycle.

24. ETD generally does not cleave labile PTMs and provides high-
terminal sequence coverage. The accurate mass of the PTM can
be determined and localized. HCD usually provides lower
sequence coverage and induces fragmentation of labile PTMs
(e.g., phosphorylation, glycosylation). Some PTMs will pro-
duce signature fragments in HCD and further support the
assignment. In the brominated H2A.X data, no significant
neutral loss was seen, suggesting the proteoforms are unlikely
phosphorylated. Some of the y-ions for brominated H4 con-
taining the bromine PTM showed the unique isotopes for
bromine, confirming the assignment [18]. However, the bro-
minated H2A.X proteoforms did not produce enough resolved
fragments to confirm the exact site and unique isotope pattern.
The assignment was largely based on the MS1 data and the
pattern of proteoform family in the feature map.

25. The N-pyruvic acid 2-iminyl modification was identified by
manually cross-referencing TopPIC and LcMsSpectator results
using the same workflow in steps 4–7. The Informed-
Proteomics search results contained an unusual combination
of acetylation, methylation, and oxidation on histone H2A.
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TopPIC and manual analysis identified a mass shift of
70.005 Da near the N-terminus for the intact protein.
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Chapter 14

Determining Copper and Zinc Content in Superoxide
Dismutase Using Electron Capture Dissociation Under
Native Spray Conditions

Rachel Franklin, Michael Hare, and Joseph S. Beckman

Abstract

Localizing metal binding to specific sites in proteins remains a challenging analytical problem in vitro and
in vivo. Although metal binding can be maintained by “native” electrospray ionization with intact proteins
for quantitation by mass spectrometry, subsequent fragmentation of proteins with slow-heating methods
like collision-induced dissociation (CID) can scramble and detach metals. In contrast, electron capture
dissociation (ECD) fragmentation produces highly localized bond cleavage that is well known to preserve
posttranslational modifications. We show how a newly available ECD tool that can be retrofitted on
standard QTOF mass spectrometers allows the sites of copper and zinc binding to be localized in the
antioxidant enzyme Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD1). The loss of zinc from Cu, Zn SOD1 has been
shown to induce motor neuron death and could have a causal role in the fatal neurodegenerative disease,
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). The methods described enable copper loss to be distinguished from
zinc using distinct ECD fragments of SOD1 and are broadly applicable to other metalloproteins.

Key words Native mass spectrometry, Metal coordination, Metalloprotein, Superoxide dismutase,
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

1 Introduction

Many key enzymes and a third of all proteins bind metals that are
essential for their function and structure [1]. However, site occu-
pancy by metals in proteins remains a major analytical challenge to
quantify. This is particularly problematic for proteins that bind
more than one metal such as Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase
(SOD1) (Fig. 1). Not only can SOD1 exist with only copper or
zinc bound, but copper can also migrate to the zinc site and zinc
will readily bind to the copper site [2]. In addition, SOD1 is a
homodimer in its native state and the dimerization affects metal-
binding substantially [3]. Mass spectrometry is the only technique
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that has the potential to fully characterize the heterogeneous com-
bination of metal-bound states in SOD1.

Over 180 different missense mutations to SOD1 have been
shown to cause amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal neuro-
degenerative disease in humans [4]. In our prior work to determine
how mutations to SOD1 could cause ALS, we found that certain
mutations to SOD1 reduce zinc affinity and activate oxidative
chemistry in the remaining copper which can selectively target
motor neurons [5, 6]. Our work has shown that determining
metal binding to SOD1 is critical to understand how mutations
can cause the progressive death of motor neurons in ALS
[7, 8]. Measuring the intact protein spectra of metals bound to
SOD1 proved invaluable for developing a promising copper-
containing therapeutic called CuATSM to treat ALS. [9, 10] How-
ever, because copper and zinc are neighbors in the periodic chart,
their isotopic mass distributions overlap substantially, making it
difficult to distinguish which metal is bound in singly-metallated
SOD1 using intact mass spectrometry. [11]

Our challenge has been to determine how copper and zinc
binding is perturbed in ALS-associated SOD1, particularly in
motor neurons in the spinal cords of transgenic animals. To ade-
quately distinguish whether copper or zinc is missing in the SOD1
fraction containing only one metal, we turned to native protein
mass spectrometry, which can quantify the amounts of copper and
zinc bound to SOD1 directly in spinal cords [12]. Using a newly
developed electron capture dissociation (ECD) tool, we identify
metal binding in SOD1 using fragmentation spectra. A major
advantage of ECD for the localization of posttranslational

-Zn -Cu

Zinc-Deficient SOD
heterodimer

Copper, Zinc SOD
homodimer

Apo-SOD
monomer 

Zinc-Containing
SOD

Copper-Chaperone
for SOD

+Zinc CCS

Fig. 1 Metals and maturation of SOD1. Zinc is bound first into newly synthesized SOD1 protein (apo), which
mostly remains monomeric. The copper chaperone for SOD1 (CCS) binds to zinc-containing SOD1 and inserts
copper. The binding of Cu and Zn to SOD1 promotes dimerization and forms the remarkably stable homodimer.
Zinc is prone to fall out of monomeric Cu, Zn SOD to form zinc-deficient SOD1 that is highly toxic to motor
neurons
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modifications (PTMs) and metal binding over collision-induced
dissociation (CID) is that specific bonds are broken at the electron
capture, whereas CID heats the entire peptide or protein, breaking
the weakest bonds first [13]. ECD has recently been used to
characterize a variety of metal cofactors that bind to different sites
in amyloid ß, a 43 amino acid found in Alzheimer’s disease [14].

ECD has historically been limited to use in specialized FT-ICR
mass spectrometers, which hindered its widespread adoption.
Recently, a 30-mm-long electromagnetostatic cell (ExD cell) has
been developed which enables ECD fragmentation in commercially
available mass spectrometers (Fig. 2) [15]. The ExD cell uses
carefully optimized electrostatic and magnetic fields to confine
low-energy electrons. Charged analytes are guided through the
cell, where electron capture causes dissociation between the N-Cα
bond, resulting in c-type and z-type ions [15–18]. Small amounts
of supplemental collision energy can be applied to increase the
dissociation of protein fragments that can be held together by
residual non-covalent interactions [19].

Here, we demonstrate the use of an ExD cell in a Q-TOF mass
spectrometer to successfully identify copper and zinc binding
in SOD1. The methodology described here for ECD fragmenta-
tion of SOD1 may be combined with ion mobility separations in
the future to reveal new information about how copper and zinc
binding affects protein stability and dimerization [20, 21]. This
new method makes ECD practical in common mass spectrometers
and offers better ways to analyze metal binding and other post-
translational modifications in vitro and in vivo [16].

Ion
Source

Transfer
Octupole Quadrupole

Ion Beam 
Shaper

ExD cell with a modified
collision chamber

Slicer
Detector

Mirror

Q-TOF

Fig. 2 Placement of the ExD cell in the Agilent 6545 XT Q-TOF mass spectrometer. The ExD cell is located after
the quadrupole mass filter and before the collision cell. The collision cell was shortened by 18% to
accommodate for ExD cell
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2 Materials

2.1 Reagents and

Supplies

1. Lyophilized bovine Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase, Sigma
Aldrich (CAS RN 9054-89-1, lot # 5LBC0305) stored at 4 �C.

2. Sub-micron filtered HPLC-grade water (Fisher Chemicals).

3. 15 mL conical tube and 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube.

4. Pipettes and pipette tips.

2.2 Nanoelectro-

spray Ionization

1. Borosilicate glass capillaries (Sutter Instrument Co.) OD:
1 mm; ID: 0.78 mm: 10 cm in length.

2. Tip puller (Sutter Instrument Co., Model P-87).

3. A nanospray ionization source was assembled for these experi-
ments using custom parts for compatibility with the Agilent
HPLC-chip source recognition sensor. The source consists of a
mount, a capillary holder, a thin stainless-steel wire connected
to ground potential, and a camera system to assess emitter
placement. A spray shield was used that replaced the capillary
cap over the inlet into the mass spectrometer (see Note 1).

4. Gel-loading pipette tips.

5. Ceramic glass cutting tool.

6. Capillary holding forceps.

2.3 Mass

Spectrometer and ExD

Cell

1. Agilent 6545 Q-ToF mass spectrometer retrofit with an
AQ-250 series ExD cell (e-MSion Inc.). The ExD cell is located
between the quadrupole mass filter and a shortened
collision cell.

3 Methods

3.1 Protein

Preparation

1. Prior to analysis, thaw proteins at room temperature and then
dissolve in HPLC-grade water to a final concentration of
1–10 μM (see Fig. 3).

3.2 Nanospray

Ionization Conditions

1. Cut a clean glass capillary emitter to approximately 2 inches
with a ceramic cutting tool (see Note 1).

2. Hold the capillary emitter with forceps and load 5–7microliters
of protein solution into the open end of the emitter using a
long, gel-loading pipette tip (see Note 2).

3. Load the capillary into the capillary holder of the source. Feed
the grounded wire into the open end of the capillary until the
wire is submerged in the solution (see Note 2).

4. Position the capillary tip approximately 1–5 mm away from the
source spray shield. Adjust the alignment of the emitter to
ensure the tip is positioned directly in front of the inlet (see
Note 3).
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5. After the emitter is positioned, set the initial source voltage below
1000 V and slowly increase the voltage until a stable spray is
obtained. Bovine Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase was ionized
with the following source parameters: gas temp. ¼ 150 �C, gas
flow ¼ 5 L/min, capillary voltage ¼ 1500 V and 1250 V for
10 μM and 1 μM, respectively (seeNotes 5 and 6).

3.3 Mass

Spectrometry

1. Before analysis, calibrate the Agilent 6546XT Q-TOF mass
spectrometer for the appropriate masses using the Agilent
LC/MS Calibration Standard (see Note 7).

2. After mass calibration, tune the ExD cell before introducing
the SOD1 sample. Tune for ECD fragmentation using the
substance P doubly charged precursor at m/z 674. The inten-
sity of the prominent c5 fragment at m/z 624 can be optimized
through the adjustment of ExD cell voltages (see Fig. 4). Start
tuning the ExD cell by systematically increasing and decreasing
the inner lenses (LM3-LM5) of the cell until the highest inten-
sity of 624 m/z is reached. Then, increase/ decrease the fila-
ment bias (FB) independently to further improve ECD
efficiency. Finally, optimize the voltages of L2 and L6 as a pair
before L1 and L7 (seeNote 8). This process may be repeated to
fine-tune the optimal ExD profile voltages (see Note 9).

3. Set the ExD cell filament current to 2.38 A for all profiles. The
value of 2.38 A is specifically used for looped filaments.

4. In the “Optics 1” Tune Tab, set the fragmentor to 300 V and
the skimmer to 200 V. Set Lens 1 to 28 V, Lens 2 to 18.5 V,
and Oct 1 DC to 29.5 V.

5. Set the Quad atomic mass unit (AMU) to 2000 and perform
ECD/CID fragmentation in MS1 mode without isolation of a
precursor. The nominal quad AMU setting of 2000 results in

Fig. 3 Tune window for ExD cell controller. ECD profiles are optimized through systematic increases and
decreases in lens voltages implemented through +/� controls on the left side of the window
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an effective low-mass cutoff of approximately 1600. Use alter-
native ExD voltage profiles for MS1 transmission and MS1
fragmentation experiments (see Note 10).

6. Add supplemental energy by increasing collision energy to
improve ECD fragment detection (see Fig. 5) (see Note 11).

7. Increase the inner lenses and filament bias of the ExD cell
(LM3, L4, FB, LM5) proportionally to match increases in
collision energy. ExD profiles used for SOD1 analysis are listed
in Table 1.

8. Collect spectra with Agilent MassHunter and use Agilent Bio-
Confirm for mass deconvolution.

3.4 ECD Fragment

Ion Analysis

1. ExD Viewer (e-MSion Inc.) is used for data analysis. One can
also use LCMS Spectator available from the Pacific Northwest
National Laboratories.

2. Gather the protein sequence from Uniprot and load into the
“Targets Editor” in the ExD viewer interface.

1. Bovine SOD1 sequence: ATKAVCVLKGDGPVQGTIH
FEAKGDTVVVTGSITGL
TEGDHGFHVHQFGDNTQGCT
SAGPHFNPLSKKHGGPKDEERHVGDLGNVTADKNG
VAIVDIVDPLISLSGEYSIIGRTMVVHEKPDDLGRGG
NEESTKTGNAGSRLACGVIGIAK.

Fig. 4 10 μM and 1 μM holo-SOD1 MS1 spectra. Observed monomer charge states were +5 through +9 and
the SOD homodimer was visible in its +11 and +13 state. The acquisition time for both spectra was 2 min
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2. For bovine SOD1, include acetylation at the N-terminal, cop-
per (II) coordination on H46, zinc (II) coordination on D81,
and dehydrations on C55 and C144 for the intact disulfide
bond. Include H60 and H118 dehydration modifications for
Cu and Zn to account for the second metal coordination
site [17].

3. Apply the Top Hat baseline filter to spectra before peak identi-
fication (see Note 12) [22].

4. Set peak finding parameters to require a minimum of 3 peaks,
an error limit of 20 ppm, and a Pearson cutoff score of
0.85–0.90.

5. Use the theoretical fragment masses calculated from the refer-
ence sequence to manually confirm ExD Viewer identified
peaks.

6. Use the described hybrid ECD/CIDmethod to identify SOD1
fragments containing copper or zinc. Our experiments deter-
mined the site of copper binding in SOD1 down to a concen-
tration of 1 μM (see Figs. 6 and 7).

Table 1
ExD voltage profiles for the ExD Controller used for SOD analysis

L1 L2 LM3 L4 FB LM5 L6 L7

Transmission 12 15 21 17 16.5 21 12 0

ECD (MS1) �10 26.5 31.5 36.5 26.5 30.5 16 0

Voltage across LM3-LM5 was increased proportionally to increases in CE. All of the voltage settings were specifically for
MS1 and would need to be separately optimized for MS2 operation
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Fig. 5 A comparison of representative c-ions intensities with the addition of 0, 5, 10, and 20 volts of
supplemental collision energy. These fragments were detected using a 1 μM SOD1 sample
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4 Notes

1. For our experiments, borosilicate glass capillary emitters with
an original ID of 0.78 mm were pulled using a Sutter Model
P-87 tip puller to a final ID of 1.5 μM.

2. Take care not to damage the tip of the capillary emitter while
loading the sample or placing ground wire too far inside the
capillary tube. A microscope is a useful tool to investigate tip
integrity.

3. CAUTION: Ambient air ionization is an open design that
exposes the high voltage spray shield of mass spectrometer
inlet.

4. The sample should not run out quickly. A sample volume of
8–10 μL should be enough for hours of stable ionization. If the
sample drains quickly, your needle may be damaged or the
ionization voltage too high.

Fig. 6 A manually curated representative spectrum of 10 μM SOD1 added 10 V of collision energy. Ions
indicative of copper on H46 are highlighted in yellow

Fig. 7 Representative ExD Viewer assignments of ECD fragments
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5. We typically do not exceed a capillary voltage of 1600 V to
obtain suitable ionization of most proteins. Larger proteins
may require higher voltages.

6. Using these source parameters, we typically observe the 5+
through 8+ states of holo-SOD1 with peaks corresponding to
the SOD1 homodimer with +11 and +13 charges.

7. All spectra were collected in extended dynamic range (2 GHz)
mode with a scan range of m/z 300–3200. The slicer was set to
high resolution.

8. Tuning of the inner lenses and filament bias has the largest
influence on ECD fragmentation.

9. An auto-tuning feature is being developed for this technology
which will streamline the tuning process for future applications.

10. Ionization of SOD1 in water using nanoelectrospray resulted
in a narrow charge state distribution which made ECD frag-
mentation without precursor isolation practical for analyzing
SOD1.

11. Supplemental collision energy of 10 V seemed to give optimal
ECD peak intensities in our experiments with bovine SOD1.

12. The ExD Viewer uses the PeakPickerHiRes centroiding
algorithm.
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Chapter 15

Surface-Induced Dissociation for Protein Complex
Characterization

Sophie R. Harvey, Gili Ben-Nissan, Michal Sharon, and Vicki H. Wysocki

Abstract

Native mass spectrometry (nMS) enables intact non-covalent complexes to be studied in the gas phase. nMS
can provide information on composition, stoichiometry, topology, and, when coupled with surface-induced
dissociation (SID), subunit connectivity. Here we describe the characterization of protein complexes by
nMS and SID. Substructural information obtained using this method is consistent with the solved complex
structure, when a structure exists. This provides confidence that the method can also be used to obtain
substructural information for unknowns, providing insight into subunit connectivity and arrangements.
High-energy SID can also provide information on proteoforms present. Previously SID has been limited to
a few in-house modified instruments and here we focus on SID implemented within an in-house-modified
Q Exactive UHMR.However, SID is currently commercially available within the Waters Select Series Cyclic
IMS instrument. Projects are underway that involve the NIH-funded native MS resource (nativems.osu.
edu), instrument vendors, and third-party vendors, with the hope of bringing the technology to more
platforms and labs in the near future. Currently, nMS resource staff can perform SID experiments for
interested research groups.

Key words Native mass spectrometry, Proteoform identification, Protein complex, Surface-induced
dissociation, High-resolution mass spectrometry, Protein mass spectrometry

1 Introduction

Native mass spectrometry (nMS) has emerged as a powerful tool in
the structural biologist’s toolbox, enabling intact non-covalent
complexes to be transferred and studied in the gas phase [1–
3]. nMS typically utilizes nano-electrospray ionization (nESI),
non-denaturing solution conditions (most commonly ammonium
acetate), and soft instrumental conditions, which have enabled
protein–protein, protein–ligand, and protein–RNA/–DNA com-
plexes to be studied [3–6]. nMS is advantageous in such studies
as the sample requirements are low, typically microliters of sample at
micromolar or lower concentrations. In addition, nMS can handle
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heterogeneous samples and therefore is advantageous in the study
of samples with multiple proteoforms [7–9].

The first stage of an nMS experiment typically involves intro-
ducing the intact non-covalent complex into the gas phase and
measuring its mass. However, in order to confirm composition
and stoichiometry, determine which proteoforms are present, or
obtain substructural information, it is often necessary to dissociate
the complex. The most commonly used method of dissociation in
nMS is collision-induced dissociation (CID), which is incorporated
into almost all tandem mass spectrometers. In CID the analyte ion
is accelerated into a neutral collision gas (typically nitrogen or
argon), and the ion undergoes multiple low-energy collisions with
the gas molecules resulting in a step-wise buildup of internal energy
which results in dissociation. For protein complexes, CID typically
causes unfolding/restructuring and results in a highly charged
monomer being ejected from the complex [10–12]. Hence CID
can provide information on the monomeric molecular weights, and
often proteoforms, but provides limited information on connectiv-
ity. An alternative method of dissociation that has been increasingly
applied to study protein complexes is surface-induced dissociation
(SID) [13]. In SID, the analytes are accelerated toward, and collide
against, a surface. This is a very rapid energy deposition process and
dissociation can occur without unfolding. SID has been shown to
be advantageous in protein structural studies as SID typically
cleaves the weakest interfaces in protein complexes first, providing
substructural information consistent with the solved structures,
when available [14–16]. We demonstrate here the use of nMS and
SID for protein complex, and proteoform characterization. The
discussion in this chapter focuses on the use of the Thermo Scien-
tific Q Exactive UHMR for these studies; while different instru-
ment platforms can be used for SID studies, the high resolution,
and sensitivity, of this instrument is beneficial in proteoform char-
acterization studies [17].

2 Equipment and Materials

2.1 Self-Assembled

Monolayer (SAM)

Surface Preparation

1. Suitable gold-coated surface—we use 17-mm� 13-mm� 0.5-
mm gold surface slide [the glass surface is coated with a 50 Å
layer of Ti and then a 1000 Å layer of Au] (custom ordered
from EMF corp).

2. 1 mM perflourothiol (FC12) in ethanol, synthesis of which has
been previously described [14].

3. 200 proof ethanol.

4. 20 mL scintillation vial.
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5. Soft-tipped tweezers or stainless-steel tweezers with the ends
wrapped in Teflon tape.

6. UV cleaner.

7. Sonicator.

2.2 Offline Sample

Preparation

1. Ammonium acetate (�99.99%).

2. Ultrapure water.

3. Either of the following:

(a) Spin column (e.g., Biorad micro bio-spin p6).

(b) Dialysis cassette (e.g., Pierce 96-well microdialysis plates).

(c) Centrifugal concentrator (e.g., Amicon Ultra 0.5 centrif-
ugal filters).

4. Centrifuge, capable of going to 14,000 � g if using a centrifu-
gal concentrator.

5. Shaker plate for dialysis.

2.3 Pulling and

Loading nESI Tips

1. Glass capillaries (we use glass capillaries with a 1.0 mmOD and
0.78 mm ID with a glass filament).

2. Tip puller (we use a P97 puller from Sutter instrument
Co. with a 3.0 mm box filament installed).

3. Platinum wire 0.25 mm diameter.

4. Gel loader tips or glass syringe.

2.4 Calibration of Q

Exactive UHMR

1. Cesium iodide.

2. Isopropanol.

3. Ultrapure water.

2.5 SID on a Q

Exactive UHMR [18, 19]

1. SID device [18, 19].

2. Flange for back of HCD cell with Fisher connector
feedthrough.

3. Switch to convert between using onboard power supplies and
external power supply to apply the C-trap offset.

4. Two 10-channel power supplies and appropriate cables to con-
nect one to Fisher connector for SID device and one to control
the C-trap offset.

5. Access to control C-trap offset entrance and exit inject
voltages.
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3 Methods

3.1 How Is SID

Implemented in

Different Mass

Spectrometers?

SID was first developed by Cooks and coworkers and since has been
implemented by several groups coupled with multiple different
mass analyzers [20–27] initially for small molecule and peptide
fragmentation. In recent years, SID has been incorporated by
Wysocki and coworkers into several different types of mass spec-
trometer and applied to the study of protein complexes. These
include quadrupole time-of-flight (QTOF) [28, 29], ion mobility
Q-TOFs (Q-IM-TOF) [30], Fourier transform ion cyclotron reso-
nance (FTICR) [31–33], and Orbitrap mass spectrometers
[18, 34]. In all cases, the instruments were modified in-house to
incorporate an SID device, the design of which depends on the
instrument in question. In its simplest form, the SID device consists
of a surface, optics to steer the ion beam toward the surface, and
optics to collect the fragments after surface collision. In all cases,
the SID device can be operated either in “transmission mode”
where the ion beam passes through the device or “SID” mode
where the ion beam is directed toward and collides against the
surface.

A schematic representation of an SID device designed by Zhou
et al. [30]. and installed into a Waters Synapt G2 instrument is
shown in Fig. 1. In this instrument, the SID device can be placed
before or after the mobility cell by either truncating the trap or
transferring CID cell to make space for the SID device
[30, 35]. The truncated CID cells can still be used to perform
CID and hence this functionality is not lost through the incorpora-
tion of SID. Incorporation of SID before IM allows SID products
to be separated by mobility, which is advantageous as species may
overlap inm/z (e.g., a singly charged monomer and doubly charged
dimer would have the same m/z but would be separated in the IM
dimension). However, incorporation after IM allows mobility-
separated species to be individually interrogated. Furthermore,
SID can be incorporated in both locations in SID-IM-SID studies
enabling multistage dissociation experiments to be performed and
giving increased information on connectivity [36]. Similar SID
devices have been installed in a Bruker 15T FTICR [31, 32],
Thermo Exactive plus EMR [18], and Q Exactive plus UHMR
[34]. On the Bruker 15T FTICR, the standard collision cell was
replaced with a custom designed cell which incorporates both an
SID device and a CID cell [31, 32]. In these designs and the device
incorporated into the Q Exactive UHMR, discussed below, a fluo-
rocarbon self-assembled monolayer (SAM) was used as the surface,
and directions for preparing the surface are given in the following
section.

More recently, a very simple split lens SID device has been
reported by Snyder et al. [33], reducing the number of electrodes
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from 10–12 to three, and the device size to several millimeters. This
split lens device has been incorporated in-house into multiple mass
spectrometers, replacing the entrance lens on the Bruker FT-ICR
collision cell, the dynamic range enhancement lens on a Waters
Synapt, or the exit lens of a transfer multipole in a Thermo Scien-
tific Extended Mass Range Orbitrap. In this design, the surface is a
stainless-steel electrode, as opposed to a SAM, and therefore users
do not need to prepare a surface in the traditional way. This device
is now commercially available in the Waters Select Series Cyclic
IMS, enabling researchers to perform SID without having to mod-
ify their instrument in-house.

3.2 Incorporation of

SID into a Thermo

Scientific Q

Exactive UHMR

In the Q Exactive UHMR, a 4 cm SID device is fabricated and
placed between the quadrupole and the C-trap, replacing the trans-
port multipole, as shown in Fig. 2. A similar design was previously
incorporated in the same location into an Exactive EMR [18],
which was modified to include a quadrupole. To supply the voltages
to the SID device, a modified flange is installed behind the HCD
cell to provide the necessary feedthrough connections. Voltages are
supplied with an external power supply (Ardara Technologies,
Ardara, PA). When operating in transmission mode (no surface
collision), voltages are applied to the entrance and exit lenses of
the device to help with ion focusing and transmission. When
operating in SIDmode, the ion beam is directed toward the surface
for collision, and the products are then collected and guided toward
the C-trap with the rear electrodes. The SID voltage is defined as
the voltage difference between the last optic before the SID device
or the SID entrance lens and the surface. In order to increase the

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of an SID device incorporated into a Waters
Synapt G2 [30]
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SID voltage, the post-surface optics in the SID device are made
more negative along with the C-trap DC offset during injection.
Higher SID energies are achieved by modifying the ion optics
board, to enable the C-trap DC offset during the injection step to
be applied by an external power supply. This is achieved through
the use of a circuit with a switch that allows a user to switch between
supplying the C-trap offset from the onboard power-supply (typical
for MS experiments when no SID is required) to the external power
supply (when SID is desired) [18]. More details on tuning the SID
device for transmission and SID modes can be found in the follow-
ing sections.

3.3 Preparing a Self-

Assembled Monolayer

Surface

The majority of protein complex SID studies have been performed
using a perfluorothiol (FC12) SAM assembled on a 17-mm � 13-
mm � 0.5-mm gold surface slide (1000 Å of Au on 50 Å of Ti on
glass). While preparing a surface care must be taken to avoid
scratching or damaging the gold surface, this is best done by
handling the surface only by the edges using soft-tipped tweezers
or tweezers wrapped in Teflon tape.

1. Perfluorothiol can be synthesized following a previously estab-
lished protocol [14].

2. Prepare a 1 mM solution of perfluorothiol in ethanol. The
FC12 stock solution should be stored at 4 �C wrapped in
aluminum foil to prevent exposure to light; for long-term
storage, it is recommended to store under nitrogen to reduce
oxidation of the thiol.

3. Clean the surface with ethanol and then dry with nitrogen.

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic representation of a modified Q Exactive UHMR with SID installed in place of the transport
multiple. (Reproduced from Ref [34] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry) and (b) photograph
of surface assembly
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4. The surface should then be UV cleaned (gold side up) for
15 min.

5. Place the surface into a scintillation vial, gold surface side up,
and cover with ~2–3 mL of 1 mM FC12. Incubate overnight at
room temperature in the dark, best achieved by wrapping the
vial in aluminum foil.

6. Remove the FC12 solution and sonicate in ethanol for 1 min,
repeat the wash step 6 times. If using immediately dry with
nitrogen after the final wash step, alternatively the surface can
be stored for future use in ethanol.

7. Once dry, the surface can be installed in the surface holder
(shown in Fig. 2b).

The FC12 SAM surface should be replaced every time the
instrument is vented. Venting can allow residual oil from turbomo-
lecular pumps to deposit on the surface, changing the surface
properties; hence, a fresh surface should be installed after every
instrument vent.

3.4 Sample

Preparation for Native

MS

For native mass spectrometry, samples should be prepared in an
MS-compatible electrolyte solution, typically ammonium acetate
(seeNote 1),with or without triethyl ammonium acetate for charge
reduction, or ethylenediamine diacetate [37, 38]. Prior to analysis,
samples can be buffer exchanged into the MS-compatible electro-
lyte solutions and non-volatile components are removed (e.g., salts,
additives, electrolytes); however, low concentrations of some com-
ponents can be retained in solution if required for activity or
stability [39, 40]. Buffer exchange can be performed either offline
or online to the MS. Offline buffer exchange typically uses either
buffer exchange spin column, dialysis, or diafiltration. Alternatively,
during the last stages of protein purification, ammonium acetate
(AmAc) can be used as the electrolyte solution, avoiding the need
for buffer exchange later on.

3.4.1 Buffer Exchange

Spin Columns

The quickest offline buffer exchange method is to use a buffer
exchange spin column. We typically use the Biorad Micro P6 spin
columns. Buffer exchange can be achieved following the manufac-
turer’s protocol (see Notes 2–4).

3.4.2 Concentration and

Diafiltration

An alternative method of buffer exchange is diafiltration or ultrafil-
tration that utilizes a molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) filter. This
method can be used to concentrate your sample at the same time if
required. We typically use Amicon-ultra 0.5 mL concentrators
which have a range of MWCOs (see Note 5). The appropriate
MWCO is chosen based on the protein of interest. The MWCO is
dependent on the hydrodynamic radii rather than the true molecu-
lar weight and, therefore, care should be taken with proteins which
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have a small hydrodynamic radii. The MWCO chosen should typi-
cally be at most half of the molecular weight of the smallest protein
of interest. To perform diafiltration, follow the recommended
manufacturer’s protocol (see Note 6).

3.4.3 Dialysis Dialysis is a more time-consuming method of buffer exchange but
is more efficient at removing high concentrations of salts and
non-volatiles. There are multiple different dialysis cassettes that
can be used, the choice of which will depend both on the MWCO
required and on the sample volumes. We are typically working with
sample volumes of 10–100 μL and hence use either the Thermo
Slide-A-Lyzer MINI (see Note 7) or the Pierce 96-well microdia-
lysis cassettes (see Note 8). For the Pierce 96-well microdialysis
cassettes, a single cassette can be used and placed in a microcen-
trifuge tube instead of the 96-well format if desired. In both cases,
the manufacturer’s protocol should be followed.

3.4.4 Online Buffer

Exchange

An alternative to the offline buffer exchange methods summarized
here is to perform the exchange online to the MS. Online buffer
exchange (OBE) utilizes liquid chromatography, with a
non-denaturing mobile phase such as ammonium acetate, directly
coupled to the MS [41]. In this case, samples in MS incompatible
buffers are injected onto a short-size exclusion column which
separates the protein from the small salt molecules, which can be
diverted away from the MS to waste. The proteins are eluted in the
non-denaturing mobile phase and directly analyzed with MS. A
detailed protocol describing how to perform online buffer
exchange has been previously reported [41]. More recently, OBE
has been coupled with affinity purification online to anMS allowing
the rapid screening of his-tagged protein overexpression [42]. In
this approach, cells can be lysed, clarified, and then injected onto
the LC first being loaded onto a Ni-NTA column to which the
his-tagged proteins will bind. These proteins are then eluted with
imidazole and loaded onto the second column, a short SEC column
for OBE, before being introduced into the MS. This rapid screen-
ing approach is particularly useful when screening overexpression
conditions. Finally, when looking at abundant proteins produced
from overexpression samples, the samples can be lysed with ammo-
nium acetate and then directly analyzed, removing the requirement
to exchange into AmAc [43–45].

3.5 Pulling

Nanospray Needles

The majority of nMS experiments are performed via static nanos-
pray ionization (nESI), using glass or quartz capillaries that have
been pulled into a small tip, typically of ~1 μm inner diameter,
although for some applications much smaller tip sizes are used
[46, 47]. In order to apply the spray, potential users can either
use capillaries which are coated with a conductive material or simply
insert a platinum wire into the solution, ensuring the platinum wire
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is in contact with the sample holder to which the potential is applied
(see details below). Coated capillaries are commercially available
from multiple vendors including New Objective and Thermo Sci-
entific. With a suitable tip-puller, however, capillaries can be made
in-house, which can be more cost-efficient. A detailed protocol has
been previously reported for how to pull, sputter coat in gold, and
then clip very small capillaries suitable for use with backing pressure
(applying low gas flows or pressure to the back of the capillary to
help start or maintain spray) [48]. Here we present a protocol for
pulling open tips which do not need to be clipped and are used
without sputter coating. We use a P97 Sutter Instrument Co. puller
with a 3.0 � 3.0 mm box filament puller. While the exact para-
meters will need to be reoptimized when changing filaments, and
between tip pullers, Table 1 below gives some standard settings that
can be used as a starting point. It is also important to note that
settings will vary for different types of capillaries—we use filaments
with a 1.0 mm outer diameter and 0.78 mm inner diameter and a
glass filament (Sutter Instrument Co.) (see Note 9).

1. Loosen the knobs on both puller bars. Place a glass capillary in
the groove on one of the puller bars and push glass slowly
through the clamp until 1–2 cm of the capillary protrudes
through the clamp. Carefully tighten the clamp so that the
capillary is secure, but be sure to not over-tighten and risk
damaging the glass.

2. Push the puller release on both puller bars and carefully move
the puller bars toward the filament. While holding the two
puller bars in place with one hand, use the other hand to
slightly loosen the clamp on the glass. Carefully slide the capil-
lary through the filament, until it is roughly centered and then
tighten both clamps. Ensure that the capillary stays within the
groove on the puller bars during this process to avoid damage
to the filament.

3. Press “pull” on your desired program; once the glass has been
pulled into two tips, remove them from the tip puller (seeNote
10). After pulling, needles can be stored in either a petri dish,
with a double-sided adhesive pad attached to the bottom or a
pipette tip box, with the adhesive pad attached to the tip rack.
The adhesive pad will hold the needles in place, above the

Table 1
Typical puller program values for a 3.0 mm box filament and 1.0 mm outer diameter and 0.78 mm
inner diameter borosilicate capillaries containing a glass filament

Heat Pull Velocity Time

Ramp test value+5 15–40 15–40 200
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bottom of the container, which will stop them from getting
damaged.

4. Optional: for our setup, the needles pulled in the previous steps
are too long, so we cut 2–3 cm of the open end of the capillary
using a glass cutter before loading.

3.6 Getting Spray

and Tuning the MS

3.6.1 Mass Calibration

The Q Exactive UHMR is calibrated using a 2 mg/mL solution of
cesium iodide (CsI) prepared in 50:50 water:isopropanol. To cali-
brate, the heated electrospray ionization (HESI) source should be
installed, along with the sweep cone. Fresh CsI solution should be
prepared immediately before calibration, and the signal needs to be
stable before attempting calibration. To mass calibrate, follow the
protocol outlined in the Q Exactive UHMR quickstart guide. The
frequency of calibration will depend on the experimental needs. It
should be noted that CsI can contaminate the front end of the
instrument; typically we use a dedicated ion transfer tube for cali-
bration and switch to a different one for running samples.

3.6.2 Acquiring MS

Spectra for Protein

Complexes

1. For an SID in-house modified instrument, set the circuit so
that the C-trap offset is being applied by the instrument power
supply, turn on the external power supplies, and set the voltage
to appropriate transmission mode settings. Table 2 below gives
typical voltages applied to the front-end instrument optics
along with the SID device for transmission mode.

2. Set your trap gas to the desired value; typically we use between
2 and 9 Arb., with higher pressure, and hence higher trap gas
being required for larger protein complexes.

3. Set an appropriate mass range for the sample being analyzed.
The expected average charge state (Zav) can be estimated from
Eq. 1 below [49]. We recommend initially setting the mass
range so you are scanning from 500m/z to ~2 times above the
expected m/z of your species. For example, if the protein
complex is expected to be ~6000 m/z, acquire from 500 to
12,000m/z initially. This is to ensure that you may observe any
smaller or larger species than may be present in your sample.
The mass range can then be narrowed as required.

ZAV ¼ 0:0778√ Mð Þ ð1Þ
4. Remove the peek screw at the back of the sample holder and

thread a platinum wire through the sample holder. Make sure
that there is contact between the sample holder and the wire by
carefully bending the wire to form a loop and covering the loop
in aluminum foil to provide extra stability (Fig. 3). Replace the
peek screw on the back of the sample holder. Once this setup is
established, the wire can be left in place and does not need to be
removed between samples. To avoid cross contamination the
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Table 2
Typical voltages applied during transmission mode and SID mode on a Q Exactive UHMR

Transmission mode
(voltage unless otherwise stated)

SID 45 V (voltage unless
otherwise stated)

Source temperature 200–250 �C 200–250 �C

Injection flatapole 8 8

Inter flatapole 5 5

Bent flatapole 2 2

C-trap entrance lens inject 1.8 �29

C-trap exit lens inject 16 �20

Entrance 1–3 �5 �5

Entrance 2 5 6

Front top 0 �23.5

Front bottom 0 �9.5

Surface 0 �40

Middle bottom 0 �110

Back top 0 �154

Back bottom 0 �90

Exit 1–3 �20 �30

Exit 2 2 �50

C-trap offset – �35

Note that these voltages should be tuned and optimized for each instrument and after venting and surface replacement

Fig. 3 Photographs of the static nESI sample holder for a nano-flexspray source with platinum wire inserted.
(a) Back view with peek screw removed. The piece of aluminum foil, inserted in the metal housing, can be
observed. (b) After assembly of the sample holder, the platinum wire must be in contact with the aluminum
inside the metal housing and protrude from the front of the peek nut. The red peek screw is connected to a
3 mL syringe for backing pressure. (c) Sample holder with filled nESI needle, ready for analysis. The platinum
wire is inserted inside the needle and is in direct contact with the sample
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wire can be carefully rinsed with water or methanol between
samples.

5. Load 2–3 μL of your sample (~1 μM concentration or lower)
into a pulled needle. For this step you can either use a glass
syringe (e.g., a Hamilton 10 μL 1700 series with an N termi-
nation) or gel loader tips (e.g., 0.5–10 μL Micro gel tips from
Genesee Scientific). To remove air bubbles and ensure that the
solution is at the bottom of the tip, glass capillaries can be
carefully spun down using a mini centrifuge. If using a glass
syringe to fill nESI needles, the syringe should be flushed with a
50:50 water:methanol solution several times between samples.

6. Carefully push the back of the needle onto the platinum wire so
that the wire is in contact with solution and push the needle
through the peek nut (note: if backing pressure is required, a
soft ferrule should be installed between the needle holder and
the peek nut to allow for proper sealing; a 3 mL syringe can be
connected to the sample holder to provide the necessary back-
ing pressure), see Fig. 3. Tighten the peek nut so the sample is
held securely.

7. Push source bottom into the instrument so the source is sealed,
and the interlock is fulfilled. Using the adjustment knobs on
the XYZ manipulator of the source, adjust the tip position so
that it is centered with the sample inlet and approximately
5–10 mm away from the inlet.

Fig. 4 Mass spectrum of 1 μM rat 20S proteasome prepared in 150 mM AmAc
and acquired with �50 V in-source trapping, trap gas 9, and a resolution of
3125 K. Measured mass is 719, 173 � 160 Da
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8. Optional: If using backing pressure, slowly push on the syringe
until a droplet appears at the end of the nESI needle.

9. Turn the instrument into operate and apply a capillary voltage
to begin the spray. We find that a higher spray voltage
(~0.9–1.1 kV) is often needed to start the spray after which
the capillary voltage can be dropped to ~0.6–0.9 kV for analy-
sis. Once you have sprayed, the tip position should be opti-
mized (optimizing both for intensity and spectral quality);
typically we find moving further back from the inlet is preferred
as well as moving the tip either up or down, so it is not directly
level with the inlet.

10. Tune the instrument to optimize signal while avoiding activa-
tion (see Note 11) and dissociation. Detailed information on
the modifications that have beenmade to the Exactive platform
to optimize it for high-mass transmission can be found else-
where [50, 51]. We typically begin in the front end of the
instrument and work our way toward the analyzer, see Fig. 2a.
Normally, we work with fixed injection times (of 100–200 ms),
which are optimized based on signal to avoid overfilling and
hence space-charge effects. When tuning for the first time, we
recommend acquiring the data while you tune, so you can
easily note any changes (e.g., activation) as you tune.

(a) Source temperature: increasing the source temperature
can aid in desolvation; however, high-source temperatures
could result in activation. We typically work at
200–250 �C.

(b) In-source CID: applying low in-source CID voltages can
aid desolvation but can also cause activation.

(c) In-source trapping: For improved desolvation of protein
complexes, we typically use in-source trapping as opposed
to in-source CID, as this gives better kinetic control of the
ions. Higher in-source trapping voltages will strip off
more adducts and, however, can result in dissociation
and/or activation and resturcturing (see Note 11)
[17]. Therefore, we recommend keeping this as low as
possible (5–50 V works well for most of our soluble
protein complexes prepared in AmAc without additives).

(d) Flatapoles: The voltages on the injection, inter, and bent
flatapoles should be optimized for transmission, but care
should be taken to minimize the voltages in this region to
avoid activation. For SID, the SID voltage is defined as
the difference between the bent flatapole and SID surface
which is typically ~5 V; hence, for SID, the SID voltage is
the surface voltage plus 5 V. Significantly higher voltages
here will therefore impact the definition of the SID
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voltage (see Subheading 3.7 Tuning SID for a range of
energies).

(e) Ion transfer target m/z: The ion transfer target controls
the RF amplitudes on the injection flatapole, bent flata-
pole, transport multipole, and HCD cell and can be set to
high or low or manually set. For the majority of protein
complexes, we work in high m/z mode; however, if smal-
ler peptides or ligands are also present in the sample, the
RF amplitudes may need to be manually tuned to allow
both to be observed.

(f) Detector m/z optimization: This setting changes the vol-
tages and timing by which ions are pulsed into the Orbi-
trap. In our experience, “low” tends to work well for most
protein complexes until you reach very large ions
(>15,000 m/z).

(g) Extended trapping: Extended trapping allows ions to be
transferred into the HCD cell before being transferred
into the C-trap and is useful for collisionally cooling
large ions [51].

(h) HCD voltage: Applying low HCD voltages can increase
spectral quality by removing any residual adducts. Typi-
cally, we prefer to use in-source trapping or in-source CID
so the sample is cleaned up before mass selection in the
quadrupole when selecting a single species.

(i) Trap gas: The trap gas, which controls the pressure of the
HCD cell, should be optimized for each system. Generally
increasing the trap gas helps with trapping and collision
cooling of larger systems; however, when doing HCD to
generate monomers, this setting may need to be
decreased, as discussed below.

(j) Resolution: The resolution setting is the resolution at
400 m/z, and increasing the resolution increases the tran-
sient time allowing higher resolution data to be acquired.
However, signal decay can be observed using long tran-
sients due to collisions of the protein ions with back-
ground gas molecules [52] and hence spectral quality
may decrease with increased resolution. For intact protein
complexes, we typically use resolution settings of �25K.

11. Once tuned, long acquisitions are not necessary, with sufficient
signal intensity (normalized level of � mid E4). Typical acqui-
sitions for full MS are 50 scans. The length of time will depend
on the injection time and resolution setting used. A typical MS
spectrum for the 20S proteasome, biochemically purified from
rat liver [7], a ~717 kDa hetero 28-mer acquired at 3125 K
resolution, with trap gas 9, and �50 V in source trapping is
shown in Fig. 4.
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3.6.3 CID for

Characterization of Protein

Complex

Almost all instruments used for native MS are equipped to perform
CID. CID involves accelerating the ion of interest into a neutral
collision gas, the ions undergo multiple collisions with the collision
gas and dissociation typically proceeds via an unfolding/rearrange-
ment mechanism producing unfolded and highly charged mono-
mer and the complementary N-1mer, sometimes with sequential
monomer losses. CID is therefore a useful tool for confirming the
stoichiometry of the complex, determining the molecular weight of
the monomers, and identifying proteoforms present [53].

1. Optional: it is not necessary to mass select a single charge state
to perform CID. Depending on the signal intensity, we either
select a single charge state of species using a narrow window
(width of 2–20 m/z units) or select the entire charge state
distribution (CSD) for dissociation. Selecting the entire CSD
is beneficial when signal is too low to select a single peak but
multiple species are present.

2. Gradually increase the HCD CE voltage in steps of ~20 V until
dissociation is observed. For confirming stoichiometry, we aim
to achieve balance between monomers and N-1mers. In order
to achieve balance between the products, the trap gas should be
optimized (Fig. 5a), along with the HCD field gradient purge
(the electrical field by which ions are ejected from the HCD
cell). Resolution can also bias mass distributions with lower
resolutions typically providing better balance. For proteoform
characterization, we aim to produce as abundant monomers as
possible, using higher HCD voltages and tuning with lower
trap gases to better transmit these species (Fig. 5b).

3.7 Tuning SID Over

a Range of Energies

In order to perform SID, the ion beam has to be guided toward,
and collide against, the surface following which the ions need to be
collected and transmitted to the rest of the instrument. In the
modified Q Exactive UHMR and EMR (see Note 12), this is
achieved by tuning the front deflector such that the ions are
attracted toward the front top deflector and hence toward the
surface and the back deflector more attractive to pull ions off the
surface and towards the rest of the instrument (see Table 2). The
SID voltage is defined as the difference between the bent flatapole
(typically held ~5 V) and the surface, and hence SID voltage is
generally defined as the surface voltage plus 5 V (see Fig. 6)
[18]. The SID energy however is defined as the SID voltage multi-
plied by the charge state (e.g., for an 11+ precursor SID 45 Vwould
equal an SID energy of 495 eV). If multiple charge states are
selected for dissociation, a single SID energy cannot be defined;
however, using the average charge state, the average energy can be
determined (average charge state multiplied by the voltage).

When initially tuning in SID, it is recommended to use a
protein standard, of known structure, which has previously been
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studied with SID and hence has well known dissociation products,
e.g., streptavidin (dimer of dimers produces dimers with SID) or
C-reactive protein (cyclic pentamer produces monomer to tetramer

Fig. 5 250 V HCD of 20S proteasome from rat prepared in 150 mM AmAc,
acquired with �50 V in-source trapping at 3125 K resolution. (a) Acquired with
trap gas 6 and (b) acquired with trap gas 4. Identity of the monomers observed in
B will be discussed below in the Subheading 3.8

Fig. 6 Relative voltage diagram showing how the SID voltage is defined (the
voltage difference between the last optic before the SID device or the SID
entrance lens and the surface). Increasing SID voltages are achieved by lowering
the C-trap offset (during the injection) and lowering the SID devices from the
surface onwards. (Adapted with permission from VanAernum et al. [18]. Copy-
right (2019) American Chemical Society)
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with SID) [14, 16, 54]. For structural information, it is recom-
mended to prepare the sample under charge-reducing conditions
(typically containing 20% by volume TEAA [11, 55]). Low-voltage
(or energy) SID is particularly useful for studying the structure of
protein complexes as they typically cleave at the weakest interfaces
first, particularly when samples are prepared under charge-reducing
conditions [14, 54]. The rat 20S proteasome was subjected to
low-voltage SID under both normal charge and charge-reduced
conditions, as shown in Fig. 7a, b. When prepared under charge-
reducing conditions, the dominant product is the 7α ring (Fig. 7b),
an observation that is consistent with previous SID studies and the
cryo-EM structure [7]. When the sample is prepared without a
charge reducing agent, the 7α ring is observed; however, compet-
ing pathways are also present such as the production of α

Fig. 7 Lower energy SID of rat 20S proteasome acquired with �50 V in-source
trapping at 3125 K resolution and a trap gas of 9. Prepared in either (a) 150 mM
AmAc (average charge state of precursor +61, determined from UniDec [59]) and
acquired with 85 V SID (corresponding to an average energy of 5185 eV) or (b)
120 mM AmAc +30 mM TEAA (average charge state of precursor +45,
determined from UniDec) and acquired with 105 V SID (corresponding to an
average energy of 4725 eV)
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monomers and the complementary 20S-α (Fig. 7a), highlighting
the importance of charge reduction in structural studies by SID.

When increasing the SID voltage on the Orbitrap platforms, as
the front-end optics cannot be increased to very high voltages, the
back end of the SID device and the C-trap entrance are therefore
made more negative. Making the voltage on the surface more
negative will increase the voltage difference between the bent flata-
pole and the surface (therefore increasing SID voltage). To collect
and transmit the ions, the back deflector, exits, C-trap entrance and
exit (inject) voltages, and the C-trap offset are also made more

Fig. 8 Higher energy SID of rat 20S proteasome acquired with �50 V in-source
trapping at 3125 K resolution prepared in 150 mM AmAc (average charge state
of precursor +61, determined from UniDec [59]) and acquired with 185 V SID
(corresponding to an average energy of 11,346 eV) with (a) trap gas 9, (b) trap
gas 7, and (c) trap gas 5. With trap gas 7, greater coverage of the monomers is
obtained, as demonstrated with the increased number of peaks in the low mass
region. The identity of the monomers is discussed below in the interpreting data
Subheading 3.8
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negative to aid transmission [18], as discussed in more detail in the
following protocol. High-energy SID is particularly useful when
proteoform information is required, as it can be used to produce
higher intensity of monomer (compared to low-energy SID). Given
the higher charge states observed in AmAc (and therefore higher
SID energies accessible), we have found that the most extensive
proteoform characterization by SID is obtained using samples
prepared in AmAc without the addition of a charge reducing
reagent [56]. During SID, ions are not typically transmitted into
the HCD cell, so for proteoform characterization, the trap gas does
not need to be dropped as low as with HCD; however, the trap gas
can still affect the SID spectra observed and therefore should be
optimized for proteoform characterization. Figure 8 below shows a
comparison for high-energy SID of rat 20S proteasome acquired
with trap gas 9, 7, and 5.

The protocol for a typical SID experiment, after achieving spray
and optimizing the instrument for MS of the complex of interest
(see Subheading 3.6.2), is outlined below.

1. Switch the instrument into standby and adjust the circuit so
that the C-trap offset is being supplied by the external power
supply as opposed to the onboard power supply [18].

2. Restart spray and check for MS signal (see Subheading 3.6.2,
Step 8).

3. Optional: if desired, select a single m/z species with a narrow
isolation window (typically 5–20 m/z). If signal is low, how-
ever, the entire charge state distribution can be selected instead
by applying a wide isolation around the region of interest. If
signal is low, it is often beneficial to increase the injection time
to increase the number of ions.

4. Set the SID device voltages, and C-trap offset and C-trap
entrance and exit (inject) voltages as shown in Table 2. SID
can then be optimized by fine-tuning the device as needed. To
fine–tune, we recommend starting with the front deflectors and
then working step-wise toward the back of the device. This
process may need to be repeated more than once. Care should
be taken at this stage to ensure unintentional CID is not
occurring along with SID. CID can be distinguished from
SID as it typically produces highly charged monomer and
complementary N-1mer, whereas SID produces a greater vari-
ety of subcomplexes, with more symmetrical charge partition-
ing [57]. It is recommended to tune the SID device initially
with a complex of known structure that has been previously
studied with SID.

5. Optimize injection time and trap gas for signal. Care should be
taken when selecting the resolution at which to acquire SID
data—higher resolutions will typically bias toward monomers
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and lower resolutions will typically provide greater balance
between product pairs. We typically acquire multiple SID vol-
tages and multiple resolutions to check product distribution
before determining final conditions.

6. To increase SID voltage by 10 V, decrease the C-trap entrance
inject, C-trap exit inject, and C-trap offset by 10 V. Increase
front top and front bottom deflectors on the C-trap by 0.5 V
and decrease the surface, middle bottom, back top deflector,
back bottom deflector, and exit lenses by 10 V. Typically, we
acquire SID at 10 V intervals from 45 to 225 V SID.

3.8 Interpreting

the Data

There are multiple software packages that can be used to deconvo-
lute native MS data, aiding in interpretation and reporting. Within
our laboratories, the most commonly used packages are UniDec,
Intact Mass, and Biopharma Finder. All three allow for mass match-
ing of deconvoluted species which can assist in interpretation.
These are briefly introduced below, and protocols for nMS data
analysis using these three software packages can be found elsewhere
[41, 58].

UniDec (Michael Marty, University of Arizona) UniDec is a
free, open source, software that employs a Bayesian framework
[59]. UniDec is well suited to nMS data analysis including ion
mobility data and is well suited to analyze data with overlapping
species. MetaUniDec also allows for high-throughput batch pro-
cessing [60], assisting in the analysis of large data sets. UniDec can
directly read data from Waters and Thermo Instruments, as well as
opening data from other instruments by converting to a .txt or
mzML format.

Intact Mass (Protein Metrics) Intact Mass is based on a parsimo-
nious algorithm [61] and is well suited to the analysis of protein and
protein complex spectra. Intact Mass can be used to interpret data
from multiple different instrument vendors and can batch process.

BioPharma Finder (Thermo Scientific) Biopharma finder is a
software package that can be used for deconvolution of data
acquired on Thermo Instruments. In addition to being able to
handle intact mass data, it can also be used for top-down data
analysis for protein identification.

Manually interpreting SID spectra for complex species, includ-
ing those with multiple subunits or proteoforms, can be a very
time-consuming process, and therefore using one of the software
packages listed above can greatly assist in this process. An example
of this is identifying the monomers present in CID or higher-
energy SID spectra of the rat 20S proteasome (Figs. 5b and 8b
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respectively). In order to identify the different monomers, dimers,
and trimers present in the low m/z region of these spectra, we
employed the use of UniDec. Data was imported into UniDec
and analyzed with the “high-resolution native” preset method,
using the automatic m/z peak width option, sampling mass every
1 Da, peak detection range of 1 Da, and peak detection threshold of
0.01. Peak peaking was then manually validated. Major proteo-
forms of the α-subunits were identified with both CID and SID
(Fig. 9 and Table 3). However, under these conditions, a greater
number of β-subunits were identified by SID. In addition, SID can
provide information on the dimers in the 7α ring (Table 4) and
therefore increased substructural information than CID here [7].

The protocol presented here demonstrates that when coupled
with a high-resolution analyzer, SID is a useful tool to study both
substructure (using low-energy SID) and proteoforms (using high-
energy SID). Although demonstrated here for a single system, this
approach is applicable to systems of different sizes and can be used
for soluble and membrane proteins.

4 Notes

1. Due to the hygroscopic nature of ammonium acetate, we typi-
cally purchase smaller quantities at a time, and once opened,
prepare a 5M stock from the entire bottle. This ensures an
accurate concentration can be achieved. The stock can be
stored at �20 �C until needed. Prior to sample preparation,
the stock solution can be diluted to the working concentration;
for most of our systems, this is 100–200 mM AmAc, but
concentrations of 10–1000 mM can be used if required.

2. For buffer exchange, we follow the protocol as listed; however,
we perform four washes, which will result in >99.9% buffer
exchange.

3. If using a fixed rotor centrifuge, care should be taken to rotate
the spin column between centrifuge steps to keep the column
bed as even as possible.

4. Ensure that the column bed looks dry before loading the
sample or you may experience sample dilution.

5. For Amicon-ultra 0.5 mL concentrators, trace amounts of
glycerine can remain on the filter; therefore, for nMS applica-
tions, it is recommended to follow the suggested wash step
prior to sample loading. Do not let the filter dry out between
the wash step and loading your sample.

6. For the most common biochemistry buffers, we find 2–3 buffer
exchange (dilution) steps are sufficient to remove the salt and
non-volatile components; however, up to 10 exchanges may be
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required for some harder-to-remove components or when
samples are prepared with high concentrations of non-volatiles.

7. For nMS applications, we recommend following the optional
wash step for Slide-A-Lyzer. However, do not let the mem-
brane dry out between the wash and sample loading steps. We
also typically change the dialysis buffer at least once (after
1–2 h) before an overnight dialysis.

8. The microdialysis cassettes can be prewashed by pipetting
100 μL of water into the cassette and then carefully removing
it before loading your sample. Do not let the membrane dry
out between the wash and sample loading steps. A typical
dialysis for nMS using microdialysis will require changing the
dialysis buffer 2–3 times after 1–2 h for each step. If necessary,
an overnight dialysis can be performed after the initial
exchanges; however, an overnight dialysis is typically only

Fig. 9 Monomers and dimers identified with (a) 250 V CID trap gas 4 and (b)
185 V SID with trap gas 7. Data analyzed using UniDec. In both cases, data was
acquired with – 50 V in source trapping and at 3125 K resolution
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needed for removal of very high concentrations of
non-volatiles.

9. The heat value needed to melt the glass will vary for different
types of glass and between filaments. To determine the heat
value required for the glass/filament combination on a Sutter
P97 puller, you run a “ramp test,” which systematically raises
the temperature until the glass starts to soften and puller bars

Table 3
Theoretical and observed molecular weights of α-monomers and β-monomers of rat 20S proteasome

Theoretical
mass (Da)

CID (250 V
trap gas 4)

SID (185 V
trap gas 7)

PSMA1 + Ac 29, 560 29, 560 � 1 29, 558 � 1

PSMA2 ΔMet + Ac 25, 838 25, 837 � 1 25, 836 � 1

PSMA3 ΔMet + Ac + Phos 28, 410 28, 410 � 1 28, 409 � 3

PSMA4 ΔMet + Ac 29, 409 29, 409 � 1 29, 407 � 4

PSMA5 + Ac 26, 453 26, 453 � 1 26, 452 � 1

PSMA6 ΔMet 27, 268 27, 264 � 2 –

PSMA6 ΔMet + Ac 27, 310 27, 311 � 1 27, 309 � 1

PSMA7 minus AS, ΔMet + Ac 27, 608 27, 609 � 1 27, 609 � 2

PSMB1 (propeptide cleaved 1–27) 23, 547 – 23, 541 � 9

PSMB3 ΔMet + Ac 22, 876 – 22, 875 � 1

PSMB4 (propeptide cleaved 1–13) 24, 336 – 24, 337 � 6

PSMB7 (propeptide cleaved 1–43) 25, 314 25, 313 � 1 25, 316 � 4

Theoretical molecular weights were determined based on the previously observed most abundant proteoform

[7]. Observed molecular weights and errors were determined manually

Table 4
Theoretical and observed molecular weights of α-dimers of rat 20S proteasome

Theoretical mass (Da) SID (185 V trap gas 7)

PSMA5 + PSMA7 54, 061 54, 061 � 5

PSMA7 + PSMA4 57, 017 57, 013 � 4

PSMA2 + PSMA6 53, 148 53, 142 � 4

PSMA6 + PSMA3 55, 720 55, 719 � 1

PSMA3 + PSMA1 57, 970 57, 969 � 4

Theoretical molecular weights were determined based on the previously observed most abundant proteoform

[7]. Observed molecular weights and errors were determined manually
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move apart. The heat is turned off when a factory-set ramp test
velocity is achieved. The heat value required to reach this
velocity is the ramp test temperature. The ramp test tempera-
ture will vary for different types of glass and between filaments.
It is therefore important to rerun the ramp test when changing
the filament or changing glass types.

10. When pulling tips that are open and do not require clipping, we
have found that more consistent pulling is achieved when the
filament is allowed to cool completely between uses. It can take
up to 5 min for the filament to completely cool after pulling a
capillary.

11. Care should be taken with all instrument parameters to avoid
unintentional activation. It is possible to activate and unfold
the complex before dissociation, so even if the complex is
intact, it may not still be native [62]. Previous reports have
shown that it is possible to rearrange the structure with high
in-source trapping voltages [56]. It is likely that high voltages,
voltages drops, and high capillary temperature could also have
an effect and therefore care should always be taken to keep
instrument conditions as “soft” and in low voltage as possible.

12. Instrument modifications should be made only if the customer
and instrument vendor agree on steps to be followed.
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